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DR. E. B. REED.
MEDICAL ROOms

ST^ PORTLAND,

ME.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by tbe allopath.c and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take tfietr case to treat and cure them. I find
about four-fifths ol the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the
office $1, and consultation free.
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Hearings Hefore Committee on Kailroads, Telegraphs and Expresses.

WASHINGTON TALK.

Interests of the Fishermen to be
Bxchangi Street. Portla--n. Me.
.'..ars a Year. To
Discussed To-day.
Terms
Asubscrlbers. boa Dollars a Year. If paid in.
'•O'.
Kates of Advertising—One inch of
<*;
<
the length of column, or twelve lines nonpa,
Frye Expected to Handle the
constitutes a “square.”
*
first
$1.60 per square, dally,
week; 76 cents per
’’•ue-noses Without Cloves.
week after; three insertions or less, $1.00, con'
tinuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
three
insertions
Halt square,
or less, 76 cents;
Review of Last Week’s Work in
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.
special Notices, one-third additional.
House and Senate.
Under bead of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions or less. $1.60.
to the
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
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THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50
a year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.

Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press" (which has a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subse
queut Insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
The Committee on Railroads, Telegraphs and
Expresses will give a public heariug in their Committee Room, Jan. 20, at 2.30 o’clock, on the following matters;
An act additional to the charter of Portland and
Rochester R. R. Co.
On an act to incorporate the Watervlllc and
Fairfield R. R. Co.
On petition of 3. I,. Larrabee and others, for a
charter lor a railroad from Ucarboro Beach station to Prout’s Neck.
On petition of John D. Splller and others, to incomoratc the Sebago Lake and Mechanic Falls R.
On Fell. 2nd will be heard, at same time and
place, all parties Interested in petition of V. ft.
Tuttle ana others for a charter for a railroad to
he known as the Waldo and .Somerset Jt. It.
On petition of J. W. Bolton and others, for Incorporation of Northern Maine K. K. Co.
On F'eli. nth, at same time and place, on an act
making valid the organization of Monsoli K. K.
Co., and authorizing extension of same.
On an order to Inquire into the expediency of
amending the law in regard to telcgraps, so us to
secure a more prompt delivery of despatches and
transmission of despatches between connecting
lines, so as to provide more efllcieut service.
,1 AS. F. HAWKES, See.
jan21dtdsn

Notice.

WEATHER.

Washington, Jan. 24.
The indiaations for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are rain or snow and colder.
LOCAL WEATHEB REPORT.

Pobtland, Me., Jan. 23, 1887.
| 7 A M | 3 P M 111 PM
Barometer. 29.939 29.906 29.886
40.1
38.0
Thermometer. 37.7
39.1
34.4
DewPoint. 37.5

Humidity.

98.0
SW
10

70.5

siitlil]an31

jau20

PIIBLICJJOTICE.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

(Jan. 23, 1887,10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

©

Observation.

Eastport,
Portland,

NOTICE.
on Military Affairs will give a
the Petitions in Aid of the Gettysburg Memorial Association, in Representatives Hall, State House, on THURSDAY, Jan.
27th., at 2.30 p. ill.
8. H. ALLEN,) chairmen.
I'lwiriuen
U. H. SHAW, f
GUSTAVU8 MOORE, Secretary.

The Committee

to
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E. P. Jones, Pv’t 8. C., U. 8. A.

NOTICE.
Committee on Financial Affairs will hold
a meeting at the Stale House, Augusta, Monday evening next at 8 o’clock, for a hearing on the
Act to establish the Maine Reformatory Institution for Women.
SAMUEL LIBBY, 1 chairm.,n
Chairmen.
J. H. MANLEY, i
H. W. SARGENT, Secretary.

THE

jan20sntd

January, 18,1887.__
NATICIi.

Financial Affairs will hold
House, Augusta,
o’clock, fora hearing
Monday evening
on the resolve in favor of the Marne Eye aud Ear

THE Committee
meeting at the State
next at 7
on

a

Infirmary.

SAMUEL LIBBY,
J. H. MANLEY,
H. W.

January 18, 1887.

1Chairmen
JLlianmen.

SAHUENT, Secretary.
Jan20sndtd

JUST FOUR INCHES
of good advice. Not a temperance lecture ; not a
medical treatise; but some common sense words
full of meat (not drink) for the sufferer from

DYSPEPSIA
—AND—

INDIGESTION.
And that’s a Yankee. Look at them. Don’t they
all suffer at times? Then let them use their Yankee shrewdness, and, instead of drinking bottle
after bottle of alcoholic preparations, which only
stimulate aud irritate their stomach, producing
lasting evil instead of doing good, let them get a
box

of

small lozenges containing hi condensed form all
the medicinal properties needed to completely
DWPKPMI A, I.VDlliKSTION,
cure all
IIKAK rBI KIV. ami remove AI IDIT1 OP
Dr. Mark K. Wonobury
TilK sTOflACH.
lias used them in Ills practice for 43 years without
He prepares them now for the public.
a failure.
He calls them his

Dyspepsia Killers.
Poiee, 60 cents a box. (Trial size, 26 cents.)
Sent by mail to any part of the U. S. on receipt of
price, by

DOOLITTLE

&

SMITH,

Agents,
24 ant) 21* Tremont 81., Boston. Mass.
eod i st2dor4thp
jan20
Wholesale

Ta^For

RHEUM

ATiSM,^
and

„lSP UlWl NEUnALGlA

U

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.
.1111/
IIIW'/

Though we do not claim that

jm

/“l twksAJ's Vegetinb will cure every case
4
rheumatism, there is positive
l/vinj y'of that
■ IIII
Vy/proof it has cured many. In fact,

power to correct the acid condition
Vi vi
changes in the blood which
v
V produce the disease has Jdccome remarkablo.
can use nothing with greater certainty
success. It lia* cured when other remy©dle» failed. Use Vsoetinb with perfect confidence for any blood impurity. For Canker In the
Mouth and stomach. Ulcer*, Pimple*. Boil*,
and all skin diseases, it always gives satisfaction. For
weakness, aud debility, there is not a
dyspepsia, femalethat
fui-ikcine known
equals it. Evidence from tliousaudsofthe iiest families in the country substantiate this
statement. It purifies the blood, and that is the secret of
Its great value as a vitalizer of the exhausted functions.

v|chemical

f/Tom

/of

8

fflSfsTlLL^8 ,LJ£“

MRS- CROCKETT ON

STAND.

Belfast, Jan. 22.—In the Crockett murder trial today Colonel W. H. Fogler made
an able opening address to the jury, after
which the accused, Mrs. Martha M. Crockett, was sworn and testified.
She said: “I am 58 years old, and was born
and have always lived in Swanville.
I was
married to William Harvey when 16 years
old, and by him 1 had three daughters and
two sons, all now living.
My first husband
died in 1875. I married Ruel Crockett in
1883.

“Twice I left Crockett on account of trouble
but on the first occasion I only stayed away
three days. The other time, which was las t
year, I was away four months.” In regard to
the dinner the day Crockett was taken sick,
she sa>d that he told her that he never knew
the dinner to taste so good.
She prepared the meal entirely herself.
She never had any poison in the house.
Then she described at length his sickness,
and said she did all she could for him, and
watched with him both nights.
She denied much that Nellie Crockett and
other wi tnesses had testified, and said she
told Nellie to eat of the fried apples if she
wanted to, but she didn’t know whether she
did or not.
She said that Crockett had a sick spell
about two weeks before his death, and complained of a burning in his stomach. Crockett had several times last year said that he
wanted to kill himself, as he was tired of
living. Last October she found him in the

shed

day with a rope around his neck.
She took it off and carried it into the house.
She said Crockett’s property was worth
about $250.
Mrs. Crockett was subjected to a searching cross-examination by Attorney General
Baker. She said she thought Mr. Crockett
.'jUltlUf, UUt U1U J1UI llllllh

(Dili 11! 11 LC.U

W11C11

he died; first thought

so when his body was
taken up and poison found in it.
She be
lieved he committed suicide when the officers arrested her, but didn’t know that she
told them so.
Mrs. John Bragdon, a daughter of Mrs.

Crockett,

testified that she was at her moth-

er’s most ol the time while Crockett was
sick, and she corroborated her mother in
many things. Sunday she (Mrs. Bragdon)
ate some of the fried apples and gave the
rest to the pig. She said that a woman told
her that Crockett bought poison at a Belfast
drug store. Witness said Crockett had told
her he thought of killing himself.
Tlie interest in the trial continues and the

FMW&wlylstor4thDnrm
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EPPS'S COCOA.
HBEAHVAfiT,
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern tile operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
Mr. Epps has
properties of well-selected Cocoa.
delicately
provided our breakfast tables with a us
many
flavored beverage which may save
use ol
the
hills.
It
is
doctors'
Judicious
by
heavy
such articles of diet that a constitution may be
gradually built up until strong enough to resist
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."—Civil Service Gazette
Maile simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:
JAMES) EPPN <V CO.,
Ilomwopalliic Cheini.l., l.ondon, Eng.
H&Tu&wly
JelP

FUR CAPS.
Keal Fur Caps
Scotch Caps
Seal Caps (good)
Seal Caps
Boys’ Winter Caps

...

crowded at each session, a
large part of the audience being ladies.
MAINE.
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197 Middle Street.

Jan8eodti
The Secretary of State lias received des
patches from Buenos Ayres stating that tin
deaths from Asiotie cholera in that city ii
November last were 93, and that business i
virtually suspended there. The death rati
in Kosario lias sometimes readied 50 per day
Government authorities are working enei
getically to extirpate the plague by moder 1
methods.
A serious whooping cougli prevails i
Hookset, N. H. Nearly every family has on
or more cases.
Two deaths have oceurrec
Tlie public schools have been ordered closet

Last Week in Congress.
During the week Congress has kept

well
up to the record it has made thus far this
session for good work. The resume is as
follows: Saturday, Jan. 15th, the Senate
was not in session.
The nouse, after the

regular morning business was concluded,
which the report of the conference
committee on inter-state commerce was submitted, spent the whole day in the consideration of the river and harbor appropriation

during

lx!ll

1.x.4-

...UL—a

A_T_:__a;__

Monday the Senate passed the army and
pension appropriation bills, and forty private
pension bills, the greater part of them being
House bills, and devoted the remainder of
the day to the agricultural experiment station bill without taking action thereon. It
was suspension day in the
House, and under
this rule bills giving pensions to dependent
parents and honorably discharged soldiers
who are disabled from any cause whatever,
and who are dependent upon their own labor
for support, and also bills giving pensions
of 88 a month to all survivors of the Mexican war, were considered.
A bill was also

considered giving the Court of Claims jurisdiction over any claim or demand, except
war claims, pending before any committee of
Congress. But when the vote was taken on
ordering a second to the motion to suspend
the rules and pass it, there was found to be
no quorum present, and it being late the bill
went over. The resolution of the Maine
Legislature in opposition to the free ship
bill were read in both Houses Tuesday.
The Senate devoted the whole day to the
consideration of a bill confirming the title to
certain lands to the New Orleans, Baton
ltouge & Vicksburg railroad. The bill was
passed. In the House a resolution to investigate the Pacific railroad was passed. The
opponents of the education bill, by filibustering, prevented the assigning of a time for
the consideration of the bill. The interstate commerce report was then taken up
and occupied the remainder of the day.

Wednesday the Senate passed a bill to construct a bridge across the Mississippi river at
St. Louis, and listened to a speech by Senator Call

feiture

of Florida on a land grant forresolution. At an early hour the

doors were closed and the remainder of the
day was spent in executive session. The

House again debated interstate commerce all
day. Thursday the same programme prevailed as on Wednesday in both Houses—
interstate commerce in the House, and secret
session in the Senate.

The House held an
for debate. Friday, in the
finished his speech of Tuesday, and again the day was spent in secret
session. The House, after first agreeing by
a vote of 219 to 41 to the report of the con-

evening session
Senate, Mr. Call

ference committee on inter-state commerce,
devoted the remainder of the day to the
private calendar.
Notes.
A new post office has been established at
South Lincoln Penobscot county. Special
iivili
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John MacGregor has been commissioned postmaster.
A. L. Smith and wife and Geo. Greenleaf
and wife of Portland, W. Moore of Norway,
and Dr. L. J. Martell, a prominent French
and 388.

politician
ton,

are

and

ex-city physician

of

here.

The Sailor

Lewis-

Secretary Happy.

A daughter was born to Secretary and
Mrs. Whitney this morning. The mother
and child are doing finely.
CRABTREE LEDCE.

Cheaper

to Remove the Rock than to

Build a

Lighthouse.

Washington, D. C., Jan. 22.—At the last
of Congress an appropriation of
$25,000 was made for the erection of a lighthouse at Crabtree Ledge, Frenchman’s Bay,
session

making
preliminary
aminations, Major Stanton, engineer of the
lighthouse district, informs the department
that there are only about 400 cubic yards of
rock above a plane 12 feet below mean low
Maine.

After

the

water, and that it

ex-

be romoved for less
than one-half the cost of a lighthouse to
mark its position. He says that the greatest

draught

of water

can

of

steamers

plying

be-

tween Bar Harbor and the railroad terminus
at Mt. Desert ferry is 10 feet, and as vessels
cannot pass Sullivan’s Falls in the river
above at mean low tide drawing more than
seven feet of water, it is thought that the re-

moval of the rock to the depth of 12 feet below mean low water would be adequate for

safety.

_

DARING

McCLYNN.

Pope Himself to Settle
—'Vigorous® Utterances on
Question.

The

Woodbury’s Good Work.
Rockland, Jan. 22.—The cutter Woodbury, Captain Dean, is doing good service.
Wednesday she towed the shoouer Village
Maidjthrough the ice from.Green’sLanding to
Rockland. Today she towed schooner Exchange out of Southeast Harbor through the
ice in Deer Island thoroughfare.
The

Fine Residence Burned.
The house, ell and stable of Mr. Hall, a
sailmaker at Port Clyde, was destroyed by
fire yesterday with its contents.
It was a
fine residence. The insurance was $2,200 on
The
buildings and $1,200 on the furniture.

is unknown,
upper part.
cause

as

the fire caught in the

Fire in Farmington.
Fakjungton, Jan. 22.—On Friday, Farmington was alarmed by a fire which burned a
large barn on the late Mrs. Belcher’s estate
just ubove the village. The barn was occupied by L. B. St oyell and filled with hay. It
burned to the ground together with two
The total
horses, harnesses and carriages.
loss is $1,000; insured for $200. The fire was

incendiary origin.
Anti-Oleomargarine.
Lewiston, Jan. 22.—Representatives

ol
the craftnerles of Maine met in Auburn today to form an association to be called tin
“State
Creamery Association.”
Henrj
Turner of Turner, J. W. Maxwel 1 of Web
ster and A. E. True of Poland were appoint
Tin
ed a committee to form a constitution.
purpose is to promote the interest of creameries and suppress the sale of oleomargarine

Suicide by Drowning.
Etta, the wife of Romeo Doucette, is missing. Her hat was found by the river. It i: !
supposed that she committed suicide. A
note was found, saying that she was tired o
life and should destroy herself.
Death of ex-Senator Austin.
Macuias, Jan. 22.—Edward A. Austin,! 1
well-known member of Washington Bar, am l
a member of the last State Senate,
died sud
denly last night at his home in Addison, lb !

aged
days.

was

48.

He

was

sick but two

or

thrci i

New Yoke, Jan. 23.—In

the Case
the Land

letter to
Archbishop Corrigan, Dr. McGlynn has
made this remarkable and daring statement

his

of his position:
“My doctrine about land has been made
clear in speeches, in reported interviews and
in published articles, and 1 repeat it here. I
have taught and I shall continue to teach, in
speeches and writings as long as I live, that
land is rightfully the property of the people
in common and that private ownership of
land is against natural justice, no matter by

ecclesiasticrl laws it may be
would bring about instantly, if I could such change of laws, all the
world over, as would confiscate private property in land without one penny of compenwhat civil

or

sanctioned; and I

sation to the miscalled
nn.„

owners.’5

THE

INSANE AND

In Massachusetts

in Maine Faster than they

riving by water in Massachusetts during the
year ending September 30, 1886, to be 28,512,
against 19,908 during the preceding year. The
whole number of State paupers supported,or

in some way aided from the State treasury
was 22,000.
The number of indoor poor of
the cities and towns was nearly 12,000 in the
year, of whom about 3500 are insane persons.
These are all provided for in 250 establishments of a total valuation of $8,600,000. The interest charge averages about $43
per year for each person,Iwhile the aggregate
charge for interest at 5 per cent on all the establishments is more than half as great as
the whole expenditure in the State for outdoor relief. The statistics of iumates in the
various State institutions, show the aggregate of 5,244, showing an increase of 654 in
eight years, which is wholly due to the increase of insane and idiotic persons.
The
expenses of the Board werej$252,610 of an appropriation of $259,300. The report states
that the rate of insane persons appears to increase faster than does the general population. The total number in the State is now
estimated at|6000. The Board renews many
of its former recommendations, and also suggests the maintenance of an inebriate asylum.
It urges a definite plan for the distribution of the insane among various establishments, and the restoration of a separate
board of trustees for the State almshouse and

State workhouse.

SENATORIAL CONTESTS.

Fight

Indiana

priest.

In the letter of December 20, quoted by his
grace as a Hat refusal of the priest to go to
ltome, it is said that Father McGlynn gave
imperative personal and family reasons why
he should not go, and that what is given as a
bold defiance of the Archbishop was really
but a plain statement of Father McGlynn’s

position.

Father McGlynn will write a reply as soon
as he is well enough, and it is anticipated
that it will be a veritable firebrand in the
camp of his grace.
Henry George today, speaking of Archbishop Corrigan, said: ‘’The statement is
garbled; the archbishop was afraid to publish Dr. McGlynn’s letters in full, for it
would injure his case. He has not made any
answer to my challenge, and I think that he
is afraid to deny the statement made about
him. When Dr. McGlynn’s letters are published in full, the people will see what a
schemer the Archbishop is."
Home, Jan. 22.—The Pope having reserved
for himself the settlement of the case of Ilev
Dr. Edward McGlynn of New York, it is expected in ecclesiastical circles here that th«
latter will submit to the commands of the

church.
New Yokk, Jan. 23.—The services at St
Stephen church today were conducted ai
usual, excepting no collections were attempt
ed. Considerable feeling was aroused by tin
fact that Captain Kyan had posted police ir
uniform in the street and others in citizen’!
attire inside the church. A committee of Dr

and a Creat

in New Jersey.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 23.—Nothing

happened in the contest for a United
States Senator in the legislature today. Two
members were paired, and of the 148 votes.
Turpie received 74, Harrison 70, and Allen 4.
Tiienton, N. J., Jan. 23.—It is said that
the Senate will organize Tuesday.
Another
lively week is anticipated in the House, as
certain Democrats express a determination
to unseat Speaker Baud. As a precaution
the Speaker has already drawn his salary
for the entire season. This, however, would
not interfere with the Democratic plan,
which is apt to be carried out unless Mr.
Baird promises to vote for Mr. Abbctt in the
Senatorial contest. .With his vote the Democrats would have the necessary 41 votes to
elect Mr. Abbett, provided the Senate organizes.
A rumor prevails that the Republicans
are holding out strong inducements to Baird
to throw overboard entirely the Democrats,
from whom he can never
expect other
office.
is
There
also
strong
reason
to
that
the
believe
two labor assemblymen are dallying with
Sewall emissaries. With them and Baird,
Sewall can win. But it is said that if these
three go to Sewall, the Democratic majority
new

in the Assembly will unseat more Republicans from disputed districts, to make good
the deficiencies.
There are ten disputed
seats in all.

TROUBLED EUROPE.
Cermany Anxiously Watches Unstable France.

London, Jan.

22.—The uneasy feeling on
the London stock exchange and in the European bourses

generally, is

not

without

This morning further additions are
made to the war rumors. The Eastern question in various ways seems to be clearing up,
only to give place to signs of an approaching
Franco-German conflict.
Both these countries arc massing troops on the frontier.
Mobilization has been ordered, and instructions received as to the routes to be adopted.
The Emperor’s speech to members of the
Prussian upper chamber yesterday, though
declaring that the strengthening of the army
would contribute to diminish the chances of
war. Is a hardly disguised belief that war is

cause.

inevitable in the near future. On the other hand, France is showing a feverish anxiety to take only those steps which will insure
efficiency in the event of an outbreak. The
projected adoption of a repeating rifle at this
junction, when it may become necessary for
the men to be perfectly familiar with their
Whatever the outweapons, is condemned.
come of the present ominous activity may
be, it is certain that neither France nor Germany will be caught napping.
London, Jan. 23.—The Daily News professes to know that there is extreme danger
of a war. It says the government is alarmed
on account of its having heard that Germany
is likely to ask of France to explain the
meaning of the French military movements
on the German frontier.

Berlin, Jan. 22.—The new German Liberals of the Second Berlin district met today
for the purpose of deciding on their action
in the coming election for member of the
Reichstag. Three thousand electors attended. It was resolved to support Professor
Virchow against General Von Moltke as the
candidate. Herr Richter, in a speech advocating this policy, said he admitted that the
personal merits of Gen. Von Moltke were
super-eminent, but contended that it was not
the duty of the electors to provide that the
military interests of the empire should be
strongly represented in the Reichstag, but
rather to elect to that body those who could
and would defend the civil interests of the
people, to the end that there might be a
proper equalization of the civil and military
claims put forth.
Wlr. Coschen

Makes a Strong Fisht
Against Old Associates.
London, Jan. 22.—In anticipation of what
promises to be a very stormy session of Parliament, members are gathering in Londo n
from all parts of the United Kingdom. Nearly all the leaders will be here by Monday,
and there will be a large muster of the rank
and file. Urgent calls have been issued by

the Marquis of Salisbury end Mr. AV. II.
Smith for tl^ government, and Earl Granville for Mr. Gladstone for the opposition,
summoning their respective supporters to bo
in their places on Thursday at the opening
of the session by royal commission.
Mr. Gladstone will arrive in town on Monday and hold a consultation on Tuesday with
the members of his late cabinet. The Unionist Liberals will also take counsel together
at the invitation of Lora Hartington.
Mr.
Goschen is in Liverpool and is likely to remain there until the election in the exchange
division of Liverpool, where the polling
takes plaee next AVednesday. He is working
very hard to win the seat from the Gladstones. He delivers speeches almost daily, and
is said to be making an excellent impression
upon the constituency.
London, Jan. 23.—Right Hon Henry
Campbell Bannerman, Liberal member of
Parliament and formerly Chief Secretary
for Ireland, in a speech at Culross near Inver

Keiting, on Saturday, said he believed that
when home rule was granted to Ireland Parnell would be a Conservative leader in the
Irish Parliament, supported by the government and landlords, while Parnell's present
coadjutors would lead the opposion.
Thomas Power O’Connor, speaking at
AVhitehaven,
Saturday, said that Gens.
Builer and Plunkett became moon-lighters
on

soon

after

witnessing

the

condition

of the

Irish peasants. He denied that Ireland desired separation. “AVe have,” he said, “one
AVe have also 23
crown and one empire.
Parliaments. A\Thy not 23? The reason we
have one crown and one empire is that we
have 23 Parliaments.
Socialists go to Church but Crow no

Better,
Four hundred socialists today attended
services in Battersea church, the pastor of
which, Cannon Clark, has expressed some
very positive views concerning the socialists. Cannon Clark was escorted to the
church by policemen. In his sermon he defended himself against the attack of the socialists. After the sermon Socialist Burns
made a speech outside the church, in which
he condemned in the strongest terms the
stand taken by Cannon Clark against socialism. He was interrupted by the clergyman
himself, who threatened to put him in the
horse trough. Cannon Clark then retired
amid the jeers of the crowd. Burns’s mention of tlie Queen and the Royal family was
a signal for hisses.

Stanley’s Journey.
London, Jan. 22.—Henry M. Stanley,

who
his way to relieve Emin
Bey, has definitely decided to take the Congo
route. He has telegraphed to Zanzibar for a
steamer to be ready for him. The chief difficulty has been the unwillingness of the Sultan of Zanzibar to allow 1,000 of his best
subjects to leave the district. Great pressure
has been brought to bear on him by London
merchants who are furnishing the funds for
the expedition.

left last night

on

Eight-Hour Strike In Chicago Projected.
Chicago, Jan. 22.—Another eight-hour
movement of even greater magnitude than
the one which failed last year is being organized by local labor agitators, to be inauAn

gurated May 1, next.

When Dug Out She is

Breath,
Chicago,

wife of the

prince of Austria, Is seriously ill.

crown

Townsley,

which was on runners.
The read over jtilk
Mountain is a natural one, that will admit of
but a single coach passing.
At the apex of
the mountain the Granite coach pulled into a
blasted
of
the
out
rock, and allowed
station,
us to go ahead.
Here the descent began.
The road at this point runs at an incline of
45 degrees. The driver put on his lock-chain
to the wheels, thus virtually converting
them into runners.
The vehicle, despite
these precautions, aud by its own weight,
went down at a frightful pace. We could
barely keep our seats, but balanced ourcouiu.

wmining

up

iroiu

through the box of the coach
was a perpendicular bar of steel, called the
king-pin. I clung to this and managed to
keep myself right side up. Down the narthe truck aud

patli on the side of the mountain we
went, with the horses on a mad gallop to

row

keep the

coach from running them down.
rounding Independence Pass, when
the
driver cried, “Jump! Jump for
suddenly

We

were

—He

e had been
Smr

never

finished the sentence.

holding the

coach as near the
embankment as the narrow pass would permit, when ahead of him he saw a heavy
boulder topple and fall down the mountain
side and into the path. This caused him to
make the cry of warning.
The obstruction
was but twenty yards ahead of him, and it
was beyond human power to stay the impetus which the coach liad attained 'in coming
down the incline.
1 saw the driver leap.
Inside we held on to the king-pin, and down
in another instant the forward
we went,
wheels struck: tie rock. The hind part of
the coach was thrown forward and outward,
and the king-pin snapped asunder’Treeir
reed. Tne box, with all in it, went over the
on its side, and through the winow I fell out.
Less fortunate than myself,
my fellow tourists in the coach lodged in a
crevice on the side of the precipice, some 180
feet below the road. I was thrown out with
such force that I cleared this crag, and kept
on and down full 400 feet, to the bed of the
canon, and into a bank of snow, cutting my
way into it head first, as if it had been water. SThe Granite coach, just to the rear of us
pulled into a niche in the rock, and the driver and some prospectors got out and climbed
down to where I had lodged. Armed with
shovels, they began to dig me out, and, it is
curious to relate, the one fiesh wound I received was from the blade of a shovel which
plowed a furrow in my ankle when they
reached me.
I was fiually dug out, unconscious and to all appearances dead. Restoratives were administered, and I was taken up
and carried to the toll house, at the head of
the cliff.
Here my hands and limbs were
rubbed and my face slapped until my cheeks
were raw, but all to no avail. I was black in
the face, and there was no audible or visible
respiration. I was left in care of the tollkeeper and the Granite coach passengers,
while the two drivers started for Aspen, 13
miles distant, to summon surgical aid.
One
of the party returned at midnight with a
doctor. In the meantime I had revived, and
had, in company with the toll-keeper, gone
down in a sleigh to dinner, at a station three
miles below, and was administering to the
wounded and Idying.
All of the rest had
sustained frightful injuries in their fall of
180 feet.

Srecipice

_

The Coal Strike.

New Brunswick, N. J., Jan. 23.—All the
new men put on
by the Lehigh Valley Company of Perth Amboy, have left work but the
wuijpuuj

anjo

turn

niu

iaj

micu.

There have been no disturbances.
Jersey City, N. J., Jan. 23.—The funeral
of Thomas Hogan, the boy who was shot
Thursday afternoon, by one of the Pinkerton special officers guarding the yards of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & western Railroad

Company,

was held this afternoon from his
late residence, No. 583 Grove street. The funeral w'as largely attended.
Among the
crowd that lined the streets through which
the funeral procession passed was Frederick
Hankel, a truckman. He was drunk and
was haranguing the crowd, when his wife
tried to induce him to go home. Hankel
knocked the woman down and brutally
kicked her. The crowd set upon him in au
instant, and severely punished him before
the police could interfere. Fully a thousand
persons followed him to the station house,
where he was locked up to await examina-

tion.

THE DEAD.

Washington, Jan. 23.—The funeral of
Mrs. Voorhees, wife of Senator Voorhees,
took place from her late residence in this
city this afternoon. All the members of the
family in Washington, except the wife of
Delegate Voorhees of Washington Territory, accompany the remains to Indiana.
Christian, Miss., Jan. 23.—Dr. William
Eliiott, President of Washington
University, St. Louis, died here today, aged

Greenleaf
75 years.

Paris, Jan. 23.—Cardinal Caverot, Archis dead. He was 80 years

bishop of Lyons,
of age.

London, Jan. 23.—Sir Joseph Whitworth,
the eminent engineer, is dead. He died at
Monte Carlo, Saturday. As lie had no issue,
the baronetcy expired with him.
Big Money

in Star

Cazlng.

Rochester, N. H., Jan. 22.—A comet was
discovered this evening by Mr. Wm. K.
Brooks of Phelps, N. Y. The discovery entitles Mr. Brooks to the first Warner prize of
the year, making six that he won within 12
months. They all amount to $1100.

Lynn.
Boston, Jan. 23.—Ada Tyler, the dissipated w'ife of Peter Tyler, a hard working mechanic, was killed last night at Lynn by
Samuel Mitchell, a mulatto, who has for the
Murder In

past week been out of work and has spent
most of his time with the

Tylers.

XLIXtli CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.
SENATE.
Washington, Jan. 22.

Mr. Hammond of Georgia, from the committee on judiciary reported back adversely
the resolution calling on the Attorney General for information as to the legal authority
under which the directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company consolidated that company with the Kansas Pacific Railroad Company and Denver Pacific Railroad Company,
and reorganized the same under the name of
the Union Pacific Company, and
under
whicli this last named company issued stock
and trust loans. The bill was laid on the
table.
The House resumed in the morning hour
the consideration of the bill increasing the
rate of pension allowed for total deafness td
$20 a month. The oppenents of the bill retrained Irom voting and leaving tne House
without a quorum, and the bill went over
without action.
Mr. Willis of Kentucky moved that the
House go into committee of the wlisle for
further consideration of the river and harThe motion was
bor appropriation bill.
agreed to, yeas 156, nays 11.
The House at 5.30 adjourned.

Thieves Cet Away With All the Jew*
els.

Boston, Jan. 23.—The residence of S. K.
Ellis, on Main street, Waltham, was entered
yesterday afternoon by burglars, during the
absence of the family, and thoroughly ransacked. Jewelry valued at 83500 was stolen,
including diamond ear drops valued at 8300,
diamond bracelets, necklaces and rings, No
trace has been obtained of the

erty

or

of the robbers.

stolen prop-

Frozen to Death.

Concord, N. H., Jan. 22.—Mrs. Kate
Clark, alias Foss, aged about 43, and notori-

found froze* to death liecharacter,
side the Concord & Claremont railroad track
this forenoon. When last seen alive she wat
under the influence of liquor.
An

was

Engine

by

wild

a

Runs Wild with Disastrous
Results.

Boston, Jan. 23.—About 6 o’clock

Iasi
passenger trait
evening
on the Saugus branch of the eastern division
of the Boston & Maine railroad, was run in

accommodation

engine

the

at

crossing

passengers wore seriously injured.
A large and enthusiastic demonstration in
honor of Michael Davitt and his wife, was
held at Madison Square Garden, New York,
last night.
Mr. Powderly, Henry George,
Dr. Kelly and his wife, and Alderman Patrick Denver were among the notables present.
It was announced in New York yachting
circles Saturday that Dr. J. C. Barron, formerly the owner of the Alton, is about to
flirt

irnnilf

Vf rt ltd rt

v

The jury in the case of Edward n. Porterof North Adams, Mass., charged with manslaughter in killing Janies O'Brien last Oc,
tober, have returned a verdict of guilty.
It is reported from London that the British
steamer Nettuno, Capt. Hummel, from Sunderland, Jan. 1st, for Baltimore has been
abandoned at sea.
A monster memorial demonstration is expected to take place in Brooklyn Academy of
Music early in February, in honor of the late
Gen. John A. Logan.

Gerge McKenzie Fergus,

a
young Scotch10 years old, was arrested in New York
Friday. He is wanted in Greenock, Scotland, for forging a note for £728 sterling.
Lieutenant Emory is endeavoring to obtain
permission from the Secretary of the Navy
to go to the Arctic regions with the Thetis.
Rev. Phillips Brooks preached la’st night
in Faneuil Hall, Boston, to a large audience,
it being the first of a series of popular religious services. The first meeting was a great
success.
The audience was notably cosmo-

man

politan.
An

unsuccessful

tempted in Boston

“bunco” game

was

Thursday. A
check, but

on
known business man drew a
it up before he left the room.

atwell
tore

The court has granted a decree of divorce
to the Marchioness of Queen sbury from the
Marquis of Queensbury on the ground of infidelity. The Marquis made no defence.
One boy was instantly killed and another
injured while coasting in Somerville. IMass.,
Saturday. In Providence, R. I.. ten-year-old
Anfite Silk was killed bv a sled.
140 tons register, lumber
The bark
laden, from Port Sambk, W. T., for Sydney,
was wrecked on Starbuck IsiiU?d in the South
Pacific on August 11th. The caj-taiu and
crew were

"

saved.

^

The consignees of the British steamship
Cranbook, Capt. Smith, which sailed from

Newport, England, Nov. 30, with 1300 tons of
steel Dlooms for Philadelphia, have given her
up as lost, together with the crew consisting
of 30 men.
Sawyer’s woolen mill at Dover, N. H., shut
down Saturday night for three weeks for repairs. Six hundred hands are thrown out of

employment.

The British steamer Nepaul, from London,
collided with and sunk a Chinese transport
near Shanghai.
One hundred soldiers and
several mandarins were drowned.
A scheme for using General Logan’s name
for swindling purposes in connection with a
new book has been disclosed In Chicago.
A party of Salvationists which had gone to
meet Gen. Booth upon his arrival at North-

ampton, England, Saturday,
ruiniilapo

was

mobbed by

DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH.
Facts Which do
Poor are

not Show That the

Crowing

Poorer.

Boston Journal.
In response to a call from Senator George
of Mississippi, the Chief of the National Bureau of Statistics requested Mr. Edward
Atkinson of this city to furnish nnswers to
the following questions:
First—How is wealth distributed in this country
among the people—who are the classes who possess it?
Second—Witli respect to the increased value ot
agricultural lands—has tlds come mainly through
the increase of population or from the intrinsic
value of land itself?
The report of the bureau containing Mr.
Atkinson’s answers has not been received
hut the Washington correspondent for the
New York Herald has given the substance
of them, which is a valuable eontribution to
the current information upon the subject
which is attracting so general attention in

this country.

Mr. Atkinson says that the accumulated
in the United States the census year
of 1880 did not exceed two and a half ti mes
the annual product; that the productive capacity of factory labor is now from 50 to 200
per cent, greater to the individual than it was
in 1800; that invention has reduced thecapltal
and increased the product, advancing wages
and lowering the aggregate cost of labor;
that employes are paid better wages and
that their wages will buy more, dollar for
dollar, than they would in I860. As the result of an analysis of labor classification Mr.
Atkinson arrives at the conclusion that not
more than 10 per cent, of all who do the work
of the country—intellectual, distributive and
manual—have accumulated an amount of
they cun
property upon the income of which
live without personal exertion. But the most
of
Mr.
Atkinson’s
feature
presinteresting
entation is his comparison of wages between
1800 aud 1880 and the purchasing power of
Mr. Atkinson first
wages at the two
takes the mechanics connected with sixty establishments in which there were a few
blacksmiths, engineers, carpenters, etc.
The wages of these mechanics have been
singled out and averaged.pln 1800 thelrdaiiy
wages per day was $1.50 m gold, and for the
year of three hundred days $408. In 188chtlie
daily wages in gold was $2.26, and for the
year $078. In 1885-0 the daily wages was
$2.40, aud for the year $720—an increase in
The
1885-0 over 1800 of nearly 50 per cent.
same treatment is applied to the common laborers connected with these establishments,
by which it appears that their y early wages
in 1800 was $303 against $450 in 1885—an inMr.
crease in 1885 over.1860 of 814 Per cent.
Atkinson finds that the same.quantity of the
same articles at the average retail prices cost
for a single day’s supply from 30 to 00 cents
in 1800 and from 30 to 31 cents—probably less
with further investigation—in 1880.
Tutting it anottier form, one year’s earnings of the first class named in 1860 would
purchase 1572 portions of the standard suj {
ply of material for food, clothing, boots, anu
shoes and fuel and more than 2400 portions of
the same articles in 1880. In the wages of
tlie common laborer hi 18001$303 a year) the
nnrehasing power on standard portions of
food, raiment and fuel was 080, while in the
wages of 1885 ($450 a year) the number of
portions was 1261. These figures show that
the value of labor measured on the purchasing power of the money earned has increased
in a most striking manner.
So much in regard to the wage-earner.
In regard to the capitalist, Mr. Atkinson
says that the power of capital, considered as
such, to secure income lias been diminished
75 per cent, since isou, yet sucu nas been tne
rapid increase of product that the share of
capitalist measured iu dollars is probably as
large now as it was m 18ti0, although so much
Xfe further states, and
less in proportion
his figures warraftt it, that the wage-earner
who possesses skill and aptitude can procure
from 80 to 100 per cent, more now for his years
work than he could in 1805, and a more common laborer from 40 to 50 per cent. more.
The capital which would earn $100 in a given time twenty-five years ago will earu but
$25 in the same period at the present time.
These facts throughly demolish the hackneyed statement of demagogues alul agitators
to the effect that "the rich are growing richer and the poor are growing poorer."
They prove unmistukabiy and conclusively
that the reverse is true—that capital as such
is receiving a much less share of the joint results of labor and capital, and that labor Is
receiving a much larger share.
The depression In business and
industry of which so much has been said is due
largely, Mr. Atkinson thinks, to the adjustment of the relations between capital and labor which has been in progress for some
time. IXe believes that the complaint about
the lack of employment has been greatly exaggerated, but so far as it Is well founded the
chief cause has been a suspension of speculative railway building. In 1882 nearly 12,000
miles were built, while in 1884 less than 4000
miles were laid. As it takes about sixty men
a year to build a mile of road, the decrease
in construction from 1882 tol884 threw nearly
half a million men out of employment.
Mr. Atkinson is of the opinion that the increased value of agricultural lands in the
East has not been accompanied by any increase in the
capacity for production. The iucrerse of population has created a greater
demand for those products which cannot be
brought a long distance, which has been met
by better cultivation. Diversity of occupation and more intelligent methods of agriculture have made industrious farmers better
off than they ever were before iu the Eastern
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The largest ice house of the Mutual Benefit
Ice Company at East Park, on tho Hudson,
was totally destroyed by fire Friday night.
Loss $70,000; insurance unknown.
A cotton shed of the Merchants’ Cottou
Press Storage company, at Memphis, Tenn.,
was burned early Saturday morning, together
with 65,000 bales of cotton.
Loss about
$300,000; fully Insured.
Small pox is spreading in New York with
alarming rapidity.
Early yesterday morning a west bound
passenger train on the Louisville A Nashville railroad was wrecked near Carmi, 111.,
by the explosion of the engine. The engineer and fireman were killed, but only two

nileolinDn
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PRICE THREE
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24,

Prison point, Charlestown, and one of tho
passenger coaches crowded with people was
upset. No lives were lost. Jacob S. Sinnott
of Maplewood, received a serious cut on his
head; but none of the other passengers were
dangerously hurt. The wild engine had
been standing near the switch, tho engineer
In
and fireman having left it for a moment.
some
way the throttle opened and the result
was a collision.

Little Out of

a

the Chicago lady who was the occupant of a
stage coach that toppled over a preelpice and
fell down Independence Pass, in Colorado,
last month, arrived in this city yesterday.
Mrs. Townsley did not sustain so much as a
scratch. She is prepossessing and about 25
Describing the marvelous inciyears old.
dent, the details of which have not before
been printed, she says:
“At daybreak, on the morning of Dec. 16th
I was awakened at my hotel in Leodville and
informed that the Aspen stage coach was
waiting for me. It was bitter cold and was
snowing so densely that the driver had to
1 had on a heavy,
pilot me to the coach.
double fold velvet dress, a sealskin sacque
and a buffalo robe pinned over my shoulders.
,My head was covered by a fur cap, and my
face enveloped in a shawl, allowing an aperture for my eyes only.
Despite all this protection I was frightfully cold. The coach
was drawn by six horses, and was on wheels
We were preceded by the Granite ooach,

selves as uesi we

to

but Unhurt.

Jan. 23.—Mrs. T. J.

the
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Large,
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the State Board of Lunacy and Charity, just
issued, shows the number of immigrants ar-

A Deadlock In

Sight

Coes Out of

as

Boston, Jan. 23.—The annual report of

Aic,

turbed by the statement of Archbishop Corrigan. They say that Ills grace, has, with
seeming unfairness, left out all that part of
the correspondence between him and Father
McGlynn, which showed In favor of the

Mrs. Townsley, of Chicago,
Four Hundred Feet
And

They Increase

JANUARY
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The bill reported from the foreign affairs
committee by Senator Edmunds iast week,
for the protection of American fishermen,
will be taken up tomorrow soon after the
Senate assembles; and, unless indications
fail, a lively debate may be expected. Senator Edmunds, who has the bill in charge,
will speak upon it, and Senator Frye will
again speak. It is expected that he will
handle the Canadian government without
gloves, and that his speech will be even more
vigorous and emphatic than the one delivered by him on the same question in April
last. There is thought to be no doubt that
the bill will pass both Senate and House by

one

pills

Headache, Sid cache, Coated Tongue,
Constipation, and Bitter Taate in the Mouth.
The best Liver Regulator known. 28*.; 6 boxes,
91-00. By all Druggists aud by Mail.
Geo* Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St., Boston*
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She Thinks Her Husband Committed
Suicide by Taking Poison.

December,

Washington, Jan.

Wiua

2

Sj

Place ol

Memphis.30.12

1VTOTICE is hereby given that a hearing will be
IN had before the Judiciary Committee, TUESDAY, Jau. 26, at 2.30 p. m„ upon the question of
‘‘Abolishing Imprisonment for debt.”
Also at the same time and place, upon the question of “ExemptlogWages from Trustee process.”
All parties Interested will govern themselves acANDREW P. W18WELL,
cordingly.
See. Judiciary Committee.
janlButdsn

87.0

Wind.
SW
Nli
9
3
Velocity.
Weather. Foggy Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily bar...28.810(Maximum ther....47.2
Mean dally tlier. .40.0
Minimum tlier.... 33.2
Mean daily d’wpt 37.0
Max.veL wind... 10 SW
Mean daily bum...87.5
ITotal preclp.01

Thermo’ter

House of Hppresentativf.s, (
Augusta, Jan. 0,1887.
)
Obdkeed, That the time for the reception of petitions and bills lor private and special legislation
be limited to Monday, Jan. 31,1887, and that all
such petitions and hills presented after that date
be referred to the next legislature; and that the
Clerk of the House cause tills order to be published
in the Dally XCeunebec Journal, Bangor Daily
Whig and Courier, Portland Daily Press, Eastern
Argus, Lewiston Daily Journal, Bangor Commercial, Bath Daily Times, Aroostook Republican.
Amended by adding Rockland Opinion, Ellsworth American. Piscataquis Observer and Machlas Republican.
This order came from tha Senate, read and
passed'and was read and passed in concurrence.
Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.
A true copy. Attest;
Nicholas Fessenden, Clerk.

public hearing

THE

Press.]

[Special

McGlynn’s parishioners met today and formulated a report which will be presented to
a large meeting tomorrow evening on the
steps of St. Stepen’s, if the basement hall is
forbidden them by Dr. McUlynn’s successor

P LESS.

PAHA

cessary joint conventions when a man wanted
to be made a weigher of coal. Mr. Trefethen
agreed with Mr. McGowan, and on his moThen the upper
tion the bill was tabled.
board asked that the bill be taken from the
table so that a committee of conference could
be appointed. The board took the bill from
the table and indefinitely postponed it. Then
they reconsidered this action and
Messrs. Trefethen, McGowan and Abbott a
committee of conference on the part of this
board. The committee reported no agreement and was dismissed and the board adhered to its former action.

appointed

A MAINE MISER.

The Last Day* of

a

Damarlecotta

Lawyer.
Twenty-five Thousand Dollars Found
In His Den.
His Home Broken Up and
dren Banished.

His Chil-

THE STATE.
A

special meeting of the City Council

was

held Saturday evening.
Board of Mayor and Aldermen.

Aldermen

Briggs

were

Wilson, Sawyer, Marks and
present, the Mayor in the

chair.
TAXATION OF WATEB COMPANIES.

The following order received
Ordered, that the seuators and

a

passage:

representatives

from,this city, in the Legislature of tne State, be
requested to use their influence and vote to oppose the levying of an annual excise tax on the
capital stock of water companies, in lieu of all
other taxes whatever, and especially to approve
any attempt to deprive towns and cities of the
right to tax the real estate of such companies.
If such excise tax is levied as proposed, then to
procure the paying over to sucii towns and cities,
where such water companies are situated, of the
whole amount of such tax.
DANGEROUS EMBANKMENTS.
A communication from Howard A. Snowman, calling attention to dangerous walls

unprotected by top fences,

on

Monument,

Sheridan and Waterville streets and between
Adams and Tore streets, was referred to the
committee on streets.
SUBORDINATE CITY OFFICERS.

An order was passed that onr Representatives in the Legislature be instructed to secure the amendment of section 6 of the city
charter relating to the election of subordiact placing the appointment ol weighers,
gaugers and measurers with the Board of.
Mayor and Aldermen, instead of with the
joint council as at present.
The purpose of this, it was explained, was
simply to facilitate the appointment of such
officers, as under the present method vexatious delays arise.
The lower board non-concurring, Aidermen Wilson and Briggs were appointed a
committee of conference on the part of this
board. The committee reported inability to
agree, and were discharged.
PRINTING VOTING LISTS.

Alderman Wilson from the committee on
printing the voting lists, reported several
bids. It was voted to print the lists, and
the work was awarded to Brown Thurston
& Co., the lowest bidders, for 8100.
To an inquiry by Alderman Briggs, whether there would be any additional expense
besides naying the printer, the city clerk explained that by law the assessors are required to provide one written list.
Alderman Marks had noticed that in previous city reports the cost of preparing the
lists had been 875 some years and 8225 in
others.
It was explained that 875 was tbe cost of
a single election; where there had
been
three elections in Presidential years, the cost
had been three times as much.
Alderman Wilson said that convenience
was

the chief point.

be read with

The printed lists could

iRv'ch greater ease.

PORTLAND A

KBCRESTEB.

It was ordered that the city’s representatives at Augusta be requested to use tbejr
influence to amend the bill amendatory ol
the Portland & Rochester Railroad charter,
The bill, as introduced in the Senate, is as

follows:

"The Portland & Rochester Railroad Is hereby
authorized to extend or build a branch of Its railroad from a point at or uear Green street, in Portland or Deerlng, thence northeasterly across
Back Cove to and crossing Washington street,
thence easterly to a connection with the Grand
Trunk Railway; and to change the present location of auy of its road wlthiu the above limits; also to extend its road or a branch thereof, commencing at a point in the Mill Pond on or near the
westerly side of said Green street, thence westerly to aud crossing Grove and St. John streets;
thence southwesterly to a connection with the
railroad of the Maine Central Railroad Company
or Boston A
Maine Railroad between Portland
aud Danforth streets, and to locate, construct aud
maintain and use eacn of tbe same."
The following amendments were offered:
1— Insert In second line, after the word "authorized,” the words "subject to tbe written consent of the Board oj Mayor and Aldermen ol the
City of Portland, aud to all statutes relating to
Portland harbnr.”
2— Insert lu fifth line, after the words "Back
Cove,” the words “inside of the marginal way in
said Portland."
3— Insert in seventh line, after the word "and"
the words “subject to the same conditions."
4— Insert in the ninth line, after the word "also”
the words "subject to the written consent of the
Mayor and Aideriuen of Portland, and to all
statutes relating to Portland harbor as aforesaid."
so that the
proposed act will read as;follows:
“Tlie Portland & Rochester Railroad Is hereby authorized. subject to the written consent of the
Board of Mayor aud Aldermen of the City of
Portland, and to all statutes relating to Portland
harbor, to extend or build a branch of its railroad
from a point at or near Green street, in Port land
or Deerlng, tbence northeasterly across Back
cove, uisiue oi me marginal way lu sam Portland,
to andleraulng Washington street, thence easterly to a connection with the Grand Trunk Railway;
and subject to the same conditions, to change the
present location of any of Its road within the
above limits; also, subject to the written consent
»f the Mayor ami Aldermen of Portland, and to
all statutes relating to Portland harbor, as aforesaid, to extend its road or a branch thereof, commencing at a point In the Mill Pond on or near the
westerly side of said Green street, thence westerly to aud crossing Grove and St. John streets;
thence southwesterly to a connection with the
railroad of the Maine Central Railroad Company
or Boston h Maine Railroad, between Portland
aud Dauforth streets, aud to locate, construct
and maintain and use each of the same."
The bill was endors'd by this Board;
“voted to petition the legislature to amend
the bill of the Portland & Rochester Railroad in accordance with the within the written provisions,” and received concurrent
action from the lower board.
BUILDINGS.

DANGEROUS

Alderman Sawyer thought that it was for
the public Interests that the Board should

have greater authority over the construction
of dangerous buildings, and that extra legislation to that effect should be secured.
It
was moved to refer the matter to the legislative committee.
POLICE

LAW.

The subject of procuring amendments to
the police law was brought un. One of the
proposed amendments is to have the deputy
marshals appointed by the mayor, the same
as the marshal, aud tho other is to appoint
policemen for a (lxed term.
The Mayor thought that many advantages
would arise for haviug the police appointed
for terms of five or seven years, eligible to
reappointment. It would make the force
more efficient by giving a chance to retire

Incompetent

men.

The proposed change

would not effect the tenure of members of
the present force, or disturb the operation
of the civil service competition system.
Messrs. Wilson and Briggs were chosen a
committee to secure the proposed legisla-

tion.

PRESERVATION OF BALLOTS.

Alderman Briggs, on behalf of the committee appointed to consider the matter of
mistakes In the returns of the ward clerks,
said lie thought the best way was to have
tho ballot boxes sealed at the polling places
and deposited with the city clerk until the
next election, to he opened only|in case of discrepancy betweenjthe records and the returns.
If errors appeared, the matter could be settk’d beyond question by ojienlng the boxes
anil recounting tho ballots,
lie instanced
tile case in the last election of Mr. Toliuan,
whose name was returned as James instead
of Joseph. Massachusetts had an excellent
statute which might be copied.
Mr. Marks thought that perhaps the law
would have to bo ui de general.
In that
case, if the country towns objected, he favored trying to have a special law for Port-

land's benefit.
Mr. Briggs mentioned a case in Lowell,
Mass., recently where a candidate had a ma-

jority

of one on the face of the returns.
A
contest being made, the ballots were produced and it was found that the candidate
did not have a majority.
On motion of Alderman Marks, Messrs.
Wilson and Briggs were commissioned to
call the attention of the Representatives and
Senators from Portland to the necessity of
obtaining an amendment to the law so that
the preservation of ballots may be required.
INSANE.
On representations by I)r. Smith, an insane
person was committed to the hospital at Au-

gusta.

Adjourned.
In Common Council.
Absent Messrs. II. P. Dewey, flatley, O’Neil, Porter, Williamson, Kent and Roberts.
Concurrent action was taken on the water
tax order and the Portland <fc Rochester

amended bill.
In the matter of the act for change of appointment of minor subordinate city officers,
such as the weigher of coal and Iron, etc.,
McGowan objected to the proposed
change, lie admitted that the appointments
were of very little importance but there was
It was that both
a principle behind them.
branches oMfce city government, by the charter, had concurrent action on them. If it was
decided to curtail the power of this board,
eveu in the slightest degree, it would not be
long before excuses would be found to deprive them of all their rights and privileges.
Mr. Deweylof ward six thought there was
no such intention in the proposed change.
There was simply a desire to prevent unno
Mr.

COUNTY.
The amount of the money order business
done at the Bucksport postofflce, says the
Clipper, often amounts to 8700 or 8*00 per
week. This Is besides the registered letters,
which number about 1000 per month.
Willie, son of Charles Nichols of North
Brooksville, froze both of bis feet very badly recently, while walking from Bucksport
to North Penobscot. He is about 19 years of
age. According to latest reports his parents
feared one or both of his feet may have to be
HANCOCK

amputated.

Herbert W. Leach of Penobscot, will receive Sbuo from the bill for the relief of the
Jeannette survivors.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Hon. B. K. Bruce delivered his celebrated
lecture on “The Race Problem," in Granite
Hall Thursday evening, before a large and
appreciative audience, under the auspices of
He was introduced by Mr.
the Y. M. C. A
Blaine, who occupied a seat on the platform.
He spoke with much power and his effort
He
was Instructive as well as eloquent.
traced the progress of the colored race In
America from the emancipation up to the
present time, showing the condition of the
people and ably demonstrated that they were
abundantly fitted to possess the rights of

The audience was exceedingly
attentive.
The exhibition of the Junior class of Colby
TT_1_U..._I_1 .1 s_ at_,

citizenship.

The parts were all prepared
and delivered in a manner highly creditable.
Excellent music was furnished by the Euterpe
The following are the parts:
Quartette.
Civil Service Reform, Solomon Gallert; Foreign Immigration. Martin S. Howes; Africa
and its Fnture, Addison B. Lo rimer; Hildebrand, Charles H. Pepper; Agassiz, H. Edith
Merrill; Culture, John A. Shaw; Influence
of Fiction, Walter B. Suckling; Hilda of the
Marble Faun, Bertha L. Brown: The Age of
the People, Royal J. Tilton.
Lieut. J. H. Philbrick of Fort Scully, Dakota Territory, is on a month’s furlough,
and is visiting at his father’s, John W. Philbrick in Waterville.
The Hon. J. B: Mayo, one of the large
stockholders of the Lockwood mills at Waterville, says the mills are very prosperous.
They run entirely on cotton goods and there
day evening.

02,000 spindles. This winter they are running on sheetings, and a great many bleached
goods. Their products are all handled by
Deerlng, Milliken A Co. of New York, who
sell large quantities of the goods throughout
Maine.
are

KNOX COUNTY.
A meeting of former residents of Thomaston now living in Boston, was held at the
Quincy House Friday night. Mr. George E
Smalley presided, and it was stated, as the
object of the gathering, that a general reunion of old Thomaston residents would be
held at the Quincy House Friday, February
4. A dinner will be spread then, and it is
expected that fully ISO or 200, who are known
to be located in Boston now, will be present.

The dwelling house and its contents belonging to Mr. Joseph Hall of Port Clyde,
the
was burned Friday morning between
hours of 0 a. in. and 12 m.
Cause defective
The house and furniture was insured in the office of Messrs. Cochran A
Sewall at Rockland, for the sum of 93400.

chimney.

~SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
Five Richmond merchants, M. G. I.arrabee
A Co., G. A. Beals, A. K. P. Walker, A. E.
Small and W. G. Webhur & Co., have se
/•■I

Pull

ol^frrM,. li.rl.fr nlatrl

jx

ml

(IfA

mAHlntt

arrangements to light their storeriiy electricity. It Is an arc light. The pumpinifslutlon

is to furnish power.
Seven hundred and twenty pounds is the
dressed weight of a two year old porker,
killed the other day by II. Si. Libby of Richmond.

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Merchant’s Electric Light

Company

of Richmond, was organized Friday, and the
following officers chosen: M. G. Larrabee,
dry goods, president ; G. A. Beale, stationer,
general manager: A. E. Small, clothier, superintendent of lights; W. G. Webber, grocer, secretary; A. K. P. Walker, jeweler,
treasurer. The stock Is all taken and the
lights were expected to be in operation Sat-

urday evening.

SOMEBSET COUNTY.

H. E. Tuck of Fairfield, settled with the
town January 1st, 1887. for all taxes committed for the year 1886. The amount Is as
follows: Town tax, 913,333.60; corporation,
33,278.10, total, 818,813.76. Mr. Tuck settled
the above amount without abatement.
MUSIC ANO DRAMA.
MUBBAY A

MUBPIIY.

These intensely amusing Irish comedians
will produce their rollicking play of “Our
Irish Visitors” at Portland Theatre tonight.
There has been a large demand for tickets.
The reputation of these comedians has
placed them in the front rank and they are

ably

by

assisted

Foley

Miss Kate

strong company.

and a

LODGE, K. OF P.
of P., will
celebrate its third anniversary in Castle
Hall next Wednesday evening with music
and recitations, closing with an order of 11
LONGFELLOW

Longfellow Lodge, No. 43, K.

dances. The following talent have been seemed: Mrs. Nettie A. Fellows, Schubert
Quartette, Miss Annie F. Pitcher, Miss
Addle Perry, Miss Nellie Young, Mr. Dennett, the humorist of Lewiston, and Mr. J.
W. Woodbury as accompanist.
Chandler
will furnish music for the dance.
NOTES.

The

Stockbridge

next

entertainment,

Wednesday evening, will be a reading by
Murray. His legend of the Adirondacks, “How John Norton, the trapper,
his
spent
Christmas,” will furnish the subject of the reading.
Mr. "Bob” Richardson, of this city, now
with Denman Thompson, is meeting with
continued success as Ezra Holbrook, a coun-

W. II. H.

They
try fiddler in the “Old Homestead.”
playing in New York city.
Gilbert «k Sullivan’s new opera was produced at the Suvoy Theatre, London, Saturday night. It was beautifully staged and
The
costumed. It is called “Ruddygore.
critic of the New York Times says the music
was, generally speaking, disappointing, and

are now

the dialogue not very bright.
A new American tenor nas recently made
a successful debut at Washington after a seaHis name is Frank
son of study abroad.
Baxter, and it is said that he is gifted by nature with a powerful and beautiful tenor
voice of the tenor robusto quality, which he
uses with great taste and judgment, and that
his vocal work is characterized by faultless
production, clear and decided attack, true
UDd pure intonation and neat and finished
execution.
Mr. G. If. Murray, advance agent for Gilmore's "Devil’s Auction,” Is in the city. He
says this play will be brought out in splendid style at Portland Theatre Jan. 31st aud
Feb. 1st.
NOTES.

There will be
reuth this
imu

no

year,

auu

Wagner festival at Bayfor the next five years

but

aovmu

uuu

a

uiditai

n <u

uv

performed

in alternate years. It is announcthe first performance of the grand
mass
composed by Liszt for the late Emperor Maximilian of Mexico will be given at a
memorial concert in Koine shortly.
The sudden illness of Miss Annie Kobe
and her Inability to play Lady Teazle at
Wallace's in New York, this week, might
have seriously interfered with the fortune of
the pluy had It not been for Miss Helen Russell’s fortunate presence.
The part was given to tier on Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock;
she rehearsed it at 5, and played it with such
complete success that she received applause
for passages that before had goue with
silence.
Mr. Gilbert said that in ids experience land he will soon have been sixty years
on the stage) he never saw such a thing be-

ed that

fore.

_

The

Arooatook

Short

Line.

PuEsquE Isle, Jan. 22.—A railroad mass
meeting was held here today despite the
storm and horrible roads. Rev. G. M. Park
was chairman, and E. Wlggln and P. C. Allen, secretaries. A committee on resolutions
was appointed with Hon. E. E. Parkkurst,

financial committee
Also a
with Dr. G. H. Freeman as
chairman. The report of this committee on
resolutions was lengthy, but strong and emphatic in declaring an earnest purpose to se-

as

chairman.

was

appointed

Whllo fully appreciating
direct line.
all the benefits from the New Brunswick
Railway, yet the managers of it cannot
shorten this line, and do for the people what

cure a

short line could do.
These resolutious
heartily endorsed the course of the Aroostook Herald, earnestly requesting the Aroostook delegation to use its best efforts to secure the charter for the Northern Maine
Railroad, and pledged the best efforts if the
the charter was granted, to secure the construction of the road at the earliest possible

a

moment.

Robert Adams, tried for the theft of »tt,000 worth of stamps from the
Minneapolis
post office, was found guilty Friday.

A well known character in Lincoln county
Nathaniel N. Pike, who died in Damarlscotta in the early part of last week at the
was

age of G7.

He was a lank, long-limbed sixfooter, says a correspondent of the Boston
Herald, erect as a candle when he walked,
and, when not riding. It was his practice to
sport a cane. Forty years ago he came to
the ancient and thrifty town of Damariscotta, from the western part of the State,
and taught a winter term of school. As soon
his pedagogical services were ended he
entered Into a law copartnership with the
as

late Hon. Ezra B. French, which lasted until
Mr. French was elected to Congress hi 1807,
when it was dissolved, and Pike devoted
himself alone to his profession ever afterward. He was a fairly well read lawyer, but
never achieved distinction.
During his partnership with French he
married a woman by whom he had four or
five children, all of whom died except two
girls. HU wife was an eccentric person. She
dressed in Bloomer costume and carried a
cane.
For some reason or other they separated, and he procured a bill of divorce. She
then wont to Massachusetts with the two
girls, and the last heard of her she was a
spiritualistic doctor.
In the course of a
few years he wooed and wedded a
highly reovwmsuiv

jwuiijj

iauj

iciiucin ut

vur

viiiugr.

Afterllivlng two or three years of married
was again divorced, and
today she is
an inmate of the State Insane Hospital.
Pike led a single life ever afterward. His
only companion was a dog. His two daughters were educated by their mother, and
life he

visited him.

One of them is now an
and the other
an expert
out West, and both
stenographer
are
esteemed
by all who know them.
highly
Two miles from Damariscotta village. Pike
lived in a small li story, wood-oelored farmhouse, located in a field which went to make
up the so or 60 acres, which comprised the
farm. The property came Into Pike's possession some 10 years ago by foreclosure of a
mortgage he held on it. During the past five
years he divided his time In farming and
picking up what little law practice he could
get, which did not amount to much, and consisted mostly in making conveyances.
Ue
kept a small herd of cattle and a horse, of
which annlmal he was very fond.
Early
never

accomplished music teacher,

last fall

a

family who had lived In the house

nearly two years, and with whom Pike
boarded, moved away, and this left him the
sole occupant. During his life, Pike was
for

known as a close-fisted, sordid man, and the
older he grew, the more parsimonious and
miserly he became. No tramp ever wore
more slovenly and tattered clothes than he.
An old castaway hat that he picked
up
served as his head covering for years.
He
was such a niggard that, it is
he never
bought a dally newspaper In his life. Once
when he boarded at a hotel it was with the
understanding that he should eat out one
meal daily. In order to avoid expense.
His
neighbors looked upon him as a -Shylock and
a miser. A bill could not be collected against
him, because If he had any property. It was
beyond the reach of the sheriff. His miserly
habits so grew on him that he depnved himself of the actual necessities of life. He became so parsimonious that to save firewood
in the dead of winter, and oblvious of his
own comfort, it was his habit to boll a large
pot of potatoes and make up a big batch of
potatoes at intervals, which subsistence he

said,

would make last as long as possible. During
the zero weather of the present winter, he
wuum visit ins

ueiguuors

frequently

to

warm

himself, Instead of building a fire fn his own
{louse.
'rwP days before he died, although suffering with pneumonia, he heard a hen cackling

and went to) the barn in search of the egg.
One of his ueignt'firs, who was with him in
the house at the tin> s« started out, endeav‘h him for
ored to remonstrate
going,
“I couldn t
when he replied in a feet
*
Pike
have the egg freeze." hue.
was seized with pneumonia, a ne>,
vSCl
moned a physicion, who hastened at unceto"'-^_
his house. Pike was found in his kitchen,
sitting in a chair before a dirty, cracked cook
stove, in which an alder fire was burning,
and which scarcely warmed the apartment
on account of the cold current of air which
pervaded it. The clothing he wore consisted
of an old coat in shreds and a pair of thin,
dirty overalls. He had no vest, nothing to
protect his chest but a cotton shirt. Socks
and slippers
completed his outfit. The room
was destitute of furniture, and the door
looked as if it had never seen soap and
water. It was squalid and filthy in the extreme. The doctor gave the sick man medicine and told him that he must take to his
bed. Before he left Pike
directed him
not to call again, unless ordered by him.
Two days passed and Pike grew worse,
and the doctor was summoned again. The
following day the doctor was again sent for
and brought with him a friend of Pike, who
had expressed a wish to see him. Entering
the kitchen, the physician was amazed to
find his patient still occupying the chair in
the last stages of pneumonia, with some
half-a-dozen of his neighbors gathered about
bim. "This farce has been carried on long
enough,” exclaimed the doctor to Pike. “If
I am to continue to treat you, vou must, and
An adjoining room was
shall, go to bed.”
known to be where Pike had always slept.
None of those present had ever entered it.
At the request of the doctor, two of the company, with himself, went to the door with a
view of preparing his bed and placing him
upon it. Tne door was thrown open and a
more wretched apartment was never disclosed
to their astonished gaze. There was dirt on
the floor, dirt on the walls, dirt everywhere,
and the bed consisted of straw which looked
as if it had
passed through a dozen threshing
machines. There was a pile of filthy and
odorous rags, in the shape of bed clothing.
Standing against the wail was an old, be

bookcase,
{[rimed
books.

containing

a

handful of

aw

to their homes to
procure various articles of bedding, but before they returned Pike had breathed his
last; he had died sitting in his chair. On
the morning of his death he was asked to
disclose to some of the neighbors the whereabouts of a sister and bis two daughters, in
order that they could send for them, but he
refused because he would have to pay the expenses of their journey. When he was told,
while In a dying condition, that if he had
anything to say or anything to do, it must be
done immediately, he made no reply, but only gazed about’wtth a vacant stare. In fifteen minutes afterward death claimed the
miser-lawyer as one of its victims.
The singular part of the story is to come.
None of the Damariscotta people ever supposed that Pike was well off, much less
dreamed that he was one of their richest citizens. They only knew that he possessed a
little property, and had reason to believe
that if he had any money it was hoarded
away, but it could not be a large sum. (n
searching bis chamber an old trunk was
found, containing a decent suit of clothes,
which nobody hud ever seen him wear; but
a greater prize than this was discovered.
Secreted in the trunk were national bank
bills, bonds and evidences of cash deposits,
amounting in all to over $90,0001 How did
he get this wealth? Some say: "He got the
most of it during the construction of the
Knox A Lincoln railroad. The laborers emThe

neighbors hastened

ployed

were

mostly dissipated foreigners,

and when pav-day came there was nothing
due them. Pike had drawn their nav on orders which they had sold him at an enormous
discount. This is the only way that his accumulations can be accounted for.
The
wealth he leaves surprises everybody. It
will go to his two daughters.”

RAILWAY MATTERS.
A NEW RAILWAY.

The construction oI a railway (rom Harbor Grace to Placentia, X. F., is likely to
bring about some important changes In the
carrying of wean mails and passengers to
and (rom Great Britain.
Fifteen hundred
men are employed in the work. On the completion of the Placentia branch from Harbor
Grace, which is already connected with St.
John's by rail, passengers and mails for Canada and the United States will be landed at
St. John’s, and from there transferred
by
ndi to Placentia,
thence across
the
Gulf of St. Lawrence by steamer to Loutsburg, tape Breton, a twenty-four hours' sail,
and from there
by au ail rail route to their
destination. This route, will be completed
in July, 1888, and will undoubtedly bo
popular
for travel across the Atlantic, as by taking the
all rail route from Louisburg, that long, tedious voyage from St. John's to Halifax or
New York will be averted. The Cape Breton
road, from Canso to Louisburg, Is already
under contract, and will be pushed forward
with all possible speed.
GENERAL K HEIGHT AGENTS.

The annual meeting of the Association of
New England General Freight Agents was
held at the office of the PnthHnder Hallway
Guide Thursday morning, with a large attendance. The following officers were elected : President, W. J. Willard of the Pa»sunipsic Railroad; Vice President, W. S.
Eaton cf the Maiue Central Railroad; Secretary, Frank Oweu of the Ogdensuburg and
Lake Champlain Railroad. Mr. F. E. Howard of the Connecticut River Railroad, was
elected member of the Arbitration Board.
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all
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oases

Belgium generals are agreed that
will break out in May or June.
The

war

rougher

weary

sphere of activity has
place within the last forty years;
within the time that the Woman’s Suffrage
Association has been at work. The Association cannot of course, claim to have caused all
this change, but it may have helped it along.
And on the other hand this advancement is
the great encouragement of the woman suffrage movement. It is a greater encouragement than any of the partial victories which
have been won from State or Territorial legislation.

life._

becoming uneasy

at

the promise

spring._

of the

«

Preparation, made by the
powder of any nutritive value.

is Prof. Ilosford’s 11 read

produces a baking
It supplies the nutritious
by the system.

McGlynn must either submit to the
or withdraw from the Catholic
church. There is no middle ground. The
church may compromise with a whole people,
as it did in the ease of the National League,
but not with an individual.
Hr.

Miss Van Zandt’s parents have come to
their senses. She is not going to marry Anarchist Spies. They do not appear, however,
to have found their wits until the county
riage which would

obstacles to the

mar-

lawsuit to

over-

roomie a

requires
It is

this

State it

from this blunder. Mr. Abbott is here, according to his own statement, on a collecting
We fear he will not go out of the State
tour.
loaded down with wealth. Gov. St. John’s
speeches last fall came so high that the
Third Party people have not been very flush

since._
The railroad commissioners in their annual
report call attention to the fact that notwithstanding our general railroad law a good
many railroads are still organized under

special charter granted by the State, and suggest that it would be well to make the practice in this matter uniform, as it is unfair and
unjust to place some railroads under the restrictions of the provisions of the general law
and to allow others by special charter rights
and privileges that those organized under the
general law do not have. The point seems
Another

suggestion

of the com-

missioners which deserves earnest attention
relates to grade crossings.
To compel the
railroads to change all their grade crossings
at once to above or below grade would involve
such an enormous expense as to be impracticable. But the commissioners think it would
be neither unreasonable nor impracticable to

require the removal each year of at least one
grade crossing on every hundred miles of
road in the State. Such a policy would in
the course of fifty years abolish all the grade
crossings. Another suggestion they make is
that towns be forbidden to lay out highways

railroad tracks except with tbs consent of the commissioners,
Thfie are now
two statutes concerning fo^road accidents,
which require two
to investigate accidents at the soThe commissioners
recoilin'"'-"
of them bo repealed
across

tribunals

ije.

V'?i>V-Aunal

be empowered to
—'um
"accidents. The increased weight
of
out of all proportion to the substructure is another evil which the commissioners think needs attention.

^arj'’

Woman's

Progress

in

Years.

Forty

The National Woman’s Suffrage Association assembles in its thirty-ninth annual convention in Washington this week.
Next
year it will pelebrate the completion of its
fourth decade. During these years the efforts of Its leaders have been incessant. The
names of Elizabeth Cady Stanton
and of
Susan B. Anthony are almost as familiar to
the people of the United States as are the
names of the leading men In political life,
And yet many will ask, “What has been accomplished by this association towards the
attainment of its object?”
In some of the

Territories women vote, run for office, sit in
juries as do men. For three years in Washington Territory women have enjoyed equal
privileges with men at the polls; and their
presence in the court rooms of ttie Territory
has ceased to attract unusual attention.
In
other Territories, even in the roughest regions, they have entered political contests
with a spirit and success that has caused surprise and wonder in the more staid and conservative East. In some of the States, on a
few privileged questions, like the school
question, the ballot has been allowed to women. But tliis experiment has not been wholly
satisfactory. In Massachusetts it has been
tried for several years, but the number of
women who have voted at any election has not
been considerable, nor does it grow larger as
time goes on. The reverse is even true.
In Boston, where two thousand women voted
a year ago, but one thousand voted at this
last election. And in no State of the whole
Union is the right of woman to vote on State
or National issues conceded by law or by
usage. In New York State, where most determined efforts have been made, it is estimated by a leading law writer on this subject that in about two hundred instances
have women voted at varies elections. But
they have done so only at considerable risk,
as is illustrated by the case of Mrs. Lucy S.
Barber, who voted for State officers and a
Congressman in Allegheny county, New
York, last November. At the time she was
threatened with arrest by State authorities,

but was not then molested. But on the
third of this month a United States marshal
went to the place where Mr*. Barber lives,
entered a meeting of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, arrested her then and

there, carried

twenty-five miles to tho
and, bringing h»r before a United
her

county seat
States
commissioner, charged her with
illegal voting for a Representative to Congress. Oil the representations of counsel
and friends the hearing was deferred to February 2nd, Mrs. Barber in the meanwhile

GRAND ANNUAL SALE
—

correspondence.

AND

[Ellsworth American.]
still in want of some good seasoned
hard wood in payment for subscriptions to
the American.
LAV.

By request of Ivan Libby, a little 7-ycarold boy of this village, 1 give his version of
“how to make liens liny.”
He says, “We
have twenty hens and they hadn’t laid an
egg for a fortnight, so I went over to Mr.
Soule’s store and bought four pounds of ‘lieu
feed,’ and gave them about one fourth of a
pound and right off two of them went on to
their nests and in a short|time one of them
laid an egg and tiie other tried but couldn’t,
so she came off and ate a little more of the
feed and then went right back on to her nest
and in a few minutes laid her egg, and that
is the way it works, so everybody had better
try it.”
The

Heating

Cream

Turkey Red
Class Linen

of

511

JaulS

draughtsman of the
patent office, said today: “Always after a
serious railroad accident or a great fire, by
whicli many persons are burned to death, we
have a flood of new applications for patents
on inventions designed to prevent or diminish tiie danger of loss of life by fire.
The

Congress Street,
°

$30 Overcoats for

a

mpdiral

Now, in Massachusetts alone,
tlirere are about three hundred branches of
industry by which women can cam from $100
to 83000 a year. In 1X80 there were 2,432
woman physicians in the country, and this
number has increased remarkably during
every one of the six years since the census
Women have made their way to
was taken.
the bar and into the pulpit; a few adventurherdous ones ha«e astonished the world by
ing cattle on the plains and commanding
steamboats and schooners. This great wid-

“
“

$18
$8

Tiffin disaster is certain to bring in many
more.
It would seem that among tiie hundreds of devices which have already been

Portland.

-
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$20.00

-

10.00

-

M

“
-

40 Pairs Double Sole Hand Sewed Morocco Leg Boots
$0.00
10 “ Machine Sewed Calf Leg Boots,
....
g.eo
“
70
Sole Hand Sewed Calf Broad Toe Button,
0.00
Single
“
«•
“
“
“
“
«
50
0.00
Lace,
“
“
“
“
4«
Double
7.25
Alligator, Lace and Congress,
“
“
“
“
72
Cloth Top Button,
5.25
Single “
“
100 “
Machine
Double
4.60
Congress,
Waterproof, Lace and
“
“
“
“
“
55
Cloth Top, Button “
3.50
Single “
“
“
“
“
“
»1
Button
2.25
Lace,
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
«»
80
3.25
“
“
“
“
110 “
...
3,25
Congress,
“
“
“
“
72 “
Pr. Kid Dancing Pumps,
3.75
“
“
“
“
“
09
Patent Leather Pumps,
3.00
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
94
Dress Boots,
0.50

LADIES’

$14.00
5.00
8.00

8.00
0.00

8.00
0.00

5.00
3.00
5.oo
5.00
4.50
3.75
9.00

GOODS.

5.50
5.00
5.50
3.25
3.75
8.75
3.25
2.00
3.00
2.75
3.50
“. 2.00
“
Glove Top,
8.50

7.00
7.00
7.50
4.50
5.00
5.00
4.50
3.00
4.50
3.50
5.00
3.00
4.50

...

69

“

“

“

74

“

“

“

Goods lor Boys, Youths, misses and Children in the sale at less than
cost to nmnufncture. Keinember this is only a small part of the
goods offered in the sale. It will pay you to purchase a pair of boots
now for future use.
Conic early and select best bargains.

forms?’

Rafts of

at about lialf

goods

before

M. C.
541

PALMER,
Congress

■

•

dtl

MORRISON & CO., Jewelers.
The only jewelry store in the city lighted with an electric light. Cits*
(omers can see what they are buying.
Great bargains in Watches,

Clocks, Jewelry and Silver Ware this month.

AT COST !
MAIN

to close

IRA F. CLARK.

dtt

CHANGEABLE

SPEED,
TYPE,

ALIGNMENT,

Preble House.

SPECTACLES.
EYE CLASSES.
We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET'S TRIAC CASE, togethwith the OPTHAEJHOSCOPIC TEST CENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

er

—%

FULL

Eye Glasses

LINE

PEBBLES.

OF GENUINE

Large Variety

25

Hlraagraphy.
Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.

*% A.

SI., Hew York.

33

V

Commencing Wednesday Morning, dan.

eod&wCmcW

NOYV-THK Tine TO NPECIJtTAE.
FLUCTUATIONS In the Market oiler opportunities to speculators to make
money in Crain, Stocks, Bonds and Petroleum.
Prompt personal attention Riven to orders received bv wire or mall. Correspondence solicited.
Full information about the markets in our Book,
which will be forwarded Iree oil application.
II. U. KYLE, Ilanker null Broker,

ACTIVE

Lot No. 5, 131-2 to 22 inches wide,

tysend for descriptive circulars.

W. RAYMOND,
29.6 Washington St. (opposite School St.). BOSTON.

IIS Broad nn«l 114 New Mtreeto, New York
nov24
cod&wnrmljr
City.

50 cents.

These lots represent a very large purchase, and it
is claimed that no such values have been offered in
this country, being fully 25 per cent, less than import cost. We invite an examination of the goods.
488 and 4:90
ianl8

Congress Street.
dtf

—AT—

DARRAH’S

a

has opened an office In

BLOCK,

ACCOUNT BOCKS.

brilliant and effective li g hi
Tlie

OKDEIl BLANK BOOKS

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

PILLS,

For Liver. File, ImllgrMlon, etc. Free from Mere< niniuA only
Pure vegetable Ingredient!.
Agent: C. N. tit ITT LN TUN, New fork.

and is therefore far more economical, costing less than one cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,

cury;

strengthening, easily digested, and

!

Ml TREMONT St!.*
v
SEND FDR CATALOGUE toil) PftlwEG-W.hHON r'APW*

I

fe b24

eod

4

button Undressed,

Emb.

Recommended try the leading Physicians.
Oscar Olobeho, Ph. D., Professor of Chernis
and
try
Toxicology, and Dean of the College o.
Pharmacy. Chicago, says of It: “I have analyzei
Bush's Fluid Food or Boiinine, and Ond that ll
coutalns 26.68 per cent of soluble albuminoids.”
A. L. Loomis, M. D., LL. D., of New York
says: "I prescribe Bush’ Fluid Food, or Bovin
ine, and prefer It to all others.”
Lewis L. Bryant, M. D., CUu Physician oj
CamhrUlge, says: "I feel In prescribing Bovlnlne
my patients are getting one of the best articles u!
food known to the profession.”
Geo. H. Paynk, M. I)., Pres. Massachusetts
Surgical and gynecological Society, says: “I have
used Bovlnlne largely, and can say that It excels
all other Raw meat extracts, and, In faet, all other kinds of food that I have ever used In building
up patients troubled with cancers, and most
cheerfully recommend It to the profession.”

admirably adapted for Invalids aa
1
well as for peraoushi health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

V. BAKER & CO.,

Dorchester, Mass,

City Hall, Wednrsilay
Eien'g.
Krudiug by
W. H.

eodtf

BANKERS,
No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.
Mtrrliug and 4'oaiiurutal
(exchange
bought nudaold ul nioal rn,arable ratrn.
Travelling aad Commrreial l.rttrra at
Credit laaaed, arailable ia all the Priaei.
pal Cities of Eifape.
lateatateut Seruritiea
nov27

hi. xichGRANT

Prepared only by J. P. Bush Man’f’o Co.
Chicago, 111.
Put up In 6 ounce and 12 ounce bottles.

Kought and Mold.
eodtf

SHURTLEFF,
STREET. Portland

All of our Ladies’ and Gent’s lined
! Gloves and Mittens at COST to close.
Ji. B.—We keep the only complete line
of Kid Gloves for Ladies, Gents and
Children in the state.

dec23

Congress Street.
DEERINC
__

BLOCK,
_

and

by the

Mhawnlier Ulortngr C'». More
than fllty Savings Banks In New Hampshire, Vermont and Khode Island, also
Insurance Companies, Societies and Indi-

viduals are investing in this class ol sccu
Call or address (or Illustrated pamphlet,

Itles.

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent
11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLANO,

ME.^

St.
eod2m

Instruction In the Schottlsche next Wednesday

Evening. Respectfully,
Jan24dtf

M. B.

TOBOGGAN

PORTLAND

THEATRE.

Friday and Saturday, Jan. 28 and 29,

SUPPORTED BY HIS

Drnmulic

Splendid

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.

AND Hil l, lll'EN MARCH

jausi

at

Photographer,
opp. FALMOUTH HOTEL.

l«t.
diw

A

dec8

—

Company,

In Frank Hawey’s Celebrated Flay,

The Wages of Sin.

“The Wages of Sin” Is by long odds the best
play ol Saxon origin we have had in twenty
oears.—[New York World.
Sale of seats commence Wednesday. Jan. 2d.
Prices 75,50 and 36 cents.
dlw
jan24

4—PE RFOR Wl ANCE9——4
CITY HALL.

and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS

A. M. WENTWORTH

eodtt

JelO

McKeesport, pa.,

Congress Street.
eodtf

MUNICIPAL 5s.

H.H. HAY & SON,

10-20s DIE 1901.
TOR SALK BY

—

H.M.PATSONSCO.

in their Retail Apothecary Depart*
ment, No. 258 Middle St., junction
of Free, give special attention to
preparing Prescriptions; their as*
sistantsare careful and competent;
the drugs and medicines used are
the purest and best obtainable.
They also make a specialty of obtaining for their customers rare
and unusual medicines and proprietary goods. Their stock contains
a good line of Trusses, Crutches,
Braces, etc. Their prices are always reasonable.
eoilST&Them
Jan IB

32 Exchange Street.
eodtl

Jan22

$4.00 PER DOZEN

I

uace

FEBJd.

4th and 5th.

4 oaupunt.
Only
la the Miair of

Ippfar*

t

b’OYLEY CARTE’S OPERA COMPANY,
Under the management of Mr. John Stetson, presenting Mr. W. 8. Gilbert's and Sir Arthur
Sullivan's Comic Operas.

(Piril

liur

IU

and

Saturday Matinee,

Ibid

city I,

‘Princess Ida.’

“PATIENCE.”
MTIHDAY EVEMStti, FEB. Ilk,

“MIK.ADO

!

”

Authorized performance; composer’s original
orchestration; author’s original stage business
scenery from original models.
THE UNEXCELLED CAST.
Miss Helen Lament,
Mls»Alice Carle,
Miss Agnes Stone,
Miss Edith Jennesse,
Miss Minnie De Kue,
Miss Valeria.
Miss Mann,
Signor Brocollnl.
Mr. Hoy Stalnton,
Mr. J. W. Herbert.
Mr. N. S. Burnham,
Mr. Phil Bransom,
Mr. Joseph Fay,
Mr. E. J. Clony.
Mr. V. Holland.
Grand Chorus of SO voices. Grand Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. John Braham.
and 76 eta., reserved, 36 cts. admisMatinee, 26,3G and 60 cts. Bold at Stock-

Tickets GO

sion.

bridge’s, Saturday morning. Jan. 22. at tt o’clock.
Librettos and music of all the operas for sale at
Stockbrtdge’s.
Half fare

on the Maine Central and Portland A
fare on Portland A Rochester
matinee. Half fare and late trains on Saturday
Matinee at 2.30; evening at 8 o’clock. Doors open
at 1.38 and 7 o’clock.jan20-dlw

Ogdensburg. Half
to

-FOB-

FINELY

FINISHED

Cabinet Photographs
Commencing Tuesday Morning,

No*. 9, 1886,

W« «hnll make for u short Time Only,
Firxl C Ihmm Cabinet Phol«umphx for

We will give $150.00 worth of Boot:
and Shoes for $100.00 in Cash and con
tinue the same ratio down to $1.00. W<
have $5000.00 worth of goods tha
must be turned into Cash, and Cast
Only. We do not wish to change good:
for Ledger Accounts at these rates
Broken lots, samples, and all goods tha
we
do not intend to duplicate inns \
move,
flo where you please and get thi
best prices von can and then come to u:
and we will discount them ail. Thli
may be talking loud but we mean bust
ness and have the goods to hack it
up
We intend to beat our own record on i
Marked Down Sale this year.

BROWNS

BLOCK.

PORTLANO.

$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00 PER DOZEN.
$4.00

PER

DOZEN.

This opportunity has lever before brru
offered hr us, and although the pri< e
is very low, we wish the public
hat
to know

In

will the work be
need they
fear that inferior stock
will be used.
no

sense

slightest,

nor

eodAwcF

Jan7

MUSIC

HOLIDAY

eodtf

FOB HOLIDAY

No gift to

DIAMONDS

Photographer,

J. A. MERRILL & CO,

NO. 514 CONGRESS

JEWELERS,

STREET,

prepared offer one ot the largest and fines
stocks of choice goods to he found In the State

Portland, Maine.

Diamonds, Watches. Jcwelrv, Freud
Clocks, Opera 0lasses, Sterling
Sifter Ware, &c.

P. 8.—Those who hold flub Ticket, of Our,,
can use the same by paying
$3.00 besides the
ticket, and receive the 12 Cabinets. Family
tickets can be us«d by paying $3.50, thus making
(the total amount paid), $4.00 for the dozen, the
same as here advertised.
nov lOeodtf

are

to

consisting

of

Also a fine lot of .Tlaiwe Toiinnaliucs, mount
ed or unset. We cordially Invite the public t,
give us a call before purchasing.
2J9 Middle

Street,

UIFTO.

lover of music can be morn appropriate, or give more enduring pleasure than eur
excellent collections of the lluest music, such as
are here mentioned. Auy book mailed promptly
lor retail price.

!

,

•

a

CLASSICAL WORKS.
Beethoven's Sonatas, celebrated Lebert and Von
Kulow edition, 2 vols., each $3, or cloth embossed, eacb $8,
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words, $1.00.
Chopin's Mazurkas ($1), his Nocturnes (80 cts.);
and his Waltzes (OO cts.)
Franz's Album of Songs, $2.00.
Ualfdan KJeruli’s Album, $1.60.

POPULAR COLLECTIONS.
Vocal Duets, $1.00.
Minstrel Songs, $2.00.
Rhymes and Tunes, $1.00.
Young People’s Classics fop Plano. $1.00.
Gems of Strauss, $2.00, gilt $3.00.
Choice

0000 REAOING IN ELEGANT BOOKS.

Ritter's Studeuts History of Music, $2.60.
Mendelssohn’s Letters, 2 vols., each $1.50.
Rhelnimld Trilogy (Wagner’s), 50 cts.
Lives of all the Great Masters, each from $1.60 to

Portland

floods sent out of the dtyon approval.
J. A. Mkukii.l.
A. Keith
apl3
eodly

XMAS CANTATAS.
King Winter, 30 cts. Caught Napping. 30 cts
Christmas lllft, 26 cts. Message of Xmas, 30 cts.

READ THIS.

COLOR

SLIDE,

Open every Afternoon and Krrning.
Admission, adults 25 cents; children 15 cents;
Including 5 slide conimitotlon tickets.
Electric l.i|Sh.
Telephone 21*4.
dec2M
dll

City, County

LADIES

FINE

GILBERT.

Ill RVIl iVI'N

Nlclata’a !*•.

dtf

NOTICE.
The MIS8ES IIYDE, Dressmakers,
formerly of 014 Congress St., liave taken rooms
453 1-2 Congress St., Clapp's Stock.

jan20dlw

Wrdneitday Evening*.

PORTLA1D

___

Binding.

474 Congress
decl

sale at Ktock-

WALTZING-

<anldtf

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

7

Opened Every Eveuing Until Christmas

on

CHAS. C. VIA! Ill IIV

No. 104 MIDDLE
January i.isb*.

150 Triple Plated Castors at
$1.50.
IOO doz. Med. Knives, stamped Wm.Rogers & Son, Hartford, at $2.45.
150 doz. of the genuine anc
reliable J847 Rogers Bros.
Med. Knives at $2.85.

now

bridges.

Rockland.8a & 4s Bath.8s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..8s
Maine Central..7s A 6s
Anson.4s
P. & 0. It. K... 8s

Agentsfor Sew England States.—All Driooistb
janlleodCm

offer'

thrialiuaa."

Evening tickets 60 cents,

—

am

„f the Adlron-

THE GREAT PLAY.

ARETA8

Among: the Special Bargains I
ing this week, are

MURRAY.

Charming Legend

B OISTJDS !

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,

GREAT BARGAINS.

H.

Jan. 26.

‘‘How J.hn SI.rt.a, the Trapper, aprai

Portland, Me.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

Hoviniue, in eases af Cholcru lafaatum
i> of thr greatest ralue.

pair.

Check Books, Printing, Ruling

^

THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY

16th STOCKBRIDGE

MEND EOK

uBnakfitt Cocoa. LORING, SHORT k HARMON
Warranted absolutely pure
Coe on, from which the excess of
Oil has bc-en removed. It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,

tnatTtute

Hi*

BANCS CARBURETOR
lias been in constant use for the past live years in
Boston and other large cities, and needs no recommendation.
dtf
nov23

BAKER'S

ANTE-BILIOUS

our

40St

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 187b.

COCKLE’S

dec21

other Foods.

jams

DARRAH’S KID GLOVE STORE,

REDUCING THE NET COST 40 PER CENT.
more

1N6 Middle Street,

by Mtomarhs that reject all

the Inst four month. »r

tis
o«

KID GLOVE STORK.

The Maine State Heat and Light Co

a

*® h>*aluahle to teachers and edu-

Will reau bis

Wyer Greene & Co.,

50 cents.
500 pairs All Wool Mittens at 10 cts.

while giving

w

At the cloeeot each term of twelve lectures, each
student will be examined aiula
diploma presented to those that exceL
Ladles and gentlemen wishing to become students will please call at the Wtor’s
In
Mechanics’ Building, Congress street Jau33dt!

U«

SWAN & BARRETT,

the most Delicate Taste
aad Mmell.

to

BOOTS vsrCASH.

$1, for

CELEBRATED BANGS CARBURETOR,
for enriching coal gas, and thereby

n,

Jan. 34—Subject:
Mental Phre“ol“«y "I the Anliu.il Faculties.
*’l*1*»of Instruction la this
i,unn
tenc® °* mental and anatomical phre-

,.,
at once.
nology

FOR SALE BY

Highly Condensed RAW Food Bxlrac

Tolerated

County

•
•
•
III. t R. It.
tin
Maine Central It. K.
.7s
Audio-. A Kennebec It. It.
tin
Calais Water Co., 1st More,
5s

Principles of Heef aad nutui

Arrrptable

eodtf

Bangor City Municipal
Bath City, guaranteed by

Concentrated.
A

hand.

Portland City Municipal

dtf

The Vital

on

Trust

ALSO

B O VIN I N!E.

19th.

Lot No. 3, 8
to 131-2 inches wide, 25 cents.
Lot No. 4, 131-2 to 22 inches wide, 39 cents.

CALIFORNIA.

»:l KXITIANUE

Ohio iiml Indiana

COLCOR ■>,

tan24

SACRIFICE OF AN IMPORTERS STOCK.
Lot No. 1, 31-2 inches wide,
10 cents.
Lot No. 2, 71-2 to 0 inches wide, 20 cents.

All

and solicits the inspection of the public of th<
merits of the

W.

suitable Tor

LOANS.

—

Back, worth $1 for 50 cents.
50 dozen 4 button Emb. Kids, worth

ST

AT H P. M.

Street.

anil

constantly

NEW

143 PEAKl. NTKEET.

TURNER^ BROS.,

regular

CENTENNIAL

Funds

Given to private pupils by tbe subscriber,

J.

Banks

ISSU’D 1881.

Included.
our

l|o.

V1ENSE

Congress and Franklin Streets.

Traveling Expenses

Portland,,

St., Portland, Me
eoiilrn

janl2

VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

All

Congress St.,

Securities,

Savings
lanlS

509

Eye

The

L. Sawyer, 537

Choiee

IASTKICT10.1I li\ ENGLISH AMI CLASS
ICAL STUDIES

<lecl4

HAMMOND TYPE-WRITER
COMPANY,
Eugene Merrill, Agent,
Exchnngr

GEORGE C. FRYE,

Corner

Exchange

Fartlaud Hcbaal af

SALE OF HAMBURGS

of Manner.
St. i-ouii Globe-Democrat.
There is a marked change of late in the
President’s manner toward representative
men of his party.
For a long time he was
business-like and often brusque with Democratic Congressmen who came to see him.
He gave time grudgingly. He was impatient
with those who differed from him. The excuse was offered that there was such a great
s.
pressure for the offices, Mr. Cleveland could
not well do differently. But this was not
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines do
!
satisfactory to many who offered it. Feeling not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of the corneas. This dethey were not made welcome at the White
ect is called ASTIGMATISM.
House, Democratic Congressmen remained
when
away, going only
important business
for 25 cents.
for
cents.
11
made avisit absolutelynecessary. The strange
11
“
“
“
“
“
50
50
and unprecedented action of the Democratic Senators and Representatives not call-ALSO A.—
ing upon the President New Year’s Day,
was like a revelation of the strength of that
alien feeling which has developed between
Mr. Cleveland and the leaders of his party.
And now, for the first time in this administration, there is a manifest effort to have the
party leaders make themselves at home in
the mansion. Members who long ago ceased
calling upon the President are surprised to
receive intimations that Mr. Cleveland would
like to see them, and when they respond they
find their suggestions and advice are wanted.
In a word, the President is now courting his
EYE GLASSES for $1.50 j ch
party through its representatives. Instead PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each. PEBBLE
of the stand-up reception, the “Well-whatAlways cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
is-it?” manner, and the dismissal after a
hurried presentation of business. Democratic
A
ol Gold Spectacles and
Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5,00 and $6 00 each.
leaders are now asked to come at off hours;
they are invited to sit down; they are questioned ; they are consulted; and their view
as to various
features of party policy are
heard with manifest respect. This change
in the President is almost startling in its
suddenness. It has come since his rheumatic attack, and the onlv fear of those who
eodtf
Jan 10
have witnessed it personally is that it will
not last beyond the next National ConvenRAYMOND’S
tion.

Mechanic.’ I.ihracr Halt.

BANKERS

BY

MjVNUrACTURED

Change

3nd Free Lecture ol bis Course In

dlw

Jan22

WILSON'S

FRIDAY EVENIkU, FKH. lib,

STRENGTH.

:

Ilk. tv.

film

&

com-

janlSdtd

CO.

&

PRINCE

WOODBlilY

an

Sale of seats

inence

AND

77 Hannan

management

Thursday Evening. Fab. 3d,

DURABILITY,
BEAUTY.

Spectacles

begin Tuesday,

81.00.

°

-

price

Street.

A LADIES’ WATCH FREE THIS MONTH.

WATCHES CLEANED FOB

taking stock.

Congress Street, opposite

will

February Ini.
Tbe French classes will be raaduclrd
Ibr Vleislersehn ft Nyslrm.

During

_

PERFECT

482

Term

ne.». the priuripal rood of URN.
wax HO VIN1NR aad Willi.

3.72
8I.OO.
MPBINCJM,
6.00 MORRISON & CO., Jewelers,
565 Congress Street,
Under C. A. R. Hall.
janS
.50
THE HAMMOND TYPE-WAITER.
.29

40 cent All Wool Hose for

A patent attorney, who has had a great
deal of experience in investigating the merits of the different car heaters, was asked
his opinion as to the practicability of any of
them. He said: ‘'There is no doubt that
some plan can be devised for thoroughly
heating cars without danger of lire. Whether or not any one of those already patented
is perfectly applicable to the work for which
it was designed is for the railroad companies
to decide for themselves.
As
far as the
drawings and models which I have seen go,
they appear to work to perfection. But the
difference between a model and the device
itself when put in actual operation may be,
and frequently is, very marked.
There are
dozens of patents on steam heaters which
give promise of perfect satisfaction. 1 have
never seen one of them tested myself, put 1
understand tluit the great trouble is the failure of the steam to retain enough heat to be
effectual in very cold weather.
It would
seem that steam will eventually lx*
adopted
as the means of heating cars, but its application has yet to be perfected.’’
An officer of the Patent Office, who was
seen later, said that the office had no means
of knowing the value of any of the devices
patented. Out of the hundreds, of which
models or drawings are on file, he thought
there must be some of value.
He suggested
that if the railroads are really in earnest in
their desire to secure some appliance that
will entirely obviate the danger of fire they
might singly or collectively send practical
men on here to make a careful examination
of the devices which the inventors of the
country have to offer.

Spring

OUR IRISH VISITORS,
Under the
of i. M HILL.

Quotations constantly displayed.
Stawlky T. Pullen]
Frank C. Crocker.
eodtz
deci

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN.
Thr

H.

Murray and Murphy,
Prices. 76, 60 and 36 cents.
Friday, Jan. 21.

BOSTON,

Cor. Middle and

80 Pairs E. C. Burt’s French Kid, Button,
“
“
....
10 “
Hand Sewed
Turns,
“
57
Patent Leather, foxed,
.....
“
...
81
Pebble Goat, Hutton, Common Sense,
“
“
“
80
St. Goat, Tonga top,
“
“
“
“
72
Opera Toe,
...
96 “
Curacoa Kid Button, Opera Toe,
“
“
82
Pebble Goat
Common Sense,
“
“
“
All St.
58
Opera
Toe,
“
“
“
....
123 “ Curacoa Kid
“
“
“
“
“
“
14
High Cut,

WATCHES

-

$12 All Wool Suits for
“
Buttons
Sleeve
$1

that would do
me worn, tor wuicu mey arc mr.de with satisfaction. Our books .show 191 stationary
car heaters designed to prevent a conflagration in case of it wreck, 69 pendant heaters
for the eafile purpose, and 84 steam heaters.
Besides these there are numerous devices
ior heating with petroleum and gas in varisome

oct27

CREEN & BATEMAN.
F.

SOTUISO BIT I.Al'OHTKH!

Wltli unsurpassed comedy support and handsoraely Uniformed Hruw Hnud and On hrMra.

t'OKHKSPOVDKVTS,

IVKW YORK

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.

cators

SALK FOKMKIt
PRICE PRICE

3NTOjama

CO.,

“

“

Will leave BOSTON, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
3 AND THURSDAY, l'EBUARY, 17
In connection with these excursions many special advantages are offered. Hotel coupons are supplied for long or short soujourns at the different
Pacific Coast Resorts. Independent tickets may
also he had covering all incidental expenses without hotel board in California. Seven Parties returning from San Francisco via Salt Lake City,
Colorado, etc., ami the tickets also good on nil
iriiiu.. Everything utrirlly fir.i-cln...
In addition to above, parlies will leave Boston.
January 31, for New Orlenu, Mexico and
California; March 7, for New Orlenu. nnd
Mexico; January 31, and March 7, for Npeeinl
via New Orlenu.;
Trip, to California
March 10, for Claliroenin; and February 36, for
the second and last trip to Wu.binglun. 1>. C.,
Annual nipriiig Exc.ir.iouN lo California.
April 31 and 38 ; to California. I'nrifir North
wrni, unit Vellowdtone Nnliounl Hark, May
6.
W. RAYMOND.
X. A. WHITCOMB,

with

“

7 1-2

J. M. DYER &

ed to date.
Mr. Gardner, chief

The President’s

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

eodtt

]an21_

...

arriving in Washington is
loaded with letters asking for information
respecting inventions for this purpose on
which patents have been already issued, and
the draughtsman’s division of the patent office has done a thriving business in the sale
of drawings of the various apparatus patent-

ous

1.00
1.00
10.00
37 1-2

SI.25 Colored Dress Goods,
75 cents.
“
“
“
“
1.00
62 1-2
“
“
“
“
.87
go
“
“
“
.87 Black
50
“
1.25 Colored Novelties for Wappers,
50
They are mast astonishing bargains. Almost every one who sees them buys, and
many come back and buy a second time.

mail

patented there must be

“

“

Towels from 6 1-4 cents to $1.0Q.
Marseilles Quilts fron $1.00 upwards. $1.25 Crochet Quilts for $1.00.
Bleached and Unbleached Cotton, all widths, at the lowest prices.
200 pieces FRENCH DRESS ROODS, all desirable colors, at about half price.
Combination Dress Patterns from $7.50 up, about halt price.

Corr.

Every

1.25

25
25
25
50

“

Russia, Stevens, Barnsley and Scotch Crashes from" 5 cents upwards.

of car heating has attracted a great deal of
attention among inventors and patent attorneys.

“

Colored Border Table D: mask front
“
3-4 and 5-8 Damask Nap kins

Railway Cars.
N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
Since the recent disaster on the Baltimore
and Ohio Ballroadnear Tiffin, 0., the subject
Washington

“

prevent her voting. The forty years of « ork
lias failed to bring about in n single State the
concession of equal privileges to women at
the polls.
But imperfect concessions have been
granted in fourteen different States, and victories have been won in the Territories; so
that there was never a time when the woman
suffragists have had so good cause for hope
ns now.
The cause has unquestionably made
rapid advances since the Woman’s Suffrage
Association began its work 39 years ago, even
If its final triumph appears remote and uncertain. But the greatest encouragement is to be
found in the change which various causes
have brought about in the condition of women.
Miss Anthony remembers forty years
ago when there were hardly half a dozen vocations open to women in this country. Harriet Martineau, when she visited America in
184d, discovered seven occupations in which
women were employed.
Eight years later,
Miss Elizabetli Blackwell, a graduate of Geneva College, in Switzerland, was the only
States

—

Encouraged by tho unparalleled success of our former sales, we propose to exceed all previous efforts and give our customers uud the public an opportunity to
secure bargains never before equalled.
Elegant Dinner, Lunch and Tea Sets.
BIcadicil Table Damask from
33 r eals to $2.50
“
“
"
“

Fifth and sixth Parties In
series of Winter Trips to

in tlia ITnitpd

OF LINEN,

Housekeeping Coods,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, January 26th, 27th and 21.

IAU.I1 WINTEK.

are

diploma.

a

rn&Riswnriniy

bonds for her appearance. These
are the tribulations of a woman voter in a
State where many good lawyers say there is
nothing in the laws or State constitution to

vnnmon

any adulteration whatever.

jy

furnishing

f

or

Ituniford Chemical Works, Providence, K. 1.

Cook Book free.

HOW TO MAKE HENS

1st.

GENTLEMEN’S GOOES.

ttt’lttsftehl Advertiser,]

found a prohibitory law on the statute book. That is
not so, and a very little investigation on the
part of Mr. Abbott would have saved him

well taken.

shortening than any other powder.
recommended by eminent physicians.
less

^It contains no cream tartar, alum,
Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

AC NT POLLY.

We

FEBRUARY

class In Art Ilisiary will begin with the
history of painting.
A class will begin German, working on th
jUristerschitfl Sy.u-iu.
Mrs. Caswell will lie at home to business callers
every afternoon between two aiul three o’clock.

I shall offer for sale several Odd Lots of Goods and many Regular
Lines at very low prices. The sale to continue till Feb. 1st. The object of this sale is to reduce stock of Fall and Winter Goods, and to
dispose of all Odd Lots, Samples, Misfits, &c., &c., In iuy stock. All
sales will be for cash, no credit given at these prices under any circumstances. The following list mentions but a few of the bargains
offered:

[Madison Bulletiu.]
I would like to say to ‘‘Aunt Polly,” write
as often as you can for we all like to read
A

TUESDAY,

V. Stark EnhMfe.
Private Wire to Nkw York and Boston.
Mriabri-. of the IV.

^

Om Nlfhl-nONDAV, Jan. tilth.
LAloHTF.lt!

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

on

MISS tfOLHAUPTER’S SCHOOL

STORIES FROM THE STATE.

IT S

A new term will open

Cl

Bankers and Brokers,

A

N. Y. Bun.

_

Ilev. Mr. Abbott, the gentleman who
spoke in behalf of the Third Party Prohibitionists at Reception IIa.ll Saturday evening,
followed"very closely the speech delivered
here last fall by ex-Gov. St. John,
repeating even the misstatements made
by the head of the party. For instance he
said that when the Republican party came
power in

strength-giving phosphates required

Commencing Wednesday, Jan. 12th.

Canada is all wrong in her present attitude
toward our fishermen, and ought promptly
to he set right. Indeed, she ought to have
been set right long ago.
Hut it is worth
while to intmire whether Congress should
commit itsell to an extreme step merely because the moderate step which it adjudged to
be sound and effective last year lias not been
taken. The present purpose seems to make
a double amount of threatening do duty for
a little resolute action in the first instance.
If, on tlie other hand, a good reason can be
shown wily the provision of the Dingley law
was not put in force, it might be advisable to

your

POLLEN, CROCKER I

MRS. CASWELL’S

CLEARANCE SALE!

Boston Globe.
Iioston women are not enthusiastic on the
•suffrage question, so far as voting for members of the school committee goes. A year
ago more than 2000 voted; this year less than
1000.

come.

into

process that

INTERESTING INFORMATION.

consider other measures.

The railroads control about all of our water front that it is desirable they shouldsome people think a good deal more.
The
city government is right iu setting its face
against any scheme that looks to giving
them more.

some

and

only

COl’RSE.

propaganda

ANNUAL

A.IlTDK.lIBNTM.

HIUNCUL.

SCHOOL.

POWER ALREADY TO DECLARE XON-INTER-

The Biddefiud Journal thinks that voters
purify the caucus much more effectually
than the legislature. That is true, undoubtedly, but if the legislature can furnish any
assistance let It do so.

EDUCATIONAL.

IW THE WORLD

________

_

can

clerk had found

msciiiiLAaiKovg.

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

seems

on men

Having been the battle ground of Europe
for centuries it is not surprising that Belgium
is

«H»€EU.ANROFH.

of woman’s

taken

CURRENT COMMENT.

just now to be a good
and women. It is getting to be tile great popular remedy for a
Bough-on-rats

deal

euing

....
Beaver Sets
$9.0<
6.<X
Nutria Sets
6.01
Coon Sets
2 inch Beaver Trimming *2.60 per yard:
3 inti
and
83.76. Monkey, Lynx. Otter,
Skunk Skiu Muffs very low.

PIANOS !
BURDETTORGANS.
Please call and bear the matchless tones of these
beautiful Instruments.

...

STOOLS AMI COVERS,
WHOLESALE AHD RETAIL.

WORK

TUNING TO ORDER.

LIST*.

OLIVER DITSON & CO,
dec16

Boston.
eod&wtf

COMBINATION UUEin.
We wish to call attention to the fact

‘“•tour Combination Suits, both Cotton
autl V laultd, are made to order, and cut

from measure.
The garments are made from white
aud scarlet, all wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool salts are nnshrinking. IVe warrant good llttlng
and comfortable garments.

SAMUEL THURSTON, M. E.
FAIRWEATHER,

SPECIALTV.
eodtl

No. 197

Middle Street

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

0CU4

•

dtf

Vo. 8 Him direct.

JanS

^

i l l K

PRESS.

MONDAY MORNING, JAN. 24.
WIT AND WISDOM.
There are very few people who fall to bite at the
latest gag. If you don't believe It, try It on your
friend. “Don’t you want to make a little dust this
evening?'’ is tile query which nearly always brings
an affirmative response.
The rejoinder is, “Well,
then, go out and snake the mat.”
W. Edw in Chlpcliase, 20G 8. Charles St., Balto.’
Md., writes:—“For cure of sprains and imflammations I regard Salvation Oil as a sure cure.”
Use Dr.Bull’s Cough Syrup, and do not disturb
the preacher and congregation with your cough.
dislocation of the
wrist)—Doctor, what if 1 had died before yon
1
came—would
have been a crippled angel?
Doctor—Oh, you could have been doctored in
heaven.
Dora (in surprise)—Why, do doctors go to
heaven?
Miss Dora

(who lias suffered

a

Wm. 1’. Alverson, of Branch, Ulster Co., N. Y.,
writes: “Last winter I had a very bad cold, and
accidentally got hold of a bottle of Dr. Seth Arnold’« Cough Killer, and it helped me at once. I
know it will do all it Is recommended to do.”
Dr. Seth Arnold’s Soothing and Quieting Cordial for children. Recommended by mothers and
nurses.

as

£q.

Thereis no one article in tire line of medicines,
that gives so large a return for the money as a
good porous strengthening plaster, such as Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladomttt Backache Blas-

u*i«tnnVVal«r

of brains?” inquired an old
swell y outh.
“Well, really," replied his daughter, “I have
had uo opportunity of judging. 1 never met him
any where except in society.”
“Is

he

young

a

man

fBy Telegraph.]
9NKW YORK, .Jau. 22 1887.-Money on call
lias been easy, ranging from 3 tod; last loans,
closing offered at 3. Prime mercantile paper at 6
Exchange dull and steady. Government
ctl.
Smds uuiet and firm. Railroad bonds quiet and

generally steady.

lick, we gave ber Caatoria,
Wben aho was Child, ahe cried for Coetoria,
When she became Mias, abe clang to Caatoria,
When ahe had Children, ahe gave them Caatoria.

New 4s, ..i*?
New 4s, coup.if®
New 4%s, ..110%
New 4%s, coup.lfY%
& K. Gr.ilsts.119%

Kansas ; Pacific Consols.10«%
Oregou Nav. lsts.10J%
Union Pacific list.114%
do Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds.
reThe following New York stock market lv
ceived dailv, by private wire, by Fulleu. Crocker
Me:
Portland.
street,
33
Exchange
* Co.. No.

Jabber—That was a very killing bonnet your
wife wore to the theatre last evening.
Jerrold—So I understand. The fellow who sat
behind her nearly twisted his neck oft trying to
see around it.

Why don’t you try Carter’s Lttlo Liver Pills?
They are a positive cure for side headache, and
all the ills produced by disordered Liver. Only
one pill a dose..

American Express.107%
Central Pacific. 38%
Chesapeake & Ohio.
.143%
Chicago A Alton..
Chicago & Alton preferred.

_

declare,” exclaimed Mrs. McSwlUJ“Well,
tsn t gogen, "11 one of those Chicago Anarchists
I think it's *
married.
he
to
ing
“1
think
hang“So do I,” replied her husband;
ing is punishment enough for him."
I

Chicago,;Burlington AIlQulncy.138%
Del. A tfud. Cana!.103 %
Del.. Lack. A West.13(1%
26%
Denver * EIo Grande,"new..
Erie.. 33
70
Erie preferred
Illinois Central.134
Western.
&
16%
Bloom.
Iud
Lake Erie (it West.
94
Lake Shore.
64%
Louisville* Nasn.
Manhattan Elevated.166%
Michigan Central. 89
Minn, at S’. Louis. 18%
...

"NEARLY CRAZED
with pain” Is the sad cry of many a victim of
rheumatism or neuralgia, and* frequently other
diseases, such as kidney and liver complaints, are
directly traceable to rheumatism or neuralgia.
These diseases, for some unexplained reason, are
rapidly increasing, and in many instances are the
direct cause of much sickness which so hides its
real origin as to be mistaken for other diseases.
In curing rheumatism, neuralgia, sick headache,
and In many cases of kidney and liver troubles,
Athlophoros has wrought wonders. Those who
have used it are best qualified to speak of its

do

Northern Pacific. 27%
do pref. 68%
Northwestern.113 %
Northwestern preferred.139%
New York Central. 112%
11
NewJYork,.Chicago & St. Louis.
do

Portland, Me., April 1,188(1.
real good thing, It cured my

TTTTCTT

27

18%

80V*
62Vs

Panama

Pullman Palace.

a

ifolicr.

pref.123

Ohio Central.
Ohio * Miss.
Out. & Western.
Oregon Transcon.
Pacific Mail.

J46%
39%

Reading.
126
Rock island.
St Louis & San Fran. 81V*
do pref. 66
1st pret. ...113%
St, Paul.M. 89%

Paul Suoreferred..w.117%
St. Pau idinn. * Mail.114%
imalia. 49%
St Paul *.■

l.AWIN.

and
and

for the United States at 2 00®

LIVEUPjOL,| Jan. 22, 1887.—Cotton market
quiet—uplands o3 16d: Orleans 6 6-l<id; sales 7,000 bales; speculation and export BOO bales.);
LIVERPOOL, Jan.22. 1887.—Quotations—Winter Wheat 7s6d®7s7d: Spring wheat 7sd (id®

IUUVUUO

FROM

T

26
26
26
26
27

27

Circassian.Portland.
Liverpool...Jan 27
City of Puebla... New York..Hav&VCruz Jan 27
Alps. New York..Hayti.Ian 27
..

Adriatic.New York..Liverpool
Suevia.New v"-*' u—i) ’in

*

do

pro:.107%

26%
68%

Texas Pacific.
Union Pacific.
KJ

S3,

liAMJVU.T

....

Wabasli, St. Louis Si Pacific
do prof.
Western Union Telegraph
Altoii All'erra Haute.

15%
28%
73%
33

do prof. 70
Boston Air Llae, pref. ...101
Hurlin 'to'. A Cedar Rapid*. 60

6»%
CanaasiSouchern.-.
Cantou.*.
30%
Kansas &;Texas.
40

Houston Ac

Texas.;.
Metropolitan El.*.201

Great Nalls, N. H„ March 25, 1880.
This certifies that two bottles of your medicine,
Athlophoros, cured my wife of her neuralgia afno avail.
ter trying all other remedies with
Dudley Gilman.
Every druggist should keep Athlophoros and
Athlophoros Pills, but where they cannot be
bought of the druggist the Athlophoros Co., 112
Wall St., New liork, will send either (carriage
paid) on receipt of regular price, which is fjl.OC
per bottle for Athlophoros and 50c. for Pills.
For liver and kidney diseases, dyspepsia, indi.
gestion, weakness, nervous debility, diseases oi
blood,
women, constipation, headache, impure
tee., Athlophoros Pills are unequaled.

Mobile & Ohio. 10
Morris & Essex. .139%
Oregon Nav. 98 %
Wells. Fargo Express.120
Pacific 8s of’95. 126%
Norfolk & Western pref.51
14
Central Iowa
Con. Coal. 24
94%
Long island.
E. Tenn, new. 14%
75
East Tenn, 1st pref...:
do 2d pref. 25%
New York Mining Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK,Jan. 22.1887.—The following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

are

Colorado Coal. 38%
Homestako.13 601

Ontario...23
Quicksilver. 9
31
do preferred...

60
00
60
Mono. 3 00
Eureka.7 00
Sierra Nevada. 6 75

Standard.112%
North-Belle Isle.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POKTLAND. Jan. 22,1887.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations oi
Grain. Provisions. Ac.:

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN FRANCISCO. Jau. 22.1887.—The following are closing official quotations of mining stocks

r lour.

HlgbMxd Coru.53 a53Va
Corn, bag lots—obgt&i
Meal, bag lots. ..52^5:
Oats, car lots—41^4:
Oats, bag lots....42(24:
2o®6 60 Cotton Seed,
car lots..23 25(3,23 5i
50*4 76 do bag... 24 00&25 Ot

Superfine and
low grades.2 60*3 50
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 "0*4 2S
Patent

Spring

Wheats.5
Mich, straight
roller .4

to-day:
Best Si Belcher...11%
Lon. Cal."& Va...26
6%
Crowu Point.
Mexican.-. 8%
3%
Mono.

Ophir.16%

clear do.... 4On*4-8 lHack’dBr’n
stone ground. 4 25*4* 8 I car lots.. 19 00&21 OC
| do bag...20 00(222 0(
St i.uun» ut'gl
roller.....4 76*6 00 1 Middlings. 20 00.222 ()(
0<
60
do bag lots,2 L
do_4
cle.tr
25*4
FrorimionH.
Winter Wheat
Patents.6 26*5 5C !Pork—
10 DO&l7 Ot
Pub.
flacks
1 Clear ....15 60,210 ck
Cod. *» qtlMess.13 00^13 r>(
l.argt- Sliore3 00*3 2f 1
Large Bunk 2 50 «. 2 71 j Beef—
| Ex Mess. 8 26(28 5<
®
Small.
9 00(29 5C
pollock.2 50*3 2c j Plate
Haddock.1 60**2 Ot i £x Plate. 10 00fel0 6<

Potosl. 8%
8%
Savage...
Siena.Nevada. 0%
(Jould & Curry.|6%
Yellow Jacket.... ...‘ 0%
Bulwer. 1%
Eureka. 7
Hale & Norcross. 8
Union Con. 6

00&23

...

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Jail. 22, 1880—The FalllRiver
cloth
for the week Is as follows:
statement
print
Production. 176,000 pieces
Deliveries. 191,000 pieces
Stock.
30,000 pieces

....

Hake.X 25*1 7f
Herring
bx. l«*SO(
Healed
No 1.13*1 tic
Mackerel g* bbl—1880.
Shore is.21 50*26 o<
Shore 2s. 12 60*16 Ot
M«f. 3a.
#
Spot*.

I Lara—
•
Tubs
p..7 @714
(27*4
! Tierces— 7
1 Pails.7% 28 s/s
iHams t> tf.— JKgllV:
I do covered. .12 d;l 38/i

.•••

.‘reduce.

1
CliC
1 Kerosene—
'.Port. Ret. Pet.
iWaier W h lie.

8

pieces
88.000 pieces
Spot.
44,000 pieces
Future.
Price—3 7-1 lie for 64@04s; 3c for 00x60 ;steady
Sales.

Vi

and linn.

Cape Cotill OO.it 12 i-i
I’ea Means...J 7ett 1 8! j Silver White. 7 V
K 3

8( K'untr.titilul
ituixinx-,
iH.ruan mill «o<tl 7i
yellow dyes. 1 SOjtl Hi I Muscatel_ 1 90a27/
J-outn-i-*, bush, bO.itHi I JaomUm L&y’r 2 2oa2 7
feio
8t Potauu n 3 60.;a4 01 MOuduraUiy. Q
»I Valencia. 7
ig.8
utnous
i|
Turkeys.
; granulated $> Ifc.»?J/
Chickens.
; Extra C.6*9
howls.
Weed*.
Ilucke
Ilted
OSM0Timothy Keed2 25^2 3
Apples.
1 50a 2 7i Clover
0 m11
f) bb'
<-hre«t*.
j Vermont— i 3Mi@l 4 V
■' N. Y. factory 13 Vaa 14 V

^yledtuni....l 75gl

■

Top....(2VfeigS2V

XdVifa’l

Jivaporated 4>lfcl2 ill 3c I

Kultcr.
liCIMOUti.
Creamery** lf....28C«3
Falermo.,3 50^4 ()< Gilt XSJye ver—2710 2
Messina.3 7f>(&4 01 i Choice.20sJ

‘Good....16®J

Malagers....

.Store.140/1
OlliUV*«i
*SSB».
Florida. 3 26 h 4 0< II
5 00&5 0< 1 Eastern extras ..2'Jfi.
Valencia
1
Messina and F*
I Can Hi Western..
ll.imed.220i

Flenno & bx.

Foreign Exports.
[“BRISTOL. Steamship Ontario—69,427 bush

1
1

;
>

!
1

Boston Produce Market.
Boston, Jan. 22. 1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, Sc.:
Pork—Long cut 15 00®15 50: short cuts 15 501
@ 16 00 Jback". 15 5(«16 00; light backs at 14 50;;
lean ends at 15 00@15 60; pork tongues at
18 00@$13 50; prime mess’_$1400@14 50; extra
prime at 11 60® 12 oo; mess, at 12 75®13 60.
lard—choice Ht7%S7%c|t> lb in Tierces; 7%
(asc in 10-ib p»U8;0j>9‘/sC In 5-lb palls; 8%'s8%>
in 3-lb palls.
Hams at ll@ll%c t> lb, according to size and1
cure; smoked shoulders 7@7%c; pressed hains.alt
11®11%C.
Choice city dressed hogs 0%c © lb; country <fc)
6<t()%e, choice Western dressed 6%(S0%c.
Butter— Western extra fresh inane creamery alt
31 u,32c: do extra firsts at 27®30c; do firsts al t
20@24c; do goon to choice heldcreainery at 21<q3
;
22c”; do fresh Imitation creamy choice atdo23®26e
fair t<*
do factory, extra fresh, at 22@24c:
r
do
fall
do
held
at
choice
(l
1
16@16c;
choice
a2(le;

12® 14c: do common lota at 10® 11 c ;
do dairy nominal at at 14 a 18c; New York ernii>
extra fresh at 29®30c; do extra firsts 26@28c ;
good to choice June 22®24c; Vermont erm extr;a
nominal at 29a30c. Jobbing prices l®2c higher
Cheese— Northern, choice to extra,18%®13%c ;
sage 14c :Ohio choice to extra at 13®13%c; Wesiteru choice to ex 12®13%c;lower grades accord
to

good al

ing to quality; job lots %c higher,
ifirmu_k'ahtprii' Avtru nt: HI'm HQp

r

wheat 444,100 itis bacon 421,660 do cheese 94
990 do butter 6000 bags flour 277 head cattle,

**i«road Receipts.
PORTLAND. ,Ian. 22. 1888.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Foi
and 41 ears miscellaneous mercnandise; force:
nesting roads 83 cars miscellaneous mercbai

Chicago

Friday’s quotations.

Lowest.

77%

77%

...

Closing .I..

7744

May

Opening....
Highest_
Lowest.

Closing.

Jur

1

84

84%
84
84Vs

<:0^W

tjpij
36 V*
36%
36 V*
36%

861
86*
86’

49%

Sheep—steady; receipts 200; shipments—; tin
tives 2 70®4 80; Western 2 76®4 60; Texans ait
2 25®4 00. Lambs 4 50®G 00.

40%
40%
Ma
so1
30>
30i
30>

Opening....
Highest...

lowest.

Closing.

Domestic Markets,

[By Telegraph.]

I

Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

78%
78%
78%

Feb.
78%
78%
78%
78%

Ma
84*
86i
84’
8u

fg
lt%

ft
£

■
■

t
»

COHN.

S:::::::::::::::OATS.
Cloning.

:

NEW YORK, Jan. 22, 1887.—Elmir market Iis
quiet; sales 9.600 bbls; receipts 20,589 bbls
State 2 06 a 0 25 ; Ohio at 3 15 a 5 26; Western ait
2 05®5 25; Southern at 3 60®6 25.
Wheat firm and higher; sales 48,000 bush; if’■
ceipts 54,450 hush; 94V«c for cash; 92%c fo,r
Keb; 93%e for March: 90>/«c asked May.
Com firm and higher; sales 184,000 bush; rc
ceipts 19,788 bush; 49%®<‘9%c cash; 47%c foT
Jan; 48%c bid Eeb; 50c bid May.
Oats firm at 30y«e Jan; 38%c bid May.
Beef dull. Pork steady. Lard stronger. Butte!r
firm. Sugar dull. Molasses quiet. Petroleum i18
steadv. Rice is firm. Oolfee is steady. Freight■8
are steady.
Spirits Turpentine dull, ltosln iIs

Tallow quiet,
and steady ;Uplands 9%c; Orlean18
9 11-10C; sales 157 bales; futures steady.
CHICAGO. Jan. 22, 1887.-Flour unchanged1;
Winter patents 4 26®4 60; Southern Winter iit

quiet.

30
30

lowest..*.”'.’.

CHICAGO, Jan. 22, 1807-Cattle-recelpts 20 ,000; shipments 1000; steady; shipping steers ait
3 85®5 OO; Stockers and feeders at 2 10ug5oi;
bulk 2 30,u.
cows, hulls and mixed at 1 50®3 50;
2 80.
4,000; th e
17,000;
Hogs—receipts
market is firm; rough and mixed at 4 10®4 60i;
at 4 OOjg
4
96;
light
and
packing
shipping 40&4
4 70; skips at 2 78;®3 30.

shipments

May. Jun

OATS.

Jan.

Cattle Market.

By Telegraph.]

WHEAT.

i

frpst3

potatoes—Extra Main* and New Brunswick 19
bbl 1 50® 1 62%.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

Feb.
77%

phnifA

Southern 80c; choice held 20®28c; limed at 2;2
®24c Jobbing prices lc higher*!
Heaus—Choice small N Y band picked peal 70®f
1 75 *i busli; choice New York large hand picket3
do 1 00® l 05; small Vermont hand picked pea a,t
1 80®<®1 85.
Hay—Choice prime at 17 50®18 50; fair to gootd

*10o(iti*17t>O; Eastern line J12a815; poor bo
O
ordinary 813a*16: East swale at 0a* 10. Kyi
straw, choice, 815 00®15 60; oat straw |8®9 t 9

dlse.__

Openlug....
Highest..

112 000

n

j Fralt’sA8t’i.t>bl4. 11V
1 Devoe’s Brilliant. J1V
j i.igoii'a. 8V

Cranoerries—

3 26

fiphlr.16 12%
Mexican. ...8%

b
a

'»
30

s

QCotton quiet

VU1C uvgiuo

IC1IGI.

...

....

9 32

nai,h,

I

Moon sets. B 23 MW»nt—• (

MARINE

9ft Bin

8tt8in

best thins known

tHi

Sell Humboldt, Pinkhom, Boothbay.
Cleared.

Endorsed for its Purity and Healthfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
•‘I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime ana the Phosphates, ana to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every way to be recommended for
wholesomeuess and efficiency.”

twm

mi

AND

COLDS

Kingston, Ja, 13th, sch Rebecca F Lam
den, Dlggins, Boston.
Sid Im Buenos Ayres about 20th Inst, barqui

Consumption

Henry A Litchlield, lor Barbadoes.
Sid Im Dunkirk 19lh inst, barque Talisman
Baker, Philadelphia.
Ar at Hong Koug Dec 16, barque Escort, Wat
erhouse, Singapore; 19th, ship Titan, AUyu, Iron

MILWAUKEE,

been speedily cured by the use of ADAMSON’S COUGH BALSAM, after all other
Cough Medicines had failed. Sufferers
from either recent or chronic coughs or
bronchial affections can resort to this great
remedy confident of obtaining speedy relief
Do not delay. Get it at once; it may save
your life.
A wonderful remedy is ADAMSON’S
COUGH BALSAM. It heals irritated parts,
cures the congli and helps the throat and

Sid 12tli, barque Penobscot, Eaton, New York

Memoranda.
Barque Proteus. Peterson, from Philadelplii;
for Matanzas, before reported sunk oil Mareu:
Hook, was cut into by drifting Ice. She lies will
decks three feet uader water at high tide. 1
diver was engaged to stop up the hole, so she cai
be pumped out and raised.
An abandoned large ttiree masted sebr was seei
at noon, Jan 20, thirty-Bve miles east of Culuco
tcague. She was settled deep hi the water, sail:
gone, and spars and rigging intact.
Delaware Breakwater, Jan 22— Sch Loring (
Ballard, trom Philadelphia for Boston, coal laden
went ashore at the lower end of F’ort Delawan
21st. and had to take the assistauce of two tugs
She was hauled oB and lowed in here last night.

lungs

to resist the Influence of climate

eevere

SON'.*
the

.*

*.

illllul UIH 11 OH,

tVIUI

OUIV

■ u ralne

W

for

people

with the

points beyond.
Througn tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &<x
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 6 o’clock,

dim*

buy $1,000 worth

WANTED—To
Clothing of all
paid.

1886-7-WINTER ARRAXOEMEXTS-1886-7
via. Movllle and Halifax.

Press Office.

d3m

LIVERPOOL SERVICE, (via

.iviivnni

From

Is

27tli .lull

equal

BEDS,

of cast-oil
cash price

Everywhere.

Sumner

W.

and contain 38,000 feet of floor.

veston.

NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 20th. brlj
Cbas 1 -euuis, from Philadelphia for Cienfuegos
sch Mary A Hall, do for Feruaudiua.
Sid im Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch Kin;
Phillip, (from Baltimore) for New York, in low.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque C S Hulbert
Watts. Liverpool39days; schs E H Herriinaii
Wood, Brunswick; May McFarland, Montgomery
Savannah; J Kennedy, Warr, Calais.
Ar 22d. schs Eleanor, Poole, F'eruandiua; Kill

\

■

—

Isaac T Campbel •
Iuport,
Mayo, Boston lor Philadelphia; J R Smith, Cas< ;
do for Baltimore; A J Eabeus, Peek, Rockland ft 1
New York; Lizzie M Eells.-.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sch Rodney Parker, Hi| >'
sell

gins, Ainboy.

Old 21st, sch Jonathan Bourne, Thompson, ft r
Norfolk.
Ar 22d, brig Rooky Glen, Sawyer, Long Cat ;
sells Daylight, Hodgdou, Baltimore; Etta A Tai l-

Malloch, Eastport.

Old 22d, brig Stockton, Allen. Azua.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 22d. sells Ariosto, Bostc
for Rockland; Laura & Marlon, and Etna, do It
Portland ; Annie S Green, do for lirooksvlUi j
Mary, do for Rockland; Hope Haynes, Wiseassi it
for Bridgeport; Douglas Haynes, do for Newpor
Sadie Corey, Boston for Wlnterport; Odell, ar j
Edw L Warren, from Boston for Belfast; Eastei ,,
Queen, do for Castine; Addle M Seavey, Bostt n

MAI.E—The fine brick mansion and

apoly

*

ad Silk

store

OXFORD

Curtalii*.

Curtain Fixtures,

“Capsicum,” “Capsictn”

or

Capslclne.”

Examine
llenron'a and take no other.
when you buy. All
SKAHL’RY A. JOHNSON,

druggists.

Ark

a
T

Proprietors

re

line Robes, Muffs, Collars, and make
ail kinds of Furs at.very short notice.

This Plastei

local

or

deeply

R

this Plaster will be foun ‘
to give instant relief b
applying between tb
shoulder blades.
SHARP.
tfr“For Kidney Troubl e

FOR

stun

rates, goud
Business Sleighs of dltfereut styles. Als
FOR
second hand sleighs. GKOBGE B. MABCH, Ool

MARVELLOUS MEMORY
DISCOVERY
Wholly unlike Artltlclul Systems—Cure of Min
Wandering—Any hook learned hi one readhu
Prospectus, with opinions of Mh. Proctor, th

iRneumatism, Neuralgh
Pain in the Side, and Bac t
Ache, they are a certai
and speedy core.

•

Astronomer, Hons. W. W. Ahtur, Jcdah 1
Benjamin, Drs. Minor, Wood and others, sci 1
Post rail, by

14-1

BVMINKM CHAN OKA.

J
i.

PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20th, sch Henry Sutto
Tulloek. Baltimore.
Sid 20th, sch Walker Arnilngton, Driukwate f.
Baltimore.

Summer Street, bynn,

A

,,

against

0

JanlS

RATV4

nov6

R. STANLEY & SON

eoaaiwim

When 1 say cure 1 do not mean merely to nop tun Tor
time and then have thorn return airaln, I mean a radical cure
I have made tj.o dl«e«ui* or FIT.-I, KPIMSPSY or FALUK(
HICKNESS a life long study. Iwarrart my remedy to cun
the worst cases. Because other* have failed Is no reason fo
not now receiving a cure. Bend at ouee for a treatise and
Free Bottle of my infallible remedy. Give Express and Pos
Office. It costs you nothing for a trial, and 1 will cur# you.
Address Dr. IL G. HOOT, 181 P#§rt StjMaw York

Fore
i.«*

Notice
subscriber

,

Street.

■

WIGHT,

SINKINSON *
eodtt

duly appointed

8

Exec h

i!

CARD.
wl th

myself
permanently
HAVING
B. A. Atkinson ft CO., house turnlshers,
Pearl aud Middle streets, Portland, I shall
associated

ci r>e

uer

friends In the Slate of Maine
happy
My twenty-live years ext
my new quarters.
rleuce in the business with Walter Corey ft C
six of which was spent as manager (In connect!
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Fur j
ture Co., warrants me In bellovlng that I can [fj
,
any order entrusted to my care to your entire si
Isfaetiou. Assuring you ihat we have one ol t ”
"*
largest stocks of carpets, rh—'
suits In the eoun<
Y"
to meet my

<>ctao

V
eoU3m £: k

dtf

iikkkhy oitkx, that ti
has been

1MSO,

7 1ft

a.

in

1.210 4.tiO And 5 20

in.

(*orhuua, ntalrral,
Qurbrc, 1.8c p. in.
Par HixUUrld and (uM,
1.30 p. m.
V«r

Chirac* a«4
7.10

a.

m.

and

1MITAU.
Prm I.e wDtea and Anknrn, 3.3ft a. a.'
13.06. 3.15 and 6.60 p. in.
Pram I.arbam, 8.36a.m.. 13.06and 6.60 p. m.
Pram Chicago and Vlaaireal, 13.06.
mm i|arkrc, 13.06 p. in.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland
Muutrcal.
TICKET OEPIt'El

35 Eishangt St., ind Dftoot Foot of India Strsol.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE
TO a

of the will ot
JOEL WHITNEY, late ol Portland,
In the County ol Cumberland, deceased, and hi
taken upon himself that trust M the law direct
Ami I‘have appointed Ophelia J. Whitney, ol I or 1land, my agent or attorney In the State ol Main >.
All persons having demands upon the estate >1
said deceased, are required to exhibit the sani
and all persons Indebted to said estate are call*
upon to make payment to
FRANK J. WHITNEY,
of Plymouth. Mass,. Executor, or to
OPHELIA J. WHITNEY,
ol Portland, Agent or Attorney.
Janl7dlaw:iwM
Portland, Jan. 4. 1887.

tor

___

novl

,

IMPORTERS,

L)

Aiwa) 3
rooms;
made money. Must be sold at once, on account ( f
other business. Bargain for some one. Full pa
20- 1
titulars at 33 Dover street, Boston, Mass.

|

For Sale In the original Package by

410

ARRANGEMENTS.

after .BOMBAY, Mot. I,
trains will rnn as followsi

■.'a..- isAPkimt

STWI' 1

nov24_

aad

DKPABTtMKM.
For Anknrnnad Lewiston,7.10A m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.

Just Landed, Ex S. S. Sardinian.

house on Was!

HACK—17
lodging
FOR
ington street. No better location In Boston 1
let
furnished In black walnut.

Oa

—AND—

Superintendent of Agencies. Eastern Dcpartmen

JAMES

WINTER

Bass’ English Alt

Ain't ltmi».t.»

CEO. J.

6RAIP TMMI HMAY OF CAS AW.

p.

RjrRJ1J1H KSS

morn-

a. m. j
from Augusta and
Lewiston, 8.60 A m.; the dny trains from Bam
train!
the
afternoon
gor at 12.40 and 12.45 p.m.;
From Bangor, Watervllie, Bath, Augusta. Hockthe
land and Lewiston at 5.46 p. ni.;
night Pullman Express train at 1, SO a m.
nod
second
class, foi
Limited Tickets, drat
all points ia the Preriaceo oa sale at reduced rates.
PAYSON TUCK EH, Oeneral Manager.
F. K. BOOTUBY.OcnM Pass, and Ticket Ag't.
Portland. Pel. 20, 1888,_oct22tt

ing trains

ws&Miy

I CURE FITS!

loss

W. KODMAN WINSLOW,
132 NASSAU ST. (Vanderbilt Building
NEW YORK CITY.

I

UTlIim I

m.

The
Trafini are due in Portland as follows:
Bath 8.45

O-i'Ar^Jd HL, ltasYun. Mass.

tvnei.

Edward It. Seccomb. West Newton, Mass.
Hon. Josiah II. Drummond, Portland, Maine
John E. DeWitt, Portland, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Boston, Mass.
Hon. Pehcival Bonney, Portland. Me.
Hon. Mahiji is P. Kino, Portland, Ml
Thomas A. Foster, M. D„ Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E. Richards. Rockport, Me.
Georoe L. Dkblois, Boston, Mass.
Geohoe Stannard, Brooklyn, New York
Edward A. Noyes, Portland, Me.
Hon. Frederick Rouik, Gorham, Mi

Invigorator.

With W. II. Hervey St Co.,8 Union St. Boston, Mass.
For Sale by all Druagitit and Dealert.

Manager for City Agency, I’ortlaml.

room

„

p.

Trujv

unques-

mass.

nOTH, IiBF.tKl.KS, FIJIPl.FM,

U

are

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,

g

1

carefully

are

Directors and Offi-

ability

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

To Let,

y

eod&wlra

jaua

uinnt

Eai

New Fork.

5*37 Fifth Avenue,

or

DKKIKABI.K two story frame dwelling
Jr\_ boo** on Fine street, near Braekett stra*
recently modernized and improved, contains tw )
lors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, (wit
ot and cold water,) seven chambers, pleuty (
closets and front and back stairs, Are places i
back parlor and dining room, uew steam licatiu
apperatus with eight radiators; newly palnte i
and papered throughout; area of lot 4,i 00 sonar
feet. Terms rca&ouable. Impure of 1(01,1.INS ‘
dec24dtf
ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange St.

PKOF. LOISETTE,

PAINS.
Sold by druggists for 2 5
cents, or five for $1.
Trade mark patented. Mailed oil receipt of prlc B
by tsrorge C. (soodwin A Co.. General Agent I,
Boston.octZO-W.F&M-Cin-nrm

For Male.
A
BAKE opportunity for business; furniture
Jr\. carpet and undertaking business for salt
Address BOX 203, Mechanic Falls. Me. Jaiu’xltf
For Male

affairs

THE

top to lit both: also licw No, 20 Morris & 1retain 1
Safe. Address FKANK M. 11YDE, or H. A
14-1
DUNCAN, Bath, Maine.

Oak and Congress streets.

and

follows:

All trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

—

UNION MUTUAL appeals to residents o
Maine for their especial patronage, becausi
it Is a HOME COMPANY, anil because of Its age
experience, strong, flnaucial condition, large sur
plus, equitable and attractive plans and couserva
tlve management.

new

reasonable

Its

integrity

as

tuala)

SrRF. CURE FOR
Liver amp Kipmky Coaplauiti,
Headachk,
Wisp is the Stomach or
Pairs is Tin Bowrls,
ISPIORSTIOS.
March *, 1888.
Dm. Hast,
vt
Dear Sir; I feel it a pleasurable duty to extol
a
your medicine to the very highest. 1 hare been
sufferer from the dn adlbl disease dyspepsia from
childhood, and very often after eating have vomited
up the greater part ufiny victual*. Abo*t 8 months
ago 1 was induced to try a bottle of your Invigorator,
which at once gave me relief, and I have not bad a
am
vomiting spell since. 1 feel like a new naan, and but
perfectly welK I have tried.many medicines,
none had the least effect until I took your In vim »rator.
Hoping you may go on In your great work lor
suffering humanity, 1 aiu

nnHK NEW MAINE LAW CONVERTIBLE
X POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL coutaluevery desirable feature In a PERFECT LIFE IN
SUHANCE POLICY.
If you will send your address to the Home Of
flee, or to any of Its agents, we shall be glad to fur
nlsli full Information in regard to the Compauj
aud Its plans.

mtr

MALE-At

I'ortland

For Haagor, 7.10a. m., Tla tagasla; 1.30 p.
m.. via Lewiston. 1.36 and til. 16 p. m. via Anlor Kllrworlk. Her Harbor, Vaarroro. s«. John. Halifax, aad the ProriaAroostook lloaaty.
cee, Ml. Miephea aad
1.20 p. m., 1.25 and tll.15 p. m. For Bangor
* Pisrautswie u. flL,7.10a. in., tll.15 p. m..
loi Mkawhrgaa, Brlfastaad Dexter, 1.30,
US, tll.15 p. m.; Waterrillr, 7.10 A m.,
1.20, 1.25, and, 111,76 p. m.. and on Saturdays
only at 5.15 p. m., for Aagasta, llalloweil,
l.ardlnrr and Brunswick, 7.10 A m., 1.25.
6.15,111.16 p. in.; Bath, 7.10 a. in., 1.25, 5.15
p. m., and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. in.;
Kacklaad and Baas aad Llnrala M. H.,
7.10 A m.. 1.26 p. in. ; Astern aad Lewie
ton at 8.30 a. m., 120, 5.00 p. m., Lewielaa
via Hrssvwirk, 7.10 A m., 1.85, 111.16p.m.;
Farmington, Tloamaalk. Wialkrop. Oakland aad Marik Anson, 1.30 p. m., Farmiugtan via Mraaawiek, 7.10 A m. and 1.25

Dyspepsia,

fltlllC wise provisions of the Maine Non-ForfelX lure Law apply ouly to the policies Issued by
this Company, and under Its workings extended
Insurance Is provided for In case ol lapse.

NALE-K. Edgar, fron
nnd.fn.l
uTulila Tit Is

HALF,—Something

liberal

whose

tioned.

DALE-Express wagon and pung near!
new.
Size of body 3*/i ft. by 7Vi ft.; slilftili !

Wo. 197 Middle Street

seated

has

Ctal.

ove

COE,

directly upon th
muscles and nerves of th
back, the seat of all pair
FOR ALL
Lung Troubles, wliethe r

acts

EOK

On and u(ter NONDAV, Oft. ttS,
IMMtt. Pintenger Trains Leave

a. m.

Aromatic

Its policies aro In-

IT managed by plans.
its Board of
cers,

for children
the bed Guardian attachment. They eau
out
of
bed. Call a
not get uncovered nor roll
MBS. TONElt'S, 742 Congress street or sem
Sham
llolde
Can give city reference*.
IK) cents as I have only a few left and want ti
14-1
close them out.

130

nov29MW&Surin

New York.

no

OLD FURS.
We

Its losses

niurning with one ear load of driving and draf
IT-1
horses. W. C. BKOWN. 1SH> Federal St.

fo

carefull;

STREET._

KM EM

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

PORTLAND, ME1

pays
promptly.
IT contestable
alter three years.

19-1

FOK

eodly

apai

other all
Endorsed by 6,
Beware of imita

cvei

KALE-Oyster and Dining Saloon rigid
close to car stables where there is 400 met
employed. Seats 30. Making money. Sold for n<
rault. Will bear close investigation.
Only $800
Rare chance. Particulars at 33 DOVER STREET
jan!7-l
Boston, Mass.

[1VU0LE3ALE.1

no

one

for ant
marble slab, for sale at 4C

THE 0X1/Y

HOLLER,
Msp Roller lx Atandard.

Coughs,

a

TABIJiS EOK MALE —One IS
table, two 15 foot cherrj
tables, seven 8 footcherry finished tables
case, will bt
one 84x28 clterry finished packing
18-1
sold very low. r. O. BAILEY & CO.

17"Ask your Dealer for them, take no other.

Colds, Pleurisy, Rheumatism, Pneumonia, Neural
gia. Sciatica. Lumbago, Backache and oilier ail
incuts, lor which Benson’s Capeine Plasters ar<
admitted to lie the best remedy known. The;

fountain handsome

style,

foot mahogauy
STOKE
finished

GENUINE
oar

or

city
saloon; also

J. HAMILTON, Bupk
CHAS. H. FOYK, O. T. A.octldtf

LONOKE** ST. STATION,

IT

21-1

seen

Trains Arrtre ia Panlaadi
10 .1.1 a. to. from Bartlett and Way Stations.
It 33 p. m. from Montreal, Burlington and West

p.

where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained for principal points Bast and West.
iTbe 11.16 p. m. train Is the night eipress with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays Included, through to Bangor but not to
Bkowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn-

has to-day more than SIX MILLION DOLLARS IN ASSETS, and over THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Malur
and Massachusetts.

811AW. 48Ms Exchange 8t

FOK
ly painted in artistic style, the only
in that
is suitable
in the

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,

and

relieve and cure in a
plication is of the least benefit.
000 Physicians and Druggists.
tions under simitar sounding names, sucli

to BENJAMIN

Whltefleld

as. Local Portland to Bartlett and lutei
stations, with stage connections for
Wlodbain, Blandish, Llmlngton, Sebagu,
Naples, Parsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Detunark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldjg
ton, Harrison and Waterford via. Brldgtou.

DR. HAM’S

RE you aware that this Company has paid to
> V
policy holders or their representatives mom
than TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?

ex

follows:

No.

For (reight or passage apply on board to captain
GEO. F. WEST. Manager.
sep20dU

realize that this old and sterling coma HOME INSTITUTION.chartered
in 1848 under the laws of Maine?

particulars

male—A beautiful

WC MAKE

few hours when

at o.io
—

as

Fryeburg, No. Conway-

Lancaster,

mediate

and after MONDAY, Nov. 1,1886, steamHtiust
er GOB DON will leave Custom
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted, (or Long Island
Little Chebieague, Jenks.Great Chebeague, Harps
well and Orrs island at 2 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island (or Fortland and In
terminate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Fortlani

you
is
DO pany

tensive grounds. No. 87 High 8t., owned bj
1TOK
Mr. James H. McMahan. For fuller

for Brldgtou,

3.llp.

LINE.

ISLAND NTKAHKRN.

A

UPHOLSTER/ HARDWARE.

Exposure

OF

SM&Wtf

SD

Causes

OF TOK

a. m.

Littleton, Wells Kiver, Montpelier, St. John
bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burllnp
Pm, Swanton, Ogdensburg and Weak

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

N. H. PALMER
21-1

MRS.

■.rare Portland

S.M

Hound Trip IIS
Passage £10.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
or
For freight
passage apply to
H. s.tnpsdt, A|«at,
TO l.,a, Wharf. Hasten
Sldtt

Union Mutual

HELP.

EOK SALE

Window Shaii*

Winter

—

TATA NT ED—A capable girl to do genera
Tv
housework at 762 Congress St., MRS
SETH L. LARRABEE.19-1

Boston

for Essex.

Forelan Ports.
At Illogo Dec 13th, ship John T Berry, Watt J,
from Singapore.
At stiaiighae Dec 1C, barque Wallace B El hi t,
Pearson, for Amoy and New York.
At Hong Kong Dec 21, ships Grandee, Evau 9.
for New York; Harvester, Taylor, for Sau Era 1cisco; Enos Soule,Soule; State of Maine, Nicliol 9,
Wm McGIlvery. Dunbar, and Titan, Allen, un
barques Francis B Pay, Pettigrove, for lamdoi
Fred P Litchfield, Burkett, for New York; Aldi n
Besse, O’Brien, for Victoria; Ralph M Haywar 1,
Baxter,for New York; Hattie N Bangs, Bang s,
and Haydn Brown. Havener, unc.
At Singapore Dee 8, barque Coryphene, Gin ii.
for New York; P J Carlton, Amesbury, ford >;
Sami 1> Carlton, Freeman, for Boston soon,
At Caletta Buena Nov 30, barque Sanil U Nlc it-

Shoe Store.
Employment Office.

and until further notice Passenger Trains trill

mission.

Are You Familiar with the Plans

TKAIMM
aad .Vleelirnl.

FALL ARRANGEMENT."**-^
Commencing Monday. October 4, 1888,

ON

SITTATION
Palmer’s

U

ke-

DAY

IwfUSjrtlaad

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

WANTED-Bya competant
middle aged American woman as working
housekeeper in a small family, or care for the sick
or as cook in a private family; will go in the
country. Apply at 228V» Middle St., over M. G

than thirty days.

Baltimore.

Cld 21st, baruue Kvanell, Colcord, Pcit Eliza
belli; brig Atafaya, Eye, Cienfuegos; sells Alic
Montgomery, Lavender, Cardenas; JohnSDavh
Green, Jacksonville.
Passed the Gate 2ist, sell Geo P Trigg, fror 1
New York for Gloucester.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 20tli, sch Cliilde Haroli »
Mrjson, Baltimore,
PROVIDENCE—Sid 31st, sell Clias W Churcl
Lent, Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—In port 21st, sell
Emma K Smalley, Robinson, from Shulec, NS, fc
New York; Sarifh Louise, Morrison, Bangor Ic >'
New York.
Sailed, schs Sardinian, Hatch, Rockland fc r
New York; Clias W Church, Providence for Balt
more; Sarah A F'uller, F'ernandina for New Y'orl
Sid fill Narragauset 21st, schs Fannie Whitt*
more, Beni F
oole, and others.
In port, sells Victory. Millikei •
NEWPORT
from New York for New Bedford; Charlie & Wi
lie, Phil brook, Newcastle for W’areham; Jennl B
G Plllsbury, New York for Rockland.
WOOD'S HOLL-Sld 21st, sch Jacob M Ha:
Kell, Baker, Norfolk.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 20th, sch City of Ai
gusta, Meady, New York for Baltimore.
Ar 21st, sch Normandy, Melutyre, Boston ft r
Baltimore.
Sid 21st, schs Grace Davis, Albert H Wait: ,
and City of Augusta.
Ar 22d, schs Cassle Jameson, from Savanna I,
for Boston; Manjtou, fm Klizabetliport for Rod

EEJIAI.K

Our Liquid Food Is adapted for all ages iu health
disease and can be retained by the weakest
stomach. Four tablespoonfuls daily will make
eight per cent, new blood weekly. When used foi
infants, never change their food, but add five 01
more drops of Liquid Food at each feeding, ami
their lost or needed vitality will be restored in less

Turcoman

PORTLAND k MONTREAL LINE.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Fine Street Wharf,
\ Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
r) til
1ML
Insurance one-half the rata ol
m—
veasel.
B., and
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. of
South by connecting lines, forwarded free
com

'.nJk

January 18,1887.janlSdtd

TITAN TED—In an office, an aettve boy, l>eVV
tween 15 aud 18 years of age, who writes a
good hand and lives with parents Tn the city. Address in own handwriting, Box 1,597, ‘‘MANU15-1
FACTUREK."

Ogdensburg R. K.

Only Line manias

,-V

■

THE

Machinist. Apply at No. 38
MAIN STREET. Svccarappa, Me. 19-1

TV

sr

d&wnrmcW

Portland and

From BOSTON tnrj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA awn TUESDAY and FRIDAY

.Timing.

Annual

STEAMSHIP

DIRECT

TIKETINtJW.

annual meeting of the stockholders of the
the International Steamship Company, will
be Holden at their office, Railroad Wharf, on
Wednesday, January 28tli, 1887, at 3 o'clock p.
m„ for the choice of Directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come
H. J. LIBBY. Scc’y.
before them.

WANTED-A

Murdock's Free
are in daily attend.
unce, except Nnturdays, to examine putients auk assigu heps.
Our lassyear’s record included orrr WMI
operations without the loss of a single life,
and thus far this year we hare been equally as successful.
at

MURDOCK LIQUID FOOD CO.,
niy22

h*i*h.

Boston; Philadelphia

HALE HELP.

tho
fountain of health, by using Dr. Pieree’s Golden Medical Discovery, ana good digestion, a
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common nimple, blotch, or eruption,
Esto tho worst Scrofula, or blood-poison.
pecially has It proven its efficacy in curing
Salt-rheum or Tetter. Fever-soree, Hip-Joint
Disease, Scrofulous Sores and Swellings, Enlarged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumption (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), by its
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating, and
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, Spitting of Blood. Shortness of Breath, Bronchitis,
Severe Coughs, Asthma, and kindred affections, it is a sovereign remedy. It promptly
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver. Biliousness, or *' Liver
Complaint,” Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntiDR. PIERCE’S PEE LETS
Bilious and Cathartic
25c. a vial, by druggists.

Janl8_dtf

,

'loth

Pabyaus, Btehlebam.

MADE BY

Is

I

|5th Feb.

..

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

WANTED.

Dealers

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which

I 17th hVh

December.! Ontario,
.Ta»'vary.
|10th February.
January, i Texas,
of
Kales
Passsge t
Cabin...850, $60, $75 .Return..$100, $125, $150
Return.. $60
lntermediate$30
Return at lowest rates.
Steerag6.$15
For freight or passage, apply to
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov2dtf
Foot of India street.

THE

Middle aged woman at moderate compen1 \
sation, to take eharge of housekeeping in a
farnilv of two persons, one of whom is an invalid
One who can do plain cooking; house work very
convenient. Address at once wltn references P.
O..BOX, 1239, and state where can be interviewed.
jan22dlwls

Surgical a tail
Hospital for Women

llme/inv

28 h
20th

Portland Society of Art,
Annual meeting of the Portland Society o
Art for the election of officers will be help
at the Society’s roooms ou Wednesday evening
)an20dlw*
January 20.

is

12-0

best

that

ANNIA1,

thousand dollars at five per
estate in Portland. Gilt Edge security. For further particulars enquire of O. D. RICE, 251 Couunercial St.

so

'I he

utvtuiruv
alKAMKKH

MERVlC'K, (Avonmouth Dock.)
FromAvonni'tliI "STHAIjKKa. [From Portland.

< ifllce
retail lumber dealers and manufacturers.
at No. 458 to 462 Commercial Street, State Street
Wharf, Portland, Maiue. Mills at Duinmer and
Stark, N. II.
Portland. Jan. 1,1887.
Janl2d2w*

WANTED—Six
cent, for five years on real

Heagan, Cienfuegos.

Mlrerl, t'ertliiod.iiud I mon Ticket
outer,40 Kxchaagc M treeft.
JAS. rFUKBEK, (iea'I Manager.
D. J. FLANDKKS. Uen. P * T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Oea'I Agent.
mrrcinl

From
I Halltax.
sth Jan.
I

Hit 1*701,

HUMERY,

kinds; highest
Call, or address immediately, MR. 8.
07 Middle Street. Portland.7-2

WANTED—Every

Price lOcts. and 35cts.

MOBILE—Cld 21st. barque Kennard, Bettencourt, Boston; sell Jas Young, Llnnekin, for New
York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 20th, sell Henry P Mason
Percy, Baltimore.
Ar 21st, sch Stella M Kenyon, Williams, New
York.
FERNANDINA—Cld 20tli, brig Alfred, White
Bermuda.
BULL RIVER—Ar 14th, barque D A Brayton
Huntley. Barbadoes.
NORFOLK—Ar 20tli, sell Phebe J WoodruB
Woodruff, New Bedford.
NORFOLK—Cld 21st, sell Susan P Tliurlow
Smith, Cardenas.
BALTIMORE- Cld 20th, sch Zach Sherman
Coombs, Boston.
Cld 21st, schs Maggie E Gray.Yoting, Fall Rive:
(and sailed); Win T Donnell, Hamilton, Boston.
Ar 2<Jth, sch Commerce. Hodgdon, Charleston.
Off Horse-shoe 19th, brig Ernestine, Norton, fo
C<irdGD&s
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 20th, sch John L Treat
McClure, Galveston.
Ar 2lst, steamer Pottsville, Rittson, Portland
sch Belle O’Neil, Butler, Pensacola.
Cld 21st, sch Jennie Lockwood, Poland, Gal

Londonderry.

From
| Portland.
[6th Jan.
129th Jan.
lid Feb.

16th Dec. Oheoo.v,
11th Jan. [ Toronto,
13th Jan. I Sarnia,

Hereby given
NOTICE
Thompson has been this day admitted to the
Arm ol
BIBNIE & CO., wholesale and

GOUUY' &

reminded of
gentleman
the fact that garments repaired etc. in
time will wear twice as long when done by FRED
W. GROSSTUCK, tailor. 2BB Middle Street.
N.
B.—Gents own cloth cut and made to order in the
latest style.4-4w

the last four years.

F. W. KINSMAN & CO., Urii|(gi»M,
New York City.
fcb&
deod&weownrmyl6

I

*

lag via Western Division.
•Connects with Rail Lines tor Mew Vork, South
and West.
Connects with Sound Lines tor New Vork South
aud West.
iTo leave passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points We-.i and Sooth

Sailing between Liverpool and Portland,

QUINCY’S,

m.’,

leaving

DOMINION LINE.

PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

LEVY,

and Cures as by Magic,
Pleasant,
Sold by Druggifts
Medicine

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Cld 21st, brig H B Hussey, Nor
ton. Philadelphia.
PASCAGOULA—Cld 21st, sch Carrie A Buck

J. B. COYLE. Jr. Manager.

nctltf

having deceased,
hy the undersigned under the same style and at
the same location.
(Signed) GEORGE E. DAVIS,
(Signed) CHARLES WALKER,
(Signed) ALBERT DRUMMOND.
Portland, Me., Jan. 18, A. I).. 1887.
jaulUdlw

A

and

season

Obaervniorr.

Co-Partnership
MCLAUGHLIN, of the Arm ol
Charles McLaughlin & Co., •! Portland, Me.,
CHARLES
the business will be continued

ployed by the Eagle Sugar Co J. B. McGREG17-1
OR, 203 Commercial street._

in.

results.

Fishermen.
Sid fin Canso 19th, schs Willie M Stevens, An
Hie Wesley, and Abby F Morris, for Banks; 20th
Arthur D Story, David Crockett, and Gertie Eve
lyn, for United States.

7 o’clock; arriving in
for connection with earliest trains lor

day evening

every

BINDING.

oim

8,uii

tlOO p. ill. t ape Cliaaketh, 8.26,
a.
l, 00, 3.00, 18.00 p. m. Sara, IS.26,8.00a.m., 1.00,
3.00 p.m.
Biddeford, 2.00, 8.00 a. in., 1.00,
8.00 p.m. ParUasaalk, Newkuryparf, nairas
and l.y a a, 2.00, 8.00 a. in., 1.00, 8.00 p. in.
Amesbary 8.00a.m., 1.00, tt.OO p.m. Parlor and
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30,
8.00 a. m„ 13.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. in., and leaving Portland at 2.00, 7.30, S.4o, 8.<X> a. in., 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. in.
Through Pullman sleeping
Boston at 7.00 p. in., and
cars on trains
Portland 2.00 a. m.
(Prom Norik Berwick to Mrarbovo Crass

leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
alternately
week
at

D.f

Dr. Weeks,

Arraageairaw.

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT

Liverpool. 1

10 Horses,
formerly em-

purchaser
WANTED—A
Harnesses and 5 Jiggers,

imo of the year. ADAMBALSAM has been used by

uk

M.

Notice.

KENT.Jfearl St._19-tf

hare been established and supported by our Mr. A. L. Murdock daring

150 FREE

further notice.

TRAIN*

HINDU

THE KLEdT-CLASS 8TKAMKK8

before
14-1

BAKBEI.M WANTED -25 cents

rlLOI'K
will tie paid until

was

now

CD.,

dr

..

that

They

Far II..loo St 17.30, 13.40 a. m., 13.40, >3.30
p.m R*Mai far Cortland 7.30,8.30 a. m,, 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. Pur Smrb.ro Brark, Plar
Point, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 3.30, &.3o p. in. *ar<
Bidrlrlord, Hraarkuak, 7.30, 8.40 a. m.
12.40, 3.30, 6.30 p. rn. Well. Beach 7.30, 8.40
North Berwick, dreal
a. in.. 3.30 p.
m.
Falla, Oarer
Kmeler, Haverhill, l.a».
reiee, l.owell, 7.30, 8.40 a. IB., 12.40, 3.30 p.
in.
Hocheoler Faruaiaglaa and Alias Bay,
8.40 a. BL, 12.40, 3.30 p. m. Vlanchesler and
Caucard via l.awtenee 8.40 a. m., (vis Newmara
ket Junction) 8.30 p. m.
t Connects with all Rail Lines.

SAIUIVB D AT EM

TAT ANTED—AN HONEST YOUNG MAN
VV
EOK a permanent position, with an old established firm as their representative in Ills own
State. Salary to begin
per month. References exacted.
Am. Manufaotukdm) House, 18 Barclay St.,
N. Y’.Jaul7dtaw4wM

recognized by the profession from results obtained iu the Free Hospitals

to

I'Vr.iniiir.uniiii

satisfactory.20-1

WASHINGTON, D. C.|
RICHMOND, VA.;
NAItATOGA, N, V ;

Have

Bbangliue.

OX

Our Liquid Food contains the blood corpuscles
in their natural sixe, free from drags, minerals,
salts and acids.
Send for live essays read before the National
Associations at
BRICHTOIt, ENGLAND;

WHICH LEAD TO

Ar at

ivriu

or

TRAIN*LBATKPORTLANO

at

m.
or

A DA JIM

Wednesday, Jan. 19, INml.

FIRE ONLY $1.00.

Nl'BiiEO.Y,
the

nov&

WANTED

deaths.

AND

AT 97 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,

-A house, with stable; 7 to t)
rooms, with all the modem improvements.
Should prefer western part of the city.
Call or
address A. A. MITCHELL, 383 Commercial St.
P. 8.—Would purchase if price and terms were

The operations included a
large rauge of surgical caara, nil inrolriag the integrity of life or limb, and including several of the rare and more difficult
operations.”

COUCHS
3i«R5Miiirnm

the EAGLE SUGAR REFINERY, on
tile 25th. of this month.

to

nil"

three

reorns
0‘>.1

at

report before the Connecticut
Society 70 capital operations, in which I depended almost entirely

n

5

season

Slate Medical

wil

lor Providence.

ner,

honor

or

FISHER'S

for the Trucking and
WANTED—Proposals
will be received
Coopering for this

life-supporting materials in concentrated in it, and what great blood-making
qualities it has. In May, I8&5, I had the

FONSALE
BY ALL CROCERS
morlfl
tirnwH

rent

a
QTnif b'

uable

STAN LEV, A. M. Ph. D.

ol 4

pleasant
WANTED—A
for
small family. Inquire at

p.

Fall aad Wiater

books made and warranted at

W. A..

effect

WESTERN DIVISION.

BOSTON

Me.

Book-binding of every description done in a sat
tsfactory manner at low rates. Also blank

experien-

iu

t M FKS.

scholars.
An
WANTED—Music
ced music teacher has hours for

few more
scholars; great care taken with children and beTerms
$8.00 per quarter.
ginners.
Enquire
or address at 8 HANOVElt
STREET. 22-1

ALCOHOLIC MATTER, 1.97;
OKOANIC MATTER, 10.45;
ASH, 0.43.
At a glance it will be seen how mnch val-

I

Congrem hi., mexi
Janll Refers by permission
US

a

A.

E.

steady employment; $9.00 per week earned; All
materials furnished; work mailed free. Address
New England Decorutivr Works.
19 Pearl St., Boston, Mass., P. O. Box 5078.
eod2w
jan22

BOOK

BOSTON AND MAINE R.R.
■'amenukh TRAIN NKKVICK,

For Freight, Passage,
general lnlormat Ion
to or address the General Eastern Agents.

SPECIALTY.

STOCKMAN,

PHYSICIAN

eiioo.

113 Mtate Street, Car, Brand Ms., Bavion.
elO
dtl

Exchange St., Portland,

W.

RETURNING—Leave Canton 4.15, 9.16 a.n». ;
at Portland 3.25 a. m., 12.05 p. m.
PITAUK CONNECTION*.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. in. lor Hebrou
Academy; Buckfleld 3.50 \> m. for W. Sumter
and Turner: Canton 4.25 p. rn.; arriving at Peru
6.30; Dix&eld tt.OO; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; alao for
Brettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico tt.OO, Dix&eld 7.00 a. m.; arriving at Fortland 12.06 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Hunt.
R. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.
uet2Wtf

arriving

apply

All orders by malljior telephone promptly atended to.novlieodtf

C.

BL

EXCHA9IGE,

FINE JOB PRINTING A

and Young Men to DecorWANTED—Ladies
ate Novelties lor Holiday and general trade;

ALBUMEN, 14.10;

2

MARKS,

OKINTERh1

WANTED.

(ipntirMl

Japaa and China.
CITY OF PEKING, sails Saturday January 22

Job Prin
97 i -2

41 1.1 V

For

19-1

21-1

ation:

and South America and

Book, Card

XTOTICK—Mr. C. A. Farris, agent for the Me
Li
tropodtian Life Insurance Company, of New
York, wants the public to distinctly understand
that he resigned nls agency, instead of being discharged as reported by an officer, of the company.
Mr E arris, is now working for the Union Pacific
Tea Company, corner of Oak and Congress St.,
where be will be pleased to see all his old freinds

Air A

ACAPULCO.sails Monday January 24. Noon
From New York, pier loot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Praaciaca via The Ivtbmuv of
Panama,
Oreat reduction In rates to San Francisco, Cabin
070; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.

dtf

WM. M.

annlv to II

California, Japan, Chin** Central ,-rd'

Notary
Public.

dec21

janddtf

311NCEI.L.ANKOIJH.

sachunetss, in his annual report for 1SS5,
gives the following analysis of this prepar-

Professor Chemistry and Geology. Bates College
State Aesayer of Malm from ’76 to ’83.

Ju.lice.flhr
Pence.

STATE STREET

iiaagnifu

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOMPASTC

Maine.

Portland,

buy one at sight; don’t nnlkVaBl
chance; one agent sold 70 in one day. Send f>0'
ets for Sample Spring or write for terms and circulars enclosing 2 cent stamp to C. W. PARSONS,

bined with fruits which act as a preservative. The State Inspector of Food in Mas-

Eleanora, Bragg, New York—J B

$PtirUe\}

180 IUIDDLE 8TKEET,

A«ENTH WANTED.

Com-

Jun^27

IWav. I,

t f ire I

Arrangement In
IBM.

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a in.;
Lewiston 8.00, Mechanic Palls (mixed train)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.ao;
Hock Held 0.46,
K. Sumner
10.36; Hartford,
10.66 ;Cantou 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.. Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Palls 3.16; arriving at W. Minot 3.27:
k. neoroo
isucgneiu 3.au: k. Htunaer 4.06j
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.25; Gilbert villa 4.36 p.

nov23dtl

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

4VANTED^T8^i«iL?«wln*sMachine Springs; every woman
AOKNTN
Machine will

of the surgeon. It in made
of beef and mutton in the raw state, prepared at a very low temperature, and com.

Steamship Ontario, (Br) Couch, Bristol, K—

—

Food

Circassian.

Winter

422 Congress St., »r for passage or freight to 11, Si
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

CARD,

JOHN H.

No. Windham Me.

Dec. 30
Jan. 13
Jan. 20

Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston; ami C. P.
WALDRON, 40Exchange St.; T. P. McOOWAN,

No. 87 Hum auwt.

a

within the reach

11 & A Allan.

11YANN1S

Liquid

THURSDAY^

Pkklvian.
Sahmatian.
Polynesian.

Passenger accommodations unequalled. Cahlu
»ud |75, Intermediate, B30; steerage,

BERRY,

<md (gouui

$oolcf Job

Christmas evening, between West and New
ON High
street Black Lynx MuO. The finder
awarded
99

pany Ronton), Thin I connider an one of
the mont valuable dietetic preparations

Ar at BrisLol 21st. steamer Ouebee. Portland
Losr 64 head cattle.
Ai at Victoria, VI, 20lh lust, ship Harry Morse
Murphy, San Francisco.
Ar at Havre 19th lust, ship Scotia, Sprague
New Orleans; Josephus, Rogers, New York.
Ar at cienfuegos prev to 21st, brig Onolaska
Griggs, Maehias.
Ai' at St Kitts Dec 29, sch Kit Carson, Smith
New Yolk, to sail lor AuxCayes Jan 7th to loa<

STEPHEN

LOST.

_

|

li’or

LONT—A

by leaving at

~TBUBHDAV.

Rumford Falls k Backfield Railroad

Halifax^

15.

roof
head of

will be

via

{50,

hunch of keys. The tinder will
please leave at 14G MIDDLE ST., Storer
Block.
22-1

SAVES I.ABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZ
INGI.Y, and give. univoxs.il satisfaction,
Sto family, rich or poor should be without it
V>M bv :ill Grocers. lilCWA-KEof imitations
(fell desijiicd Wiim''*lii PBAltmil la til*
ONLY SAFE labor-aavlnjp compound, "Bn."
lltrays bears the above symbol, and name of
FVXJE. MEW YORK.

;

_Jan.«

u

story French

IN HARD OR SOFT, HCT OR COLS WATER.

1887.

I From Portland

DecTo

f_

™

WASHHIG^BLEAOHINGk

trains of (irand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of ». H. HKLLKN,Ticket Agent, pork
land A Rochester Depot at loot of Preble Street
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
oct23dtf
J. W. PETERS Sunt

LINE.

I.irrrpaal
From Liverpool I °TEAMKltutita with
via Halifax. ;

Dec. 23
Dec. 30

house. No. 702 Congress
Slate street, contains
street, near
front and back parlor, dining room, kitchen, launbath
room
ami
seven
dry,
sleeping rooms, all in
first class condition; was built ten years ago, and
Its location and condition make it one of the most
desirable houses In the city. Kent $GfiO per annum.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22
dec24dtf
Exchange St.

Jan17M&Th&w2w

Arrived.
Sell James Nichols, Brewer, Boothbay—phosBone Co.
to
Cumberland
phate
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Boothbay.

Ul hi

For Kent.

TWO

f.iae,

and Pertlaad Nervier.

CO.

janG

I.ONT AND FOUND.

Tlic Standard of Purity and Excellence.

a. aa. and 1.05 p. an.
Par Hanheater, Caacard, and points North
at 1.05 p. aa.
Par Hue heater,
Mpriagrale, Alfred, Water*
bara, ,.ud 'ma Hurral t. lO a. as.,|l*5
and (mixed) at a.:lo p. aa.
Par «4atrhaoi at T.:iO a.
as., 1.05, 0.50, »B
(mixed) at O..TO p. at.
Par Aaerarappa,Caatherlaad .WIIU, WrsA
broob
and Woodford’* at T.J*
and lO.ost a. as., 1.05, .1.00, O.JO and
(mixed) ■O.ilO p. at.
Par Parrtt Arcaae Daertai) 10.00 a. as.
I.oo and O.dO p. aa.
The 1.05 p. as. train from Portland connects at
Arcr Jaart. with llaaaac Tuaael Haute for
the West, and at l ulau Deuel, Warrealer, for
New Work via (Warwick
and all rail,
via ttpriBsdcld, also with N. W. * si. K. H. H.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia,
ttialtimore, W aahiagtoa, and the Mooth, and
with Haaiaa * Alkaar K. H. for the Weal.
Close connection made at Weatkruuk Jtsa
tlaa witn through trains of Maine Central K. R. and
at (irand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through

—

Whiter Arrangements.

1886.

:PJ market Mtreet.
K. I. Small.
J. C. Small.

WATERHOUSE._dec30dtl

WM. F. FEEBLE.20-t

A* Will

Sch Judge Low, Crossman, Pembroke—N Blake
Sell Olive Branch, Huntly, Cutler—N Blake.
SUNDAY. Jail. 23.

&

SMALL

C.

J.

AND ALL PARTS OP

ALLAN

All kinds of choice Country Produce,
Butter, Poultry, Ac., &c., fresh daily.

KENT—Offices and chambers suitable
work shops in
Mussey’s Kow, Middle street; also one store on
Temple street. Apply to I,. D. M. SWEAT or

NEWS.

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
Arat Liverpool 21st, steamer Montreal, from
Lost
BO head cattle.
Portland.

WHOLESALE COMMISSION IIOISE.

1

Raw Eood (Murdock

Phillip. Pliillipps,

of

“For the taut four year*, I have been using, in the preparatory and after treatment
of about 300 cavca of surgical operation**,
a preparation well known an the
Liquid

FROM

071-2 Exchango St., Portland, Me.

for salesrooms, studios and
130K

SATURDAY, Jan. 22.
Arrived.

nam.

TO
F. S.

Y._|u2dly

N.

CD.,

PRACTICAL PRINTERS,

LET-House 02 Gray Street; also upper
tenament in house 27 Free Street. Enquire

ACHE ALL OVER.

RICHARD t

B. THURSTON &

TO

EXTRACT FROM ESSAY AND DISCUSSION BEFORE THE BRITISH MDDICAL ASSOCIATION AT BRIGHTON,
DNGLAND, 1886 ESSAY BY THE VICE
PRESIDENT OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The oldest coasting vessel in service is believed
to betbe sebr Hiram, of Calais, 64 tons, Duilt at
Biddeford iu 1819.

14-1

St._janll-tf

_JAMES

Barque Geo M Stanwood, which was attached
20th lor debt, was sold at Boston 22d, by auction,
to W S Jordan & Co, oti Portland.

WE WILL DO IT WELL.

l.ET—Store and basement, Nos. 117 and
lit) Middle St., from Jan. 1st, 1887. This is
one of the finest stores in the city, with a good
finished basement, lighted on 3 sides, suitable for
a wholesale or retail store; rent low on a lease to
a good reliable firm.
Inquire of II. E. THOMP21M
SON, No. 104 Brackett St._

A marvel of purity,
This powder never varies.
More economical,
strength and wholesomeuess.
than the ordinary kinds, and can not he sold in
the
multitude
of
low test, short
with
competition
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powiikk Co., 106 Wall St

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steamship
Coyle.

..

Brnn.wirk, Neva a. alia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape BrrtaaU'INTEH AKKINUEAIENIT.
The new Steamers of this Una will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
and THURSDAY at B.OOr. m., for EASTPORT
and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, tp-Freight received up to 4.00 r. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Uulon
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wtiarf, fuel
of State street.
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
Gen’l Manager.
nuvaodtf

IV E WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

RENT-The four story brick and mas117 and lit) Commercial St.,
suitable for wholesale grocery or oroduce business; has back entrance. BENJAMIN SHAW,
48VS Exchange

Pure.

Absolutely

29
29
29
29
31
l
1
2
2
3

...

—

I30R
tic store Nos.

POWDER

inn 27

...

New

1

“MINIATURE almanac..- JANUARY 24.“
Bun rises.7 07 Hi h
I. 11 08
Bun sets.4 40 “lgnwatet,. 0 00
Length of,day

take any from six
sleighs
o fifty or irtore. with careful drivers; suppers
if desired; can go
hotels
hedat surburban
without a moon if necessary; give us a call.
hi>7
Congress St. 14-1
FERNALD & SAWYER,
to

8200 a year, Sebago
N. S. GARDINER. 40 Exchange street.

Newport.NeW"TmirrftSrt,aiia.Jail 29

Devonia.New York..Glasgow_Jan
La Bourgogne
.New York.. I lavre.Jau
Gallia .New York..Liverpool.. ..Jan
Peunland.New York..Antwerp ..Jan
Finance.New York..Rio Janeiro..Jan
Wyoming.New York.. Liverpool.... Fee
York..Liverpoo.Feb
City of Chicago ..Now York..
Helvetia.New
London.Feb
Saale.New York.. Bremen.F’eb
Republic.New York..Liverpool. ..Feb

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. B, HALIFAX, N. S.

l.ET—Lower
11©
Oxford street. Possession given tho 16th.;
included; water closets.
rent

Catarrh.

ton.

..

Nashua, N. H., March 17,1880.
Nor rheumatism and rheumatic afflictions I believe Athlophoros a most excellent remedy, it penetrates all parts of the body, driving out rbeuma
tism and makes a sure cure if taken according to
directions. It is a splendid tonic for a run down
system, a condition rheumatism is sure to make
of one’s health. 1 heartily recommend Athlophoros to all suffering with rheumatism; it is aline
medicine.
Mbs. A. C. Wriuht, 43 Granite St.

llU illl

settee (new); one «hop stove; one large rolling
machine. Inquire at 37 SPRUCE STREET.

tenement of C rooms, No. 122

On and after Vloodny, On. sM,
.I NS4J. Passenger Trains will Iieave
Partlaadi

Harmirr, Clialaa, Ayar Jaarliaa,
fWuahuu, Wmdhoai and Appiag at 7-3

STEAMSHIP CO.,

14-1

“I must give up; I cannot bear these
I ache all over, and untiling I
UHB&)pains;
Backache
> does me any good.”
Bk Uterine Pains. Hip and side Pains
and I.
Weakness
F-\W=kv Soreness, Lameness,
flammation relieved lu one minute
anti
infallible
that
and
by
new, original, elegant
dote to pain and inflammation, the Cutirurn Ani-Pniu Plusier. At druggists, 26c.; five for
$1. 1*oii»
Drug nnd Chemical Co., Itos-

FOR

Alaska.New York..Liverpool.. .Jail
Philadelphia.New York..Laguayra ...Jan
Flamborougll ....New York..Trinidad_Jan
Erin.New York. .London.Jail
Britauic .New York..Liverpool ...Jail
Bouavista.New York..Pernambuco Jan

hi

nun

LP5®*'-***!

International

TOKEN TO

»I,KT—Party

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT OF

Par

LET-Store No. 233 York street occupied

first application. It is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Hanford's Radical Cure consists of one bottle of the Radical Cure- one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an improved Inhaler ; price, $1
Potter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

pref.43

M issoun; Pacific.107 %
New Jersey Central. 67%

rheumatism. I was troubled with it lor sometime, my back was in a bad way with rheumatism.
I took Athlophoros and was completely and
speedily cured. I have recommended It to many
suffering with rheumatism, all of whom received
..fl’.xnfu frnm

Express.140

Adams

at Havana

7s)8d; 'Club wheat at 7s 7d®7s 9d. Corn—
•mixed Western 4s7Vid; peas 6s BVfcd. Provisions. &o. Pork at 62s tid; bacon 34s (id tor short
clear. Cheese 63s for American; tallow at 24s
6dfor American; lard, 34s 9.

—

Denver

warehouses

European Markets.

T.ie transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreshares.
loiiowing are to-day’s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States bonds, 8s .100

gated

*m>

Athlophoros Is

?»2 outside
ports)
26.

6

Power.Co.

the

in

Portland & Rochester R. R.

as a

The distressing sneqze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
swelling of the mucous lining, causing choking
sensations, cough, ringing noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or influenza, and who live In ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment In cases of simple Catarrh
gives but a faint Idea of what this remedy will do
In the chronic forms, where the breathing Is obstructed by choking, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is that the marvellous curative power of Sanford’s Radical Cure manifests Itself in install-

Matanzas, 16,000 boxes, 13,000 bags]
2500|hhds; receipts for the week, 410,000 bags,
222 boxes, and hlids; exports during the week,
96 boxes, 27,000 bags and 38 hlids., of which
20,600 bags and 38 hlids. to the United Stales.
Freights quiet; y hhd of sugar loading at
Havana for the United States at 1 75®2 (X) gold;
hhd of sugar from ports on tile north coast

Now York Stock and Money Market.

gentleman'respecting a

When Bab;

Stocks

13%
Mexican Central
California Southern liailroad. 34

ters.

Sneezing

STREET,

of former oflice,
Iha 8. Locke.

Three door, weal

Joseph A. Locke.

TO
shoe store for fifteen years. Suitable
for other business; also for sale one black walnut

Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Fler
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jr.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septal Kit f

removed to

180 MIDDLE

LET-The third block on Long
Wharf, being 100 feet loug aud 40 feet wide,
by E. H. Chase. Apply to
occupied
recently
10 2
CHASE BROTHERS. Head Long Wharf.

Sooken.
Dec 4, lat 11 N, Ion 29 W, ship Vigilant, Gouldtrom New York for Batavia.
Dec 12, lat 8 S, Ion 34 W, ship Carondelet, Stet,
son, from Liverpool for Tacoma.
Jan 20, lat 42 17, Ion <38 05, ship Hotspur, Warlaud, from Boston for Melbourne.

HAVANA. Jan. 23—Sugar; tire demond during
the week was somewhat more active, but owlbg
to the pretensions of the holders on a small business was done, but full prices prevailed. The
market closed quiet but steady. At the outports
the markets were better in all respects.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
at $1 60®1 87 Vs gold per quintal.
Centrifugal sugar, 92 to 96 degrees polarization. in hlids, bags and boxes, at 2 07®2 43*4.

have

LET-In Congress Square, a 3 story brick
or without furniture; first-class
location for a physician. Immediate possession
given For particulars apply to JOHN F. PROCTER, Centeunlal Block._22-1

S

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY PORTUND & WORCESTER LINE.

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

TO house, with

imi.Rutos.

■mnu.

LOCKE,

LOCKE A

LET.

TO

Janeiro Dec 12th, barques Allanwllde,
Newman, for Baltimore; Geo Treat, Treat; JW
Dresser. Parker, and Edmund Phtuuey, Young,
unc; Julia, Jordan, from Boston.
At Grenada Dec —, brig Harry Stewart, Whitmore, for Cardenas.
At Demarara Dec 29th, sell Edw C A True. McLaughlin, from Boston, ar 16th, for United States;
Isaiah K Stetson, Trask, from Philadelphia, ar
16th, for Philadelphia; Luela Porter, Grtndall,
for do.
Ar at Matanzas 14th, sch Ariadne, Colby, from
Havana.
At Matanzas Jan 14, barques Naverslnk, Hall,
wtg; John L Hasbrook, Cobb, disg; Martha P
Tucker, Smith, and Matanzas, Simmons, for North
of Hatteras; brig Waubun, Welch, for New York;
Annie K Storer, Harding, for Philadelphia.

bushjeorn 177,000 bu;oats 114,000 bu; rye 2,000
barley, 67,000bush.
Shipments—Flour,: 13,000 bbls; wheat, 11,000
bush:! corn, 23,000 bush; oats, 97,000 bush:
rye 1.000 bush, barley 29.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan 22,1887.—Flour market unchanged ; XXX at 2 80®2 76; family 2 80®3 00;
choice 3 25®3 40; fauev 8 70®3 80; extra fancy
3 90®4 10; patent at 4 25®4 60. Wheat higher!
No 2 Red—. Corn firm—No2 Mixed at 34Vs®
34Vic. Oats firmer; No 2 Mixed cash at 27 Vs®
27 Vac. Lard higher at 8 30.
Receipts—Flour. 3,000 bbls; wheat, 12,000 bu;
corn, 132.000 bush ;oats, 180,000 bush;rye, 1,900
bush, barley 7,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 9,000 bbls; wheat —,000 bu:
oorn, 7,000 bush: oats 4,000 bu; rye 2,000 bush;
barley 4,000 bush.
DETROIT, Jan. 22,1887.—Wheat—No 1 White
84V*c; Mich Red 84V*c; No 2 Red 84Vic.
Receipts, 1,880 bush.

[By Telegraph.]

Subscriber—I don’t like your paper
used to.
Ed tor—Why not?
Subscriber—Oh, there’s always five or six columns 1 don’t care to read.
Editor-Good gracious, what’s the public com
be thanklul
lng to anyhow? Why, you ought to read!
there’s so much you’re not obliged to

TO

j

i'AKDM.

III NINENN

LKT-Three nice furnished rooms, with
or without board.
Apply 67 SPRING ST.
18-1

10 days.
At Klo

bush:

The following quotations of stocks are received
dailv:
Hill Manufacturing Co.•.78%
98V*
Atcii.. opeka and Santa Fe Railroad.
Bell Telephone.. 198%
Mexican Central 4s.•••••••••••— §8%
Nw York and New England Railroad..--* 66
121
dopret
138%
a
Boston & Albany Railroad......... 199%
com.
Flint & l’ere Marquette Railroad
9*%
do pm..
Eastern Railroad.122
Eastern Railroad 6s.127
Boston Lund Company. »
Mexican Central R 7s...... 68./*
Boston & Maine Railroad. 208%
Calumet & Heels-...
fll
Maine Centr al Ra road..166
Boston & Lowell Railroad.138%
Old Colour.179%

well as I

orson,

dry

Boston Stock Market.

25c.

kooiu.

ITIISCGLUNGOIK.

Locke, for Boston; Nellie Brett. Davis, for
Hampton Hoads.
At Nanaimo Jan <3, ships Kosie Welt, Welt, for
Ban Francisco, ldg; Jas Drummond,Curtis; HP
Buck. Curtis, and Iroquois, Nickels, wtg to load.
At Tlaeotalpau 10th Inst, schs Post Bov, Smith,
for New York 6 days; Martinique, Lowell, for do

3 75 a 4 00;Michigan and Wisconsin winter 8 60®
4 00; cliotee to fancy Minnesota patent at 4 25®
4 60; soft Wheat patents 4 00®4 26; Minn, l>akersjn sacks at 8 0w;a3 26. Wheat is higher;No 2
Spring at 78V»c; No 8 Red at 79V*c. Corn strongOats active—No 2 at
er; No 2 at 36 y8®36V4c.
26>/jc. Rye-No 2 at 61c. Barley-No 2 at 60®
621’2 c. Provisions more active arid higher—Mess
saltPork 12 30@12 36. Lard 6 60@6 52Vi;
ed shoulders at 6 20®6 30; short clear sides at
6 55®6 60. Whiskey at 118.
Receipts—Flour, 22,000 bbls; wheat. 36.000

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 188 Middle street
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Deseriptious.
Canal National Bank.100 163
16G
Casco Nat. Bank.100 161
1B2
First National Bank.100 114
116
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
61
62
Merchants’National Bank.. 76 123
124
NattonalTraders’ Bank.100 142
144
Ocean Insurance Co.100
76
80
Portland Company.
i»6
100
Portland Has Company. 60
66
70
B.O N D 8.
State of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
107
Portland City Gs.Muulclp’l variouslOO
116
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
126
Bath City 6s, Mun. various.102
106
Bath City 6s K. 1?. aid various.... 100
101
116
Bangor
iung H. R. aid —113
124
Bangor City 6s, lougMun.122
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
106
And. & Ken. R. It. Cs. various... 106
106
113
Portland & Ken. R. K. 6s, 1896 111
Leeds & Famung’tn R. It. 6s.Ill
113
123
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s.. 121
136
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 134
110
Maine Central R. It. Skg Fund 6s.108
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s.. ..101%
102%
107
2d mtg 6s.106
"
“
111
3d mtg 6s... .110

J*

Drlrail, Chicane, tlllwaah
Canada,
I inriunali. Ml, l.ania, Omaha, Magiaaw, Ml. Paal, Malt l.ahe City,
Dearer, Man Prnaeiaen.
and all potnts ut the
Northwest. Went mid Moulh wcel.

JOSEPH HICKSON.Keneral Managar.
WM. KODAK, D. P. A.,
J. STEPHENSON. Rupt.
Nov. 1.1888.
dti
111 Insolvency.
Court ol Insolvency. lor the County o( Cumberland,
State of Maine.
January 15, A. D. 1887.
In case ot KKEHEKICK J. HANSON, Insolvent
Debtor.
fftiUSls to give notice, that on the llfteenthInsolday
L ol January. A. D. 1887, a Warrant In
vency was Issued by Henry C. Pealssly, Judge of
the Courtof Insolvency, lor said County ot Cumberlaml, against the estate of said
FREDERICK J. HANSON, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, wbteh petition was Hied on the
Hfteentli day of January. A. D. 1887. to which
date Interest on claims Is to lie computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Dels
tor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting ol the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more a»-f Ills estate, will he held at a Court of
hohlen at Probet- *•

_L^_JL.

P.RESB,

TIM',

TO-DAI

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Tlio Wages of Shi.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Evans & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
X. John Little & Co.
B. A. Atkiuson & Co.
Solid Comfort—G. L. Bailey.
To Let—Kent.
Miss Coiistaueo Waite—Teacher

of Piano.

Mesmi-rism—Prof. Cadwell.
Lost—Wolf Kobe.
Auminl Meeting.
For Sale- Sleigh.
W anted—Salesman.
Waltzing-M. B. Gilbert.
Grand Trunk Railway—'Winter Carnival.
CURE OF SPINAL WEAKNESS.

Yateh, Orle ans Co.,N. Y.,Mar. 28,1880.
My wile, live years ago, was confined to her bed
with inflammatory rheumatism of the muscles of
the back. The doctors thought her case hopeless
a bedridden Invalid.
The
violent pain kept her awake almost every night.
8he lost over thirty pounds In weight. To ease
her pain I thought 1 would put on Allcock’s
Porous Plasters. I covered her back wttli
them. To my great delight she began to sleep
well. The pain very much abatdd in one week, 1
then took the plasters off, washed her back, and
put on Iresli ones. At the end of the second
week slie insisted on getting up, and by the third
week was entirely well and able to attend to hei
household duties.
K. F. Woolstox.

and doomed her to be

knows that cocoa is an excellent tonic
Every
Taken in the morning, at breakfast, it has no
equal for nutrition and strengthening qualities;
hut it can be taken with advantage anytime. II
s especially reccommended for
nursing mothers
to whom Its benefits are invaluable. Unfortunatecocoa
Is
ly
something mixed with starch, arrowroot or sugar, and thus losses a great part of its
special properties; hence, great care should be
taken to procure the best in the market. Baker’s
Breakfast Cocoa and Chocolate preparations have
long been the standard of excellence, aud are
guaranteed absolutely pure.
oue

Wjau6&djun24

__

.11 other*.—MBS.

VVINSI.OW't
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; It produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child from pain, and the llftle cherub
awakes as "bright as a button.” It Is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, aud is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.
lanld
SM&W&wly
to

From Alonzo S. Weed

of ‘■Zion's Herald,” 85

llromfleld Street,

Huston.

“Several

r

Bottles of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam have been used in my family
with the most gratifying result. We esteem It as
one of the-best of medicines.”
jan24
MW&S&w
_

11

there ever

specific for any

was a

one

com-

Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Jose have joined their
daughter, Mrs. Cummings, in Florida.
Mr. aud Mrs. F. A. Motley have gone on a
Florida trip.
Mr. J. Calvin Stevens has returned home
from his New York visit.
Mr. James E. Wengren has been elected

cashier of the First National Bank, a
deserved compliment and a proper tribute to
the efficiency of a valuable officer.
Owing to^ the sudden death of Bishop
Neely’s brother, Rev. If. C. Neely, the invitations to.the reception at the Bishop’s lioust
for Tuesday evening are withdrawn.
Mr. and Mrs. M. G. Palmer and Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Palmer start today for Washington and Florida and possibly the West
Indies.
A very pleasant wedding occurred in T.nw.
ell, Mass., the parties being Mr. Alfred Saunders, the popular booklreeperjjtUt^wnuutti
market, and Mbw-fcOttflrTTebb, only daughter of Mr. James E. Webb, of the firm ol
Webb & Cushing of this city. Rev. Mr. Bicknell, formerly of this city, performed the
ceremony, and many handsome presents were
given the happy parties. They returned hom<
on the Pullman train
Saturday evening, and
will be at home to friends after Feb. 2d.
Women's Indian Association.
The annual meeting of the Maine Brand:
of the Women’s National Indian Association will be held in the vestry of the Second
Parish church this afternoon at 3 o’clock,
The reports of the secretary, treasurer and
various committees will be read. These reports will give a general review of the wort
done for the Indians during the past
year,
and of the progress made by them in tin
schools and on the reservations.
Many in-

teresting

facts will be

brought

out.

The public are cordially invited to be present and hear for themselves that
during the
past twelve months much light has been

thrown upon the solution of the
Indian
problem. In the evening a meeting will be
held in the church. The pastors of the several churches will lie present.
The

princi-

pal address will be given by Dr.
president of Colby University.

Pepper,

Merited Testimonial.
Mr. John E. Small, fprmerly the efticieai
and popular assistant of the late Capt. Win.
li. Mitchell, has b9en made the recipient ol

valuable gold watch, which was worn hi
the captain. It was for sale and was purchased by the associate* of Capt. Mitchell
and presented to Mr. Small as a token of esteem and regaid. The list contained
fortyseven names, headed by
Payson Tucker and
L. W. Sanborn and other prominent
railway
men connected witli the M. C. U.
It., as well
as the eastern division of the B. & M.
It
a

great surprise to Mr.
theless highly appreciated.
was a

Small,

but never-

Shaw’s Quartette at Sobago Lake.
The people of Sebago Lake and vicinity
were favored with a musical tn at
Thursday
evening, January 20th. The Shaw QuartetU
Club very kindly gave, for the benefit of the
new Congregational church, at the lake s
concert of great excellence in which Miss
Greely assisted very ably. Mr. Foss, whe
accompanied the club, added no little to the
pleasure of the audience, by giving some
very amnsing readings and recitations. All
the exercises were excellent and well appreciated by the audience, who at the close gave
.expressions ot unqualified delight.
Old Customs on Long Island.
Captain James Frank Woodbury and Benjamin Cushing, two of the large land owners
on

Long Island, have been renewing

VVSItlO

IIIIIVO

UJ

uumiug

the cus.

CJlUlljHHg

Decs

The

islanders turned out and chopped
hauled and piled, and in the evening, after ti

bountiful supper, which the ladies had
cooked, danced till near morning in Klch’s
dance hall. Capt. Woodbury’s bee was Iasi
week, and Mr. Cushing’s Friday night. Al
the close of the dance Friday night the fishermen hoarded their vessels and put out foi

fishing.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate

in

the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Westbrook—-John C. Knights et als to John
Cloudman, land.

$1 and consideration.
s. Wilson to Lucy
„rlew Gloucester—Joseph
Carpenter, land and buddings in consideration of
tbe manual nance of Josepu K. Wilson hv Lucv
w ife of Melleu Carpenter of I’ohiuU, Me.
The U. S. Courts in Maine.

The following were the expenses of the
United States Courts in Maine the past
year:

Marshals, $4000; jurors, $3,G3d; witnesses,
$3,032.02; support of prisoners, $1,512.50; miscellaneous. $2,544.22; attorneys, $1,218; clerks.
$1,033.00; commissioners, $827.45; total. $17,-

703.28.

_

Left for

Winnipeg.

Sheriff Wormell, Vice

President Thomas
and Discount Clerk Allen of the Canal Bank

and Hon. Hiram Knowlton, counsel, left for
Winnipeg Saturday, to he present at the
Blackstone

hearing

next

Friday. They

took

with them the deposition of the former cashier of the hank, Mr. Somerby.
The Y’s.
rt"

—""ol meeting of the

by

Rev. A.

F.

Abbott in Re-

bott in

ning, Jan. 30th.

Abbott’s leeturo proved to be

last Wednesday.
Harry Gribben was coasting on Smith
street Saturday, and, crossing Oxford street,
ran into a team, but escaped serious
injury.
The Commercial Travellers are talking of
an excursion, with their
ladies, to Bar Harbor in July.
Commander-in-chief Fairchild. G. A. R.,
as

will visit the State encampment of the
G. A. R. of Maine at Bath this week.
For the week ending January 8th the
Grand Trunk showed an increase in earnings of $37,807.
Dr. Wilson will deliver the second lecture
in his course at the library room in the Mechanics’

Building

this evening.
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of Natural History will occur this evening at 7.30 o’clock.

Bisliop Healv has issued a circular letter to
his clergy, in which he instructs them to forbid the use of flowers at funerals in the
churches under their charge.
Mr. S. C. Robbins of Boston says that he
has sold his mare Honest Lotta, which won
the races in Phillips and Farmington last
fall, to Mr. A. Keith of Portland for $5,000.
The seafaring friends and associates at
Rosario of the late Capt. Speck of this city
paid his burial expenses, set up a handsome
grave stone, and sent $83 to his family here.
Past Commander
J. D. Williams of
Thatcher Post, G. A. R., will be presented
with an elegant gold Past Commander’s
badge

this week.
The Maine Central Railroad Company are
working upon the extension of their double
track to Cumberland. A gang of men are
blasting rock beyond Allen’s Corner.
Mr. E. R. Dyer’s team ran into Mr. E. E.

Rogers’s sleigh, Saturday, on Fore street.
The sleighs were damaged, but the men
escaped injury.
Messrs. Bibber & Sawyer have now got a
fifty feet wide, half mile track cleared on the
Back Bay, and next Saturday the owners of

The lecture delivered by Rev.
was

A.

F.

Ab-

Reception Hall, Saturday evening,
by about forty persons. Mr.

attended

argument
in favor of the success of the National Prohibition party. The lecturer is the secretary
of the National Temperance Bureau.
He
delivered his lecture clearly and received
considerable applause.
The meeting was called to order by Mr.
Geo. L. Kimball, who called upon General
Neal Dow to act as chairman.
Prayer was
offered by Rev. Dr. Uashford, after which
tlie speaker of the evening was introduced
by Gen. Dow.
Mr. Abbott said that progress always
encountes two obstacles, the slowness of apprehension of what is for their good existing
among men and the opposition which arises
to the introduction of every reform. Today
the civilized world is struggling with the
liquor question. The evil Is recognized but
there is a great ignorance as to what should [
an

be done about it.
The Prohibition movement antagonizes immense interests, extending from the saloon
with its political influence through
every
grade of society. Many public officers owe
their positions to the traffic and it occupies
buildings owned by all classes of people.
How then, said Mr. Abbott, is prohibition
to be accomplished?
The object of the
movement is the protection of the people.
'* e are seeking to
protect those who cannot
resist their appetites, to aid the drunkard
and the drunkard’s children. I haven’t any
eonlideuce in suppressing this traffic in the
way any State in the Union has gone at it.
I don’t believe it can be stopped in any State
while the manufacture goes on in any other
What can be gotten
part of the country.
can be sold. Now as long as this stuff is
manufactured in any other State, its sale
cannot be stopped in Maine, but you have
demonstrated the fact that the breweries
and distilleries can be suppressed.
The lecturer then said that a National party is necessary to secure National Prohibition and followed the same line of argument
as that taken by Mr. St. John in his speeches
last summer, to prove that the new party
would first absorb the Republican party and
then defeat the Democrats, in six years occupying all the offices in the land from the
Presidency down.
Mr. Abbott said: “Down South the Democrats say we are helped by the Republicans,
here the Republicans say our bills arc 1 :id
by the Democrats. I liavi been lecturing
for some time and if the Democrats are willing to pay our bills, I have yet to find it out.
Ana if a Democrat should offer me
money to
on the good work, I am
going to take
carry
it. It may be the first generous
thing he
ever did.
I can’t afford to put a stop to such

budding generosity.

A comparison was made between Maine
and New York in regard to liquor sellingMr. Abbott alleged that there

YStrekcitit‘^-,“rLt‘W1iSt"“'t% S

fast horses will speed them there.
“““cr low license.
He said that
The mild weather yesterday sent the water,, -Wvut-TTere 2o0 rum
shops in Lewiston, while
from the melting snow and
l160!1*6 Placed the number as high as
400.
the railroad tracks
onJL>Tgressstreet. The
The speaker referred to past temperance
bad condition.
legislation and said that reforms never arise
in old parties.
He claimed that there is now
As J'jlm E. Strong, driver of a Boston &
no issue between the Democratic and
ReMaine shifting engine, stepped from his
publican parties, and said that- the new
engine Saturday morning, Ids feet slipped party offered inducements to young men who
not afford to enter any other
and he fell, injuring his leg quite
party.
severely. could
Neither of the old parties cares to take up
He was taken to his home on Clark street.
tins question of prohibition.
Heath & Smith’s ice storm pictures of last
At the close of the lecture, Dr.
winter were so admired in Manchester, Eng- before calling for the customary Bashford,
contribusaid that Mr. Blaine in a conversation
tion,
land, that Mr. Chadwick, Secretary of the
withhimlast
in
to
summer,
a request
reply
Manchester Photographic Society, has se- that the
Republican party adopt prohibition
cured from them the negative plate.
in its national platform, said in
substance:
The Portland District Ministerial Associa- “That is impossible. You have no idea of
tion will hold its sessions at Pine street the opposition to prohibition on the part of
many good men in the Republican party. If
church, beginning this evening. There will the party adopted prohibition
in the national
be a praise and prayer service at 7 o’clock. platform of 1888, that actiou would insure its
defeat, so it is unreasonable for you, if you
followed by a sermon by Rev. W. S- Jones,
are a friend to the
party, to ask us to adopt
Presiding Elder of Portland district.
a measure on which we would have no
hope
The total value of exports last week was
of carrying the country.”
“*•
lucu
$320,192.50, including 90,090 bushels wheat,
oAjjiaiueu luai ne was on
a mission
930,284 !pounds of bacon, 5,427 barrels of dinerent to raise .funds, and explained the
ways in which people may subscribe
apples, 503,832 pounds of cheese, 172,518 feet to the National Temperance
Bureau.
of boards. The chief import was 10,000
The meeting then adjourned.
boxes of tin plates.
SECOND PARISH.
On the arrival of the Saturday
morning’s
freight train over the Western division of the
Rev. J. C. Bracq on the McAU MisBoston & Maine railroad, blood, matted hair
sion.
and pieces of clothing were found on the
locomotive. The engineer has no knowledge
A large and interested audience
gathered
of striking any
prfuablo that at the Second Parish church
one,bj*fc
lyesterday afsome unfortu.uatoiC'Ss struck by the train.
ternoon to listen to the address by Rev. J. C.
IhAKuIIerald says: “The street has
Uracip representative of the McAU Mission
its mind made up for a new issue of Maine
in France.
Central stock to stockholders at par. With
Mr. Bracq began his address by
referring
the old stock at 55 premium, there would be
to the French Revolution which leveled all
a nice plum in the shape of
rights. The institutions in France to the
ground, and
authorized capital is 50,000 shares, and the
prepared the places for reconstructive work
issued capital 3G.033 shares.”
in all domains. “In all that pertains to our
The Maino Branch of the Woman's Foreign
social institutions we have reached a stabiliMissionary Society of the M. E. church will ty that is not
likely to be endangered. Wo
hold a meeting in Pine street church this
have not the pressing social problems of
afternoon, commencing at 3 o’clock. An ad- England and
Germany. Our political instidress will be delivered by Rev.
Bishop J. M. tutions are becoming firmer and firmer; our
Walden. All interested in the work of the
republic has now come to have as many
Society are invited to attend.
chances of existence as monarchy in EngW. G. Turner has sent from Florence,
land.” He then referred to the solution of
Italy, a design for a soldiers’ monument tlie educational
question, not as satisfactory
typical of the Spartan mother who told her as he
might wish, but still a great gain upon
son to return from war
or
his
shield. the past. The greatest and most
with, on,
burning of
Two figures representing the episode sur- all questions is the
religious one. It is a remount the monument. A design
fact that France grows more and
by Powers markable
shows America crushing the serpent of re- more aware of its importance. The attitude
of all scholars is, on the whole, more friendbellion, with the base guarded by four lions. ly to Christianity
than in the past; in many
At a meeting of the State life insurance
instances it is absolutely favorable.
"Jules
Favre
our
among
held
in
this
statesmen, Trochu among
agents,
city Saturday, W. H. our
RevelUand
soldiers,
our
among
publiAnderson was chairman and V. R. Foss
cists, Renouvler among philosophical scholsecretary. An adjourned meeting will be ars, may be said to be men of note who
showed their friendliness to evangelical
held Friday at 3 p. m., when the constitution
Christianity by entering our Protestant
and permanent organization will be
reported churches.
The lower classes1 do
by the committee. The name of the new much of religion, yet they feel itsnot talk
needs;
organization is the “Life Insurance Under- they are detached from Roman Catholicism.
In Paris, especially, they are untirely hostile
writers of Maine.”
to two classes of men, the Germans and the
priests. Their religious ignorance is equal
A New Mexican
to their anti-religious prejudices. Belleville,
Colony.
a suburb of Paris, the homo of
I he Portland Globe says that some
100,000 Com700
munists, is the place where, in 1872, Rev. R.
Persons are interested in the “Enterprise
\\. McAU and his wife began the work that
City Colony of New Mexico.” The first in- bears their name. This
clergyman was fifty
stallment of the colonists will leave in the
1 ears of age then, had only two French senThe object to be achieved is stated tences at his command, yet he succeeded by
spring.
his earnestness, his faith and consecration to
as follows:
elicit the interest of these'
people. Today
The object of tills colony is to enable American
the phenomenal success of his work is accitizens to take benefit of the homestead laws It
knowledged by all acquainted witli it. It has
is a well known tacUthat the public lauds of this
30 stations in and about Paris, 05 in the
country are free to all who cau get on to them and
reside there for five years.
provinces, making a total of 101, in which
It is also well
were held last year 10,000
known that there are thousands of poor families
meetings, with au
in the New England states who would be
aggregate attendance of nearly one million
glad to
on to them if
had the necessary means
of people. All this work is done in the humthey
5ethe originators of this colony have formed a syn- blest possible halls, poorly furnished, where
dicate of philanthropic capitalists, through which
the people go to “listen to the good news
you cau be supplied with the necessary means.l
which
to
them
is
the
best
and
Each family will be entitled to 80 acres of
the
newest
thing they ever listened
Mr. McAU has now a large number of
government land. The colony is at present to.
fully organized. The following gentlemen helpers and colleagues recruited from all the
important Evangelical churches in Paris.
are the officers:
Dr. Bersier, Hr. He Preusense, Dr. Appia,
Iheodore Monad and many other pastors
Fresident-Stephen McDonald, Saco.
Treasurer—Thomas Atkins. Saco.
have given the most hearty co-operation to
Secretary—Adam Thompson, Saco.
the McAU Mission. At least one hundred
J. E. Davis, of Boston Highlands, is one of
have come to help Mr. McAU, among
laymenare
whom
Mons. St. Hilaire, memberfof the
the prominent movers in the enterprise. The
French
of Sciences, M. He QuatreAcademy
colonists are scattered all over Maine, New
forgen, one of the greatest
Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts. It of the world and M. Eugene Anthropologists
Reuiiland, ediis expected that by spring at least 1000
tor of the Signal. Many devoted Christian
perladies have a large share in the work. Still
SOUS will llfIVfl
loinoH flip Pnlnmr
'Tjnx
the most interested person connected witli
jectors say of tliis scheme:
the work is the founder. A wonderful man
The land of this colouy shall be taken In a body.
he is. He has the best qualities of the French
In the centre of which will he a city laid out, and
and those of the English and especially the
the farms will all he within the city limits. '1 here
laicui vi
tuv
latter WHICH
Il(f
will be a number ot different kinds of manufactoilftS
so
ries star tea in this
successfully to this missionary
city. The originators of this applied
colony propose to make this city grow faster than work. He has great capacity for painstakany other In the United States. Parties who want
ing. Since lie went to Paris he has presided
to go Into business and make money should come
annually over 400 meetings, has borne a
here, buy a lot and start a store; all kinds of busheavy corrcspondance and the financial reiness will be wanted here, as there will be a popsponsibility of the Mission, all this without
ulation of 5000 within a year, all of whom will
the
least financial remeunration.
have money to pay for what they want. Lots will
Owing to
the voluntarism of most of his helpers, the
be sold low for the first six mouths, after which
consecration of Mr. McAli and his business
they will be advanced in price.
The new project Is based on individual
ability, this work was carried on for $08,000,
one-third of which was spent for the rent of
ownership, r.ot inter-dependence like the hails. The undenominational
character of
Sinaloa scheme.
the work is to be remembered. All Evangelical churches have acknowledged their inPortland
terest in it, while the French government
Relief
Typographical
has shown the greatest possible good will
Society.
toward it and the French police is loud ill its
An adjourned session of the Portland Typraise of its beneficent influence noon the
pographical Relief Society was held at Re- masses. Mr. Bracq concluded with an apform Club Hall, Saturday evening. A good peal for the support of this w'ork in his
country.
attendance was present, and considerable
discussion indulged in. The report of the
PULPIT AND PLATFORM.
treasurer showed $805.79 in trustee funds.
The following officers were elected:
CONGRESS STREET METHODIST CHURCH.
President—Samuel H. Brown.
At the Congress street Methodist church
Vice President—Fraqk H. Elder.
yesterday afternoon Bishop John M. Walden
Iiecordiug Secretary—W. U. Greene.
Financial Secretary—Jos. H. Wish. Jr.
preached to a large congregation, every pew
Treasurer—Geo. I), boring.
and settee being filled. Revs. Messrs. TinkExecutive Committee—Geo. E. Kenworthy, Jr.,
Thomas M. Fisher, Fred O. Turner.
er, Bashford and Clark were present and
The executive committee made a report, participated.in the services.
congratulating the Society on its present
Bishop Walden took his text from the gosgood standing, and calling attention to the pel of St. .Matthew
xi, 27: "AH things are
fact that there had been but one case of
delivered unto me of my Father, and no man
sickness among the members during the past knoweth the
Son, but the Father, neither
year for which benefit was drawn.
knoweth any man the Father save the Son,
The Secretary in his report referred ap
and he to whomsoever the son will reveal
propriately to the death of Mr. M. W. Hig- him.” Bishoe Walden said, the Saviour
gins,who was one of the oldest members.
speaks here as a teacher. He came to reveal
God as father. God had been known as the
The Orlando Fruit
Company.
creator and very many of what, in theologiThe Orlando Fruit Company has been
cal terms, we call the attributes of God had
formed for the purpose of purchasing and
been known. You will notice that Jesus
selling vegetables and fruits, and the pre- said
"neither knoweth any man, the father
and
paring
manufacturing of articles of save the son.”
So lie came to make God
'-nits, vegetables known as the father. And
you will find by
’’owing are a close study, that in no
place in the old revelation did God call himself the father of his
children, in some places He speaks of him'ow, self as having the feelings of a father towards men, but He does not distinctly say
He Is their father. Jesus first taught of God

Jj^wathsjvefltjygerv

the father. In the opening words of the
Lord’s prayer: “Onr Fattier, which art in
Heaven;” the revelation was first put into
human ears. Jesus revealed God as father
in a special sense. There are those who

NEW

as

ception Hall.

15 were for drunkenness.
The first lecture ol the Eye and Ear Infirmary course will he given Monday eve-

cold day

■Spring Term—Bridgton Academy

Advice

Lecture

1 here were 28 arrests last week, of which

beea obtained.
The Sewall car heater kept Conductor
Jewett’s train very comfortable on such a

Wanted—Agents.

JaulO

THE THIRD PARTY.

Harris & Williams furnish the dame orders for Boswortli Relief Corps’ assembly
tills week.
The Ontario, of the Dominion line, sailed
at 12.30 p. m. Saturday.
She took a cargo
valued at $188,7!K), including 277 cattle.
Forty signatures to a petition for a new
lodge of Odd Fellows at Ferry Village have

Millett,

Wanted—Boy.

—

the

POf. ri.AriD AND VICINITY.
AnVIinTIMEHEMTH

1

Fifty-four head of cattle were lost from
Quebec during the last voyage to Bristol.

MONDAY MORNING, JAN. 24.

HI!W

■

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

teacli that because God is the creator He is
the father of all, but Jesus declared God the
father of those who would put away wickedness. God is not a respecter of persons,
but he is a respecter of character.
I want now to turn your thoughts for a little while to tile inliuence of this declaration.
We see how those who were born in sin can
become the children of God and become conscious of their new state. That is a great
truth and must have a great inliuence.
Wherever you find man you find him trying to find how near he can coma to God.
You find this attribute of man’s nature in the
heathen lands where the man makes his idol
to worship. You find it manifest in every
altar ever erected, in every religious pilgrimage ever made. Jesus comes to tell tis just
how near we can come to God.
When the sprit of God cnmeApon the
disciples at the day of Pentecost they cried,
“Abba, Father,” recognizing that they had
been made the children of God, and by the
inliuence of the spirit they became earnest
anil courageous advocates of Christ’s|religion.
As another instance of the inliuence of this
truth, we see John and Charles Wesley
searching the Bible and learning this great
faith that God is tho father of men and that
men receive divine manifestation of their
salvation. Hook at the resultof this. From
the first congregation, numbering five persons, the Methodists have grown until they
now number 4,000,000.
1 know it Is said that the doctrine of Christian perfection is said to be the characteristic doctrine of the Methodist church.
John
Wesley enforced this doctrine and it is intilimtelv
to th« truth Hint H.wi cn noL.
himself to children as their father, and that
we become conscious of this through the
witness of the spirit, but this latter truth
underlies the other. By the preaching of the
fatherhood of God comes soonest revival and
awakening of Christian faith.
There is one tiling I would Impress upon
the Sunday school teachers, aud that is the
relationship of tiie truths of scripture. Kvery
Sunday school should be taught witli the aid
of the eoneordance.
Carry with you into
your business and homes the idea that you
are doing
your Father’s will and helping to
carry out his purposes.
One other thing 1 want to impress upon my
hearers is that in the midst of our sorrows
God will give strength aud comfort.
ST. LUKE’S CATHEDRAL.
At St. Luke’s Cathedral, the twentieth anniversary of the consecration of Bishop

!

millett, Ivans & go.,
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Dipper,
Lifter,
Poker,

2.00
:|.IK)
1.50
15
20
15
15
25
50
5.50
05
25
25

$

1.50
10.25
0.00
#-0°
25.00

..
1 Marble Top Sideboard,

2 Floor Bugs,
$ 2.00
1 Dinner Set, also answers for Tea, 10.00
1 Hanging Lamp,
2.50
Knives, Forks and Spoons,,
s,0°
!
Rogers Plated Ware;

$ 1.50
18.50
12.00
3.50

i

I

I

1
1
1
1
1

We

10.00
5.00
3.00
3.00

Camp Chair,

Hanging Lamp,

$1

Write for

Samples

yard.

We have

65c. lb. by the Box.
75c. lb.
Retail.
-

The rare quality of this Tea
and the convenient size of the
boxes ought to recommend It to

Amos L. Millelt

15.00
5.00
1.50
10.00
5.00

GROCERS,
591

sidewalks with
(BEEPERS, Can be

Rubbers.

pair of

a
worn

janlO

dts

the Maine Steam Ship
Company, for the choice of officers and the
transaction ol any other busiuess that may legally
come before them, will be held at their office,
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the second day
of February, 1887, at 10 o’cIock a. m.
Fer order, Henry Fox, Clerk.

THE

suddeuT^Vbe

years 11 months.

Diphtheria

The patient recovers strength slowly, as the
sysed

dim tuc U1UUU

puisuil-

by the ravages

of the disease. What Is needed
good reliable tonic and blood purifier like
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which lias just the
elements,
of strength for the body and vitally and richness
for tile blood which soon bring back robust health
After scarlet fever or pneumonia it is also of
great
benefit.
“After recovering from a
prolonged sickness
is

a

with diphtheria, and needing something to build
me up. l took two bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.
I felt good results from the first dose.
It seemed
to go from the top of my head to the ends of
my
toes. I know Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a
good tiling
O. H. Stuatton,
Mass.

Druggist,iWestfield,

After Scarlet Fever
“Upon our little girl, who had been siek witli
scarlet fever, the use of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla was
most marvelous, entirely
removing the poison
from her blood and
her
to good health.
restoring
Hood's Sarsaparilla deserves our
highest praise.”
Si ration, Swnmpscott, Mass.
When

my son recovered from diphtheria his
throat was swollen and
Inflamed, he had no appetite and his blood seemed In a very poor eomlition. After nsmg two hollies of Hood’s Sarsaparilla lie was very much better, gained In flesli
and bis throat seemed much Improved.” Mns B
M. Pkkscott, Franklin. N. H.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists.
*1; six for *5.
only tof C. I. HOOD & CO.,

Prepared
aipotliecaries, Lowell,

SIXTH WEEK OF FUN.

PROF.

CADWELL,

CONGRESS HALL.
PORTLAND.
EVERY NIGHT THIS WEEK EXCEPT MONDAY.
Tickets 10 cents.

Reserved Seats 15 cents.

COMMENCE AT 8 O’CLOCK.

Sy.Prof. Cadwell’s book of
structions How

128 pages “Full Into Mesmerize, Cure Diseases ami
relieve pains/’ presented free to any gent purchasing a package of 5 reserve seat tickets for
himself and ladies; good for any evening.
Price of book alohe 50 cents. It is pronounced
more interesting reading than
any novel ever
Get one and learn, as you posipublished.
tively can, of the past, present and future, through
mesmerism.
Jun24d6t

THE SPRING TERM
—

jan24dtd

AT—

—

my milk team Friday morning.
Jau. El, a gray wolf robe, either Temple or
Federal Streets. Pleas,■ return to413 Congress
Street, and obtain a suitable reward. JOHN P.
HALL.
24-1

....
....

boy 1« to 18 years old to learn
WANTED—A
the drug business;
with
experione

ence

NAI.K—Old comfort style,
new last winter, broadcloth seat and back;
will be sold cheap. L. C. CUMMINGS, 204 Commercial St.
24-1

WANTED—Experleuced travSALENVIAN
for N. H. and Vermont trade for
elling
man

two

months.

817.

Address stating experience.

LET—A

BOX
24-1

convenient rent of 7
in
TO western section
city; modern improvements.
rooms

opens

TUESDAY,

Tlie

W.

S.

A.

|..

nooDY,

wlio

AT-

MONTREAL
From

February

7th to 12th, 1877,

Nprcinl Excursion
on

You

Save

Money

You wish to

Purchase,

either for Cash

WAITE,

teacher of piano,
NO. t PARK PLACE.

Best of References.

Jau24dlw*

Wanted.
IRL to do general housework.
Call either
4
before 2 in the afternoon of after 0 In the
at
144 PINE STREET.
evening,
Jan24dtf

C4

YORK..

OFFICES,

or on

WATCHES.
Bargains In gold and silver watches at the new

store o(

177 MIDDLE ST.,

Our

Contract System.

We are

ttodlm*

LAWSON THE JEWELER,
and
tine

just entering our Fifteenth

Year In the House Furnishing Business and are
posItiYe that our thorough knowledge of goods and buying, ana our great facilities for manufacturing and
shipping goods ewill commend it to you as
the place to buy

Good Goods at Low Prices.

the

PwiOarr. Ke paring
all Its branches, a

of

In
Jewelry
line of

Prices low.

Watches

specialty. A
Opera Glasses (or sale and to let.

Spectacles and Eye Glasses accurately Sued
dec29

111 middle Si.

dU
~

CENTS,
FOR

FULL

Department la fully equipped

and

LOOK.

PARTICULARS.
we are

prepared to

now

answer 300

and secure

Wolf Kobe*
Buffalo Robes, Lined,
In Pohaa

$4.00
...

I'lkin bile

g.oo

«a

aa

and all others at prices never heard of before.

WINTER PRICES.

COE,

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

PHRICK 3l.»o.

RINES BROTHERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR PORTLAND.

nov2_

eod6m

Branch of the Great Nassau Hall House Furnishing
Store, 827 Washington Street, Boston.

CORNER PEARL AND

MIDDLE

STREETS,

of

MISS CONSTANCE

O- W.

■ear

Furrs t'reu nil NiniiouM
the Cirund Trunk Knilwny.

Full particulars will be furnished by an Agent
the Company.
JOSEPH HICKSON', General Manager.
Montreal, January 18, 1887.
Jan24d3t

Hard wood from Bobbin* all, prepared
u*«. only $B
per eord delivered.
Also the largest assortment of
wood kept In the elty, Including birch
edgings and slabs. Nova Scotia hard
wood. Wood sawed and spilt by steam
power.
Order* Mnlieited.
Telephone ttsj B.

ready for

ON ANT KINDS OF GOODS

inquiries every day. Get yoar orders in

has

WINTER CARNIVAL

Will

Our Mail Order

1st,

CRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

And

WRITE ITS

been
Principal of the school for the past seven years
will retain Its management, with Mr. O. C. Farrington, of Cape Elzabeth, in immediate charge of
the school.
Although Prof. Moody's contract terminated
with the fall term, It Is understood .that ho has
been induced to renew It for a period of two years,
and the administration of the school will continue without
MTu&Tb3t
cliauge.
J.

ADDIWtn
mimvLUi

BO Commercial St., B Washington St.,
and cor. Oanforth and Clara Sts.

CORSETS !

and there is prospect of a LARGE ATTENDANCE.
PROF.

Country,

I MOT
judi

Enquire C. P. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. 24-1

—

FEB.

$441.10

beyond Contradiction the Largest Stocks

some

FOR

COE,

Jan5

«to

SI.EIOH

TOTAL,

to Select from in this

preferred; must come well recommended.
E. F. SHAW, junction York and Pleasreets.
24-1

Bridgton Academy,
—

We have

Hat* wa will sell at coat to reduce stock
We can show all the desirable styles
from 60 cents to $3.00.

onr

92.50
32.45 Mo. 197
TIiddle Street.
137.00

Now, young men aud maidens, don’t allow the above figure for House Furnishing
frighten you out of matrimony. The writer had a great deal less when he joined
the rauks, but If you are earning a dollar and hare a business or steady
employment you can furnish as above and enjoy all the comforts of your owu house while
paying for the goods. For Instance, we will sell you the above amount of goods
for $100 and the balance in monthly payments of $15 each, and if you make a
regular average of $15 every month, you will not be charged any interest. Thus
we give you two years to pay for the goods In.
The same terms will apply to any
room you wish to furuisb, one fourth down, balance $5, $10, $15 or
$20 per
month.

LONT—From

The latest Improvement in

TWELVE WEEKS

—

Cured by
these Little Fills.
nlso
relieve DisThey
from Dyspepsia,
tress
M n d ige^tion and Too
II early Dating. A perfcci remedy
>r Dbsziutv3, NnufU'C, Drowsiness, Lad Taste in the
Muu111, Coated Tongue,
l* aln In the Side, &
They regulate tlie Bow1 -Is ‘aid
prevent Coustiration and Piles. The anvil iu*t and easiest to take.
Duly one pill a dose. 40 In a via!, Purely Veg.
Stable. Price 25 cents. 6 vhls by lnailfortLOQ,
CARTER MEDICiNE C0.|. rop’rsj Now York.

OF

—

u&wlynrm

[Positively

of

WASTED-A

IOO Doses One Dollar.

SICK HEADACHE!

Meeting

good agent in each County in
the State to handle first class subscription
books; good opportunity to make money easy.
Call on or address It. APPLETON A CO., 40 Exchange Street.
24-1

90 years.

In Temple, Jan. 10, Lizzie, daughter of Jamiu
Sargent, aged 19 years.

Annual

January 24,1887.

Ill West Baldwin, Jan. 21, Artcmas
Richardson,
81

--

77.25
66.25

_____

ANNUAL, MEETING.

[Funeral Tuesday alternoon at 2.30 o'clock,
from the residence cf her son, George W.
Toliey,
No. 91 Federal street. Burial at convenieuce of
tile family.
In this city, Jan. 23, Mrs. Thomas
Clark, aged
03 years, 8 mouths, 10 days.
[Funeral Tuesday at 2.3o p. m., 47 Myrtle 8t
At Fordhain. N.
Jan. 28,
Rev.
F. C. Neely, aged 39 years.

In Palmyra, Jau. 10, Mrs. Reuben
Homestead,
aged 80 years.
Ill Bath, Jan. 22, Charlotte .1., wile ol Daniel
Morrison, aged 60 years 2 months.
In East Waterford, Jan. 1. Geo. W., son of W.
S. and Mary E. Meserve, aged 6 years 8 months.
At Bolster s Mills, Jan. 23, Rev. Joseph Wight,
aged 80 years 4 months.
I11 Norway. Jan. 18, Tlios. G.
Brooks, aged 74
years 4 months.
I11 Bryant's Fond, Jan. 12, Mrs. Sophia Harris,
aged 54 years 0 mouths,—widow of the late Horace Cushman,
In Albany, Jan. 18, Haven HutelitDson.
In Monsou, Jan. 8, Everett, aged 4 years; 12th,
Eliza Melvin.; ged 9 years,—children of L. 0. Anderson.
In Islesboro, Jan, J1, Mrs. Nancy Coombs, aged

All of

$35.65

...

Removed to 2«:S Middle Steeet.

In this city, Jan. 23, Mary P.. widow ol the late
Ephraim Moore, aged 811 years. 6 months.

After

THE KITCHEN,
THE DINJNC ROOM,
THE SITTING ROOM,
THE CHAMBER,
THE HALL,
THE PARLOR,

Car. X_|. ijATT.I< i*y

DEATHS

aged

over

"NOW SHOES. INDI AN ItlOCCAttlNN,
BOXINR CLOVES, INDIAN CLl'RS
PATENT DC.VIK KELLS, CUTLERY
and SI'OKTI VC COOKS.

dlw

AT COST.

mi

COMFORT,

Street.

HATS

Carpeting.

Specifying articles aud quoting prices as above we do not wa it our customers
suppose that we have not got cheaper articles according to quality, and higher
priced goods If wanted. Our only idea was to show how a house of the number of
rooms as above could be furnished and what the cost would be for
good substantial goods. Our llgures summed up will read as follows:

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

Congrc**

JanlO

to

MARRIACES.

Co.,

$ 3.00

—

Write for (juts and Particulars; also Samples of

inSuch

sold.

EACH PACKAGE MATAHS 101-2 LBS.

&
1 Small Table, fancy,
3 Sets Window Drapery,
| Sofa Rug,
1 Smyrna Rug,
I Mantel Mirror,
1 Hanging,

$ 8.00
Tapestry
Carpet. 25.50
1 Hair Cloth or Plush
Parlor Suit 35, 37, 40,50 or 1001 S'*0
1 Marble Top Table, 20x28,
$6.00
1
Leather nocker,
8.00
1 Antique
Whatnot,
5.00

ever

everybody.

1 Door Mat,
$ .75
1 Hftt Tre*’ •* 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 to 75, $10
1 chair,
$8;50
Hall Lamp (hanging)
3.50

| Window Shades,Brussel
30 yds

their facilities of manufacture.
enterprise as this is a benefit to the city.

$•},

We Sell Thousands and Thousands of Dollars worth through the Mail.

gant fabric.

on slippery
walking
ARCTIC

lOO

lilt*

We shall sell this Tea at

of Cuts and Furniture.

$ .70
10.00
4.00

J1 Half Table,

in this ele-

SOLID

Purchased

just

uk

$10.00

Walnut Chamber Set,good style,
no
t $*0-00
18.00 Full Ten Piece Marble Tops,
5.00 j 1 Woven Wire Spring, $5, $8.50 or $4
3-00 I 1 Mattress,
$:J,
$8. $10, $15.00
1 pair Blankets,
3.50
$1,
$3, $4 or $5
1
1.50
Comforter,
I
1 Bracket Lamp,
1.50

j Shades,

We shall open MONDAY MORNING,

I11 Saco. Jan. 19, Joseph E. Leavitt and Lizzie
P. Harmon.
In Norway, Jan. —, Asa A. Young and Clara R.
Howard.
In Gouldsboro. Ernest E. Field of North Farls
and Emily F. Joy of Gouldsboro.
InWest Sumner, Jau. 17, Harry E. Russell of
Hartford and Ida F. York of P irls.
In Mason, Jan. 11, John Wight ol Gilead and
Ella A. Briggs of West Bethel.
In Livermore, Jau. 17. Caleb E. Mendall and
Clara S. Tyler, both of Hartford.
In Augusta, Jan. 18, James Haln and Miss
Hetta Coney.

have

Finest Formosa Tea

HalrCIoth Lounge, good.
Hair Cloth Easy Chair,
Rattan Rocker,

$1.50

pair Pillows,

FRENCH PRINTED SATINES.

cts.

Congre** Street.
dlw

Tea! Tea! Tea!

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.

1

1-2

All onr Ladies’ and Misses’ Winter
Harments at half price.

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PRICES.

J‘ To

3*7

price.

Jau 22

CHAMBER.

Price

1 Case of Foulard Cambrics, 3U inches
at 0 1-4 cents.
ltMIO yards English Silesia Remnants,
ft 1-4 cents a yard.
5000 yards best Cambric at 3 cents
per yard.
2 Cases Fast Colored Print at 3 1-2
cents.
500 yards Table Linen at 25 cents a
yard, worth 50 cents.
300 odd Napkins at 2 cents each.
500 yards double width Cashmere
Remnants at 17 eents per yard, worth
38 cents.
2 Cases Westbrook Uinghams, new
styles, at 8 cents per yard.
lotto yards New Hamburg*, at 5, 8,
10 and 12 1-2 cents per yard, Just half

SHINE’S,

3 Window Shades,
20 vards Carpet,

designs

COR. BROWN.

All the Remnants accumulated for the
past six months consisting or Black and
Colored Dress Hoods, Silks.
Velret
Trimming Hoods, White Hoods, Bleached
and Unbleached Cotton, Table Linens,
Furniture Corering, Crash, Flannels,
Punt Cloths, Cloakings, Cotton Shirtings, Ticking, Silesia, Cambrics, Uauiburgs. Laces, Embroidery, odd lots
Hlores and Hosiery will be sold regardless of cost. In order to make this sale
a great success, we shall offer many

49S

DINING ROOM.

dtf

5o different

SHINE’S,

Scraper,

SITTING ROOM.

jau34

ANNUAL

498 CONGRESS STREET.

piece Pipe,

largely

crease
an

V

3 Window Shades,
2o yards Carpet,
1 Store, good size,
3 Chairs,

20

Maine State Heat and Light Co.
Our citizens are probably not aware of
what the new company that has been under
way some two months, are doing in the way
of business.
This company manufacture
the celebrated Bangs’ Carburetor, and have
now some eight or nine men constantly employed in the manufacture and delivery of
their machines. A large number of the machines have already been built and put in
place in stores, houses and manufactories,
and the company have a large number of orders on hand, beyond their present capacity
to fill.

Broiler,

Pot Covers,

3 Window Shades,
2o yards All Wool Carpets,
1 (.-feet Walnut Ex-Table,

7 Total.
_

y

Total.

Mk

Brick Loaf Pans,

$.>.00

WRITE FOR CUTS AND PARTICULARS.

causes:

Peritonitis.

Kettle,

Rate.

2
l

20 yards Oil Cloth,
1 3-« Kitchen Table,
6 '.-.Spindle Chairs.
I Pair Tubs,
I Pall.
I Wash Board,
| Towel Roller,
5 dozen Clothes Pins,
1 Clothes Line,
1 Clothes Basket,
1 Clothes Wringer,
2 Window Shades,
1 Looking Blass,
1 Hand Lamp,

1 piece Zinc,
1 Set i.eg Rests,

The whole number of deaths in the city for
last week was 20, from the
following

Paralysis.

Pots,
Jron
IronorTln Tea

trying Pan,

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

and Shetland Wools will have an opDor
of selecting from
a complete
stock at half price.
This sale on Gloves, Dress Trimmings
and Leather Goods will be continued,
and all of last season's Muslin Underwear will be sold at a liberal discount.
Several other important Specialties
will be offered in different departments.

_

■

wide,

tunity

Madison Woolen Company.
The shareholders of the Madison Woolen
Company, held their annual meeting at Madison, Thursday, 28th. over 1000 shares being
represented. The following officers were
chosen:
Directors—James 1‘. Baxter, H. J. I.lbby, Portland; A. P. Beniamin, Geo. H. Bryant, Oakland;
Win. B. Snow. Skowhegan; Nathan Wood, B. P.
J. Weston, Addison.
Treasurer—James B. Libby, Portland.
Secretary—A. K. Small, Oakland.
The new mill No. 2, of brick, was completed and put in operation during the past year
It has the capacity of ten sets, is a model of
excellence and quite perfect in all its appointments.
The able management of the business in
every department is satisfactory to the share
holders.

_

Hole Range,

J Steamer,
itPan.
J2 Biscu
Round Tin Pans,

goods from nes?'-• every department at
v 25 to 33 1-2
a discount of-,.
per
"ceni. Ladies who wish to
buy Berlin

ffufcbfiijJrti^alden preached an able scr-

Jive

Wash Boiler,
Meat Pan,

1

JANUARY BARGAINS.
the present week

■

special bargains.

KJTOHE1N.

JiISiim a large congregation.

_

Or buy for Cash according to circumstances, but in either
case don’t pay big prices until you have examined our stock
and satisfy yourself as to where you can buy the best goods
for the money. In the last issue of this paper we said we
would devote two columns to “How Young Married People
could Co to Housekeeping without a Cold Mine on the
Farm.” We shall commence with the Kitchen and name
the necessary articles, and please remember you can buy
higher price or lower priced goods in our stock. We quote
a good article

1

CHESTNUT STREET CHURCH.
In the
evening at tljc Chestnut street

Heart.
Infantile.
Inflam, of Bowels....
Old age.

[HI HOME COMFORTS WHILE Milt FOR THE!.

d3t

During

C. W. AE.LKN
dtf

14

Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 25 and 2$,

Under Mechanics' Hall.

_l*n24_

mar

-ON-

£enK

We offer in this sale the following extra bargains in Dress Goods:
10 pieces French Diagonal Weave Dress Goods, 42 Inch width, at 50 cents
per
yard; former price 75 cents.
Pieces French Serges, 42 inch width at 50 cents; sold everywhere at «2 l-2c.
JO
1 lot All Wool Tricots, 36 inch width, all
colors, at 37 1-2 cents per yard; regular 50 eent goods.
Fancy Homespuns, 54 inch width, at 37 1-2 cents; former price 75 cents.
J1 J°J
lot Hair Line Stripe, 54 inch Suiting, at 75 cents; former
prize $1.25.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
tf. O. B.UI.I V.

Remnant Sale

THE MILLION!

20 dozen Ladies’ All Wool Hose, ilnished Seams, at 25
cents; worth 50 cents.
1 lot Ladies’ All Wool Hose, Ilnished seams, at 34
cents; former price 62 cents.
25 dozen Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves at 25 cents per
pair; former price 50 cents.
10 dozen Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves at 83
cents; former price 62 cents.
Wool Gloves, very heavy, at 37 1-2 cents; former price 75 c.
I1 w
lot Gents’ ?cot<h Lined Gloves at 33
Jersey
cents; former price 50 cents.

GOODS.

Auetionem and ComiuiHMion Merchants

(iltAVD

oo

DRESS

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

■■

former price 88e.
price 50 cents.
1 lot Gents’ Blue Mixed Ribbed Shirts and Drawers at «2regular
1-2 cents each; w orth
cents.

then.

Consumption.
Empyema.
Erysipelas.
General debility.

HOUSE FURNISHINGS

Hair Shirts and Drawers at 50 cents each;
11 iSJ
P0!,8’ V est aud
lot Ladles’
Pants, all sizes, at 30 cents each;

the forenoon services yesterday, Kev. Mr.
Haves of New York, formerly canon at the
cathedral, read an interesting account of the
parish from the time the Bishop assumed
charge of the diocese and also the names of
those members of the parish who have died

Diseases.
1
Alcoholism.
Brain.
Cancer.

AUCTION IALCII.

AUVEBTINE3IENTN.

Underwear, Hosiery and Gloves.

of the Diocese of Maine will
be commemorated by special services.

The Death

NEW

GREAT MARK OOWN SALE.

Neely as Bishop

since

1BVERT1NEXENTN.

Cougren street, Opposite City Hall.
A practlca1 school of business,
having a National Col ege Bank, with a cash capital of *200,000
organized in 1864. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each department, and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
short hand and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further Information cheerfully furnished. Address,
1.. A. (iRAV, A. m. Principal.
»®pl8
eodtJm

ISAAC. C. ATKINSON,

•

MANAGER.

Open Every Evening till 9.
ELECTRIC

LIGHTS

ON

THREE

FLOORS.

No,

197

Middle Street.

NOTICE.
I have disposed of all my
Fire Insurance Business to

PRENTISS

Interest in

LORINC,

to whom hare also been transferred the
agencies of the

SUN

FIRE

OFFICE.

and the Manufacturers’ and Builders’
Insurance I'o. I respectfully ask that
the business of my patrons and friends
may be continued with Mr. lairing, at
whose office, So. 31 1.2 Exchange St.,
1 may be found for the present

CHAS. A. SPARROW.
Portland, Jan. 21,1SS7.
|an22diw

To Vessel Owners.
haa been thorreadiness to
repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
C. W. ST IM CHON, J
Add ress,
declOdtf
fort Clyde, Me
E Tort Clyde
Kailway
In
TI!
oughly rebuilt, and Is
take out all vessels In need of
Maine

now

